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ABSTRACT
Sociolinguistic research has predominately relied on spoken language to understand how
social structures influence and are influenced by communication and interaction. This dis-
sertation, however, turns to the increasingly prevalent and understudied realm of written or
displayed language. Focusing on texts on display in public places, I investigate the different
ways individuals use linguistic and semiotic resources to create, engage and regiment these
interactive spaces. Uniting theory and methods from anthropology, sociolinguistics, compu-
tational linguistics and corpus linguistics, I explore what language does in these open and
expanding interactive environments to gain insight on the reciprocal dynamics of individuals,
socio-ideological structures and meaning.
I examine the language of public displays in the Mission District neighborhood in San
Francisco, drawing chiefly from the linguistic landscape – networks of signs and inscriptions
– and the digital, ‘filtered’ landscape – networks of recontextualized images of place on
Instagram to look at how linguistic and semiotic choices shape the meaning of place. To
characterize the mechanisms by which place is produced in Mission displays, I engage both
qualitative assessments of individual instances and quantitative analyses of larger sign and
post corpora to identify salient patterns in how people enact the Mission in different ways
on various scales. In so doing I show that the landscape is not a static indicator but an
integral tool by which people shape their environment, demonstrating that what the Mission
‘means’ as a neighborhood at any given time or place is a continuous and often incongruous
negotiation between various people, establishments and institutions.
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1INTRODUCTION
“I always feel like San Francisco is turning into a glass of water that was full to
the top, and now they’re introducing ice cubes and its pushing out all the water and
leaving this square rigid form instead”
– ‘Max’, Mission Resident
Places are ideas. Cities, towns, neighborhoods, blocks – such entities take up dimensions
of kilometers or square footage, but the meaning of these measurements lives within people.
By people place is articulated; through action, behavior and thought, place too is imbued
with agenda and ideology. To study place is to study human practice (Harvey 2006) and
to examine the mediums and methods by which practice produces place. Identifying how
individuals, groups and societies orient themselves and others to produce place is crucial
to understanding how configurations of power and value develop and disseminate, and to
comprehend the power of place in ordering human experience.
This dissertation examines the production of place through the language of public dis-
plays, drawing chiefly from the linguistic landscape – networks of signs and inscriptions –
and the conceptual or filtered landscape – networks of recontextualized images of place. Dis-
plays like billboards, shop signs and advertisements or place-‘tagged’ photos are “quotidian
and pervasive” as are the texts that compose and circulate upon them, but it is within this
ambient linguistic scaffolding that the “reflexive, recursive, frame-dependent and symboli-
cally mediated nature of human ontologies” can be observed (Kockelman 2013: 43). This is
a study of how displayed texts and accompanying semiotics (color, image, size) shape place;
a study of the expression of place through language.
For this study, I investigate the linguistic and conceptual landscapes of the Mission Dis-
trict neighborhood in San Francisco, California. I initially chose the Mission as a research
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site because it is severely gentrified. I was interested in understanding how dynamics of
race, class and privilege might play out in the displays in the area, and wanted to docu-
ment the impact of gentrification on an additional and relatively-understudied variable, its
linguistic landscape. The more time I spent in the Mission and the more data I collected,
however, I realized that gentrification, while a significant issue and something wrestled with,
contemplated on and contributed to on a daily basis, was just one part of the Mission’s
story. What became increasingly striking were the different Missions I saw and heard: the
Missions depicted in newspapers and travel websites, the Missions of store fronts and graf-
fiti, the Missions in elicited narratives and overheard conversations, the Missions posted on
Instagram and Twitter. A study of the impact of gentrification on a place became a study
of the place itself – that is, places – and a study of the different ways individuals created
those places through discourse.
1.1 Language on Display
To capture some of ways the Mission is discursively circulated and constructed, I look at
displays in public places. While sociolinguists have predominately favored speech as a re-
search object, written or displayed language has attracted increasing attention. The field
of Linguistic Landscapes (LL) in particular has shown the complex role public signage can
play, from challenging or imposing language ideology (Tufi 2013; Blackwood 2015; Lanza
and Woldemariam 2009; Coupland 2012) to influencing attitudes towards languages and the
groups perceived to speak them (Dailey et al. 2005; Landry and Bourhis 1997). Exponen-
tial growth of electronic text-based communication platforms has also encouraged study of
typed language or “fingered speech” (McWhorter 2013) as a medium (Crystal 2011; An-
droutsopoulos 2011), recognizing the ways individuals manipulate text to express intricate
meanings (Thurlow and Mroczek 2011).
Displayed in in three dimensions or two, textual landscapes saturate most individuals’
day-to-day experience: plastered on buildings and sidewalks, billboards and bus stands,
iPhone screens and television sets. Approximately 54% of people worldwide live in urban
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areas1 and as of early 2017, 50% of the world’s population (3.773 billion) are estimated to
access the Internet on a regular basis, with 37% (2.789 billion) using social media (Chaffey
2017). To overlook visual discourse is, to modify the words of Henri Lefebvre, to “evade
both history and practice” (1991: 7).2 A considerable part of the quotidian ambiance
is composed of displayed texts, and this prevalence – while frequently latent – is what
makes their study so important. Within the semiotic atmosphere “historical, social, political,
ideological, geographic and demographic” forces converge to “[meld a] ... wider social and
cultural reality” (Ben-Rafael et al. 2010: xiii), a reality made manifest through language.
I explore this reality through study of physical displays located in the Mission and im-
ages tagged as ‘happening’ or ‘occurring’ in the neighborhood. Study of Mission-rooted
displays reveals the ways in which display-ers position the neighborhood and how the Mis-
sion as a place is “enacted” through these positionings (Agha 2007a). Most importantly,
through displays can the inherent subjectivity and fluidity of what a place ‘means’ can be
clearly observed and tracked, revealing insight on the often conflicting, contradictory and
fundamentally arbitrary ways place comes to be defined.
1.2 Language and Place
As language produces place, so too does place produce language. It is important to acknowl-
edge the dialogic of geographic and linguistic features, and the role of this relationship in
the development of communicative behaviors and their formal study. The genesis of Linguis-
tics as academic institution is generally attributed to the observation of similarities between
languages ‘located’ thousands of miles apart. Sir William Jones’s 1786 notice of the similar-
ities between Sanskrit, Greek and Latin attracted scholarly attention to a “common source”
thought to have disseminated across Europe and Asia, connecting ideas of geographic fea-
tures, movement and distance to language change and differentiation (Clackson 2007: 2).
1Calculated as a population of 2,000+ near national or provincial capitals, used here to illustrate the
percentage of individuals with which exposure to a certain level of displays can be assumed. This is not to
suggest those living in more rural areas are not bombarded by signs as well, however (Chaffey 2017).
2Lefebvre uses this phrase to critique approaches to space that “reduce ... space to a status of a message
and the inhabiting of it to the status of a reading” (1991:7). I argue, however, that this point is equally
applicable to any view of displayed text as ‘just’ messages to be read.
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The conflation of language and locale continued to reverberate throughout the 19th and
20th centuries both as academic pursuit and political tool: the notion of place as a resource
to study language joined documentation to typology (Newmeyer 1986), and “language as
a synecdoche” for identifications of a common ‘community’ or ‘culture’ fueled nationalist
movements across Europe (Gal and Irvine 1995: 968).
Study of linguistic variation, the very launching point of present-day sociolinguistics, de-
veloped to challenge the ‘one community ≡ one language ≡ one territory’ argument, working
to recognize, document and legitimize varieties oppressed or dismissed as ‘nonstandard’ or
‘incorrect’ (Labov 1963). While the notion of place remained relatively “static” in sociolin-
guistic research, associating “different ways of speaking with territorially-defined identities
of speakers”, recent work has begun to dismantle this spatial determinism, viewing “speech
variation and place as a more dynamic, performative concept” (Jaworski and Thurlow 2010:
9; see also Johnstone 2004). This shift from place to “emplacement” and space to “spa-
tialization” (Jaworski and Thurlow 2010: 9; Harvey 2006; Lefevbre 1991), complements a
well-established appreciation in sociolinguistics of performance and positioning in regards to
identity (Bucholtz and Hall 2005; Eckert 2008); gender (Butler 1988); class (Kiesling 2004)
or race (Wirtz 2014), as well as a renewed emphasis on study of process over product.
In addition to the performative, contemporary theorists draw close attention to the dy-
namic and dialogic of language. Influenced by Mikhail Bakhtin and the work of pragmatists
such as Charles Sanders Peirce, William James, John Dewey and George Herbert Mead,
scholars such as Paul Kockelman, Asif Agha and Michael Silverstein have focused on show-
ing how meaning reflexively orders and is ordered by language use (Kockelman 2017; Agha
2007a, 2003; Silverstein 2003, 1979; Mertz 1985; Briggs 1984; Bauman and Briggs 1990;
Bakhtin 1981; Peirce 1955; James 2010; Mead 1996). This regard for the mechanisms of
meaning has too been incorporated in study of language and place. Increasingly, schol-
ars have turned to the idea of place as both resource and production: place as something
drawn upon by individuals to orientate their discourse, and something, in turn, shaped and
defined by such positioning. The notion of chronotopes, configurations of place, time and
personhood which enable individuals to interpret linguistic and other semiotic arrangements
(Bakhtin 1981; Agha 2007b), in particular has highlighted the subjectivity of place and its
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significance in organizing conceptions of selves (Lyons and Karimzad 2017; Karimzad 2016;
Blommaert 2015; Koven 2013).
The relationship between place and language is also central to the field of Linguistic
Landscapes.3 As a field concerned with any “any (public) space with visible inscription
made through deliberate human intervention and meaning making” (Jaworski and Thurlow
2010: 2),4 Linguistic Landscapes began as study of language in place, and has continued to
expand in scope to encompass any investigation of the role of language and other semiotics
in place making (Banda and Jimaima 2015). Public signs can both serve as counts of
ethnolinguistic vitality as well as agents of spatialization, constituting “social, linguistic and
political structures” (Blommaert 2013: 3) that inform as much as reflect a locale’s ideological
makeup (Ben-Rafael et al. 2006; Shields 1987; Lefevbre 1991; Foucault 1984). To study the
displays of an area is to study one of the ways in which subjects mediate that area; how
subjects imbue meaning to dimensions and make place.
Place making through language, like place itself, is messy, complicated and dynamic. In a
single landscape of displays are layers of intentions and histories, some long forgotten, some
re-purposed to serve a new vision. As will be shown in the case of the Mission, choices
of neighborhood presentation – architectural and linguistic – can be central to an area’s
internal development and how external encompassing bodies such as cities or state and
federal agencies classify and (ultimately) determine a neighborhood’s fate.
1.3 Place and Public(s)
To understand how place manifests through displayed language, I focus on public places.
The notion of public, like place, language and meaning, is a social product (Warner 2002;
Goffman 1963) and as such can be just as slippery, nebulous and dynamic. In a broad
and common sense, public places are areas “in a community freely accessible to members
3I use the term ‘place’ instead of ‘space’ here and throughout the thesis following Barbara Johnstone’s
definition of place as space transformed by human interaction (2004, see also Lou 2010).
4I will follow Jaworski and Thurlow’s conception of what aspects of landscapes studied should be at-
tended to, however regarding terminology I use Linguistic, rather than Semiotic, for the sake of clarity and
classification, as ‘Linguistic Landscape’ seems to have become the more conventional term for the field re.
conference strands, journal keywords and tags etc.
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of that community” (Goffman 1963: 9); but with that shared accessibility comes a shared
awareness of rules. There is a sense of public-ness, and culturally-informed notions of what
is appropriate ‘in public’ that demarcate and regiment dimensions of space. It is this sense
of public-ness that makes getting caught adjusting one’s clothing or makeup in a mirrored
surface feel embarrassing in one “freely accessible” spot (say, the dark glass siding of a
building) and completely benign in another (the mirror in a public restroom) (Ibid.).
What ‘counts’ as public is also informed by behaviors.5 The noticeable change or avoidance
of personal conversation topics once entering a crowded subway car, for example, enacts those
topics as taboo for that particular setting and re-enacts that particular setting as having
particular rules, that in turn align with ‘public’ space and a sense of what ‘public’ entails.
To study displays occurring in public places is to therefore study displays that are “freely
available” but also expressive of and complicit in various social machinations that make these
displays public displays. I am therefore wary of the danger of conflating ‘public’ and ‘place’
as a category or type – rather, I view the instances of public place I have photographed,
videoed and downloaded as composites of publics in progress.
1.4 Overview
The data for this dissertation come from a series of visits to the Mission District in December
2014, Spring 2015 and Summer 2015. During my time in the Mission I collected photos,
interviewed residents, attended community organization meetings and met with the staff of
local newspapers to familiarize myself with the neighborhood. I do not include the outcome
from my interactions with Mission residents (apart from the quote above) as they were
intended and formatted for a study on gentrification. While gentrification is discussed here in
depth, what this dissertation is really about is place making through display. The interviews
are a story for another time.
The following chapters primarily draw from the theory and literature of Linguistic Land-
scapes, but are grounded in sociolinguistic frameworks that view any influence inflicted by
language on society as an insight into language itself. It is an emphasis on the process by
5I.e. publics are made through meta-semiosis (Agha 2007a).
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which signs generate meaning that guides this research in its account of the social production
of place. In this endeavor I draw from Asif Agha’s conception of “reflexive models of social
life” (2007a), in which language is considered in terms of its materiality (i.e. language as
“materially embodied”) and its ability as a behavior to classify or denote through enact-
ment. As such the underlying perspective of the work submitted here views the meaning of
language and other semiotic behavior as the outcome of reflexive processes realized through
social interaction, and draws from the work and philosophy of Charles Sanders Peirce and
other Pragmatist-influenced sociolinguistic scholars such as Paul Kockelman and Michael
Silverstein. Pragmatism encourages the embrace of fallibilism as the “only sane alternative
to a cocksure dogmatism”, meaning phenomena are to be viewed as continuous and muta-
ble, framed with the ‘confession’ that “our starting points are contingent and historically
conditioned inheritances” (McDermid 2016).
As such, I begin in media res, in the middle of things, looking at the Mission as an
ongoing production of past and present of subjective and selective contingencies. Chapter
2 provides a history of the neighborhood with attention paid to points and patterns relevant
to subsequent discussion and analysis of Mission place-making. In this introduction to the
Mission, I hope to provide a sense of the neighborhood’s underlying historical and current
sociopolitical atmosphere with which to contextualize the following chapters of data and
analysis.
Chapter 3 concerns the processes of place making observed in the Mission’s Linguistic
Landscape. This chapter will provide a brief introduction to the field of Linguistic Land-
scapes and discuss two salient patterns in the presentation of neighborhood signage: the
commodification of Spanish to cultivate authenticity and the use of silence to exude exclu-
sivity and enact privilege.
Following the discussion of the Mission as made through physical displays is a shift to
digital ones in Chapter 4, which presents the idea of geotagged media on Instagram as con-
stituting a ‘filtered landscape’ of subjective and selective recontextualizations. This chapter
engages with individual instances of geotagged photos to explore how these images recontex-
tualize place, then moves to a larger corpus of posts to investigate the ‘digital’ Mission on a
larger scale, employing frequency and sentiment analyses and topic modeling to isolate and
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characterize overarching patterns of neighborhood Instagram activity. This demonstration
of the efficacy and power of quantitative methods in analyzing of landscape data is contin-
ued in Chapter 5, which presents an overview of research methods in the field of Linguistic
Landscapes and introduces the theory and application of inferential statistics to both LL
and digital landscape study. The thesis then concludes in Chapter 6 with an overview of
the study presented and directions for future research.
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2THE MISSION DISTRICT
“After all, the Mission District was the oldest inhabited area of the city. Did this
venerability not give the neighborhood a special claim to civic legitimacy? The
Mission was more San Francisco than San Francisco, the logic seemed to go, and its
residents were therefore the inheritors of a noble tradition. The Mission Promotion
Association and its allies promoted this identity in print, but they cultivated it
most prominently in stucco cladding, scalloped parapets, and red-tiled roofs. In a
process that is familiar from Southern California, the MPA employed a Spanish
colonial architectural language in order to celebrate a prosperous Anglo future by
memorializing a romanticized past.”
– Ocean Howell, Making the Mission:
Planning and Ethnicity in San Francisco
“To whom does San Francisco’s oldest neighborhood belong?” a San Francisco Chronicle
headline asked in late 2014. The question framed a series of articles entitled A Changing
Mission, a comprehensive profile of the demographic, socioeconomic, cultural and political
impacts of gentrification on the neighborhood. Concerns and debate over gentrification
in the Mission continue three years after its publication: hundreds of residents have been
evicted, scores of neighborhood businesses have closed and the median property value hovers
at $1 million. The atmosphere remains tense as the most maligned and most visible agent
of gentrification, tech industry employees (Facebook CEO and founder Mark Zuckerberg
among them), settle into the neighborhood and call it home. The Chronicle’s question
remains unanswered.
Looking back into the Mission’s past, however, it is clear that ‘belonging’ has always
been an unresolved concern. For over 100 years, cyclical bursts of asserted autonomy have
9
Figure 2.1: Another inquisitively framed issue from the SF Chronicle’s Mission-focused
series1
organized in opposition to external pressures – movements that depended on a collective sense
of neighborhood camaraderie. This sense of fellowship was never inherent, but negotiated –
forged in community meetings, cultivated in newspapers and mediated by individual interest,
often finding coalition in defiance to an ‘other’ over neighborly goodwill.
At the heart of these negotiations lives the place of the Mission itself. To belong, after all,
entails a somewhere – and building a specific idea of what that somewhere was was crucial
to unite the neighborhood’s varied residents. In the 1910s and 20s, this somewhere had a
majestic and romanic colonial legacy of which to feel proud and protect; in the 1960s and
70s a shared indigenous history and labor background to celebrate and preserve, and in the
1990s and 2000s collective outrage at the changes wrought by gentrification. Who the Mission
1San Francisco Chronicle 2014
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belongs to at any given moment can be seen as a product of actions and words, coalitions and
ordinances, and, importantly, of place-making. Throughout its modern history, people have
strategically moulded the idea of ‘the Mission’ to assert authority and “lay claim”, building
narratives of place in discourse and display still visible and active in the present-day.
2.1 Misio´n San Francisco de Asis: 1776 - 1848
Located in the central-Eastern part of the city, the area now called the Mission has been
inhabited for over 5,000 years. Settled initially by the Yelamu,2 coastal Native Americans
of the Ohlone language family, the roughly square mile of land then called ‘Chutchuii’ was
favored for its “good weather [and] abundance of water”, and featured a lagoon, a small but
“navigable” creek and channel access to the bay (Hooper 2006: 7). The valley, an exemplary
case of an infamous San Francisco ‘microclimate’, is protected from Pacific Ocean fog and
wind by a range of small mountains, creating a pleasant, temperate environment with sunnier
days and higher average temperatures than the rest of the peninsula (Hirsch 2013; Gilliam
2001).
This microclimate, conducive to resident comfort and an abundance of other resources
such as waterfowl, game and a wider variety of flora and fauna, made the area a desirable
place to live as well as a strategic settlement. It was these features that attracted Spanish
colonists, making their way up the Californian coast in the late eighteenth century, to choose
it as an addition to their network of ‘Mission’ complexes. Consisting of religious buildings
(misio´ns), military fortifications (presidios) and community structures (pueblos), Missions
were intended to serve as the foundation of the expanding Spanish colonial empire (Archibald
1978; Phillips 1974). In mid 1776, a group of Spanish colonists and ‘successfully converted’
2As Solnit (2010) points out, this name and many other contemporary names for Californian Native
Americans are rough approximations cobbled together from Spanish records, unlikely to fully represent
the “highly differentiated groups and localized languages” that existed prior to colonization (13). The
name ‘Yelamu’, chosen by anthropologist Randall Milliken to describe people living on the San Franciscan
peninsula, was one found frequently in Mission registers, and is hypothesized to be a derivative of an Ohlone
term meaning ‘Westerner’ or to refer to a particular village (Solnit 2010: 15; Milliken 1994).
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Figure 2.2: The Mission District, San Francisco4
Christian Native Americans called neophytes,3 made camp and began to build (Macris et al.
2007: 16).
In 1791, construction of a chapel, Misio´n San Francisco de Asis (Mission Saint Francis of
Assisi), was completed slightly northwest of the Laguna de Nuestra Sen˜ora de los Dolores
(Lake of Our Lady of Sorrows), leading to the colloquial name “Mission Dolores”. Mission
Dolores, located near the intersection of Dolores and 16th Streets, still stands,5 lending its
name to both the neighborhood and city that have built up around it.
3The level of voluntary involvement of neophyte populations in Mission settlements throughout California
is extremely suspect due to the harsh living conditions and enforced hard labor of Spanish Mission life and
from well-documented and frequent instances in which neophytes would escape and be ruthlessly hunted
down and often punished with torture or death (Archibald 1978). Voluntary or desired involvement with
Missions is also called into question by the significant role Native Americans played in Mission decline after
post-independence secularization. When given the choice to stay and continue Mission work in the 1830s,
most neophytes abandoned Mission settlements, seeking occupation elsewhere in California (Phillips 1974).
4Map obtained with the ggmap package in R (Kahle and Wickham 2013).
5The chapel also holds the distinction of San Francisco’s oldest building (Macris et al. 2007).
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Figure 2.3: The ‘Mission Dolores’ Chapel6
2.2 Rancho to Streetcar Suburb: 1848 - 1906
From the first wave of colonization by the Spanish, the Mission area territory has been
an object of contention and debate, as well as a frequent site of involuntary and enforced
displacement. After Mexican Independence from Spain in 1821, the expensive to maintain
coastal Missions gradually lost government support and became secularized in the 1830s.
Until the ceding of California to the U.S. after the Mexican-American war in 1848, the
area surrounding Mission Dolores consisted of various privately-owned parcels called ran-
chos, small residential and farming compounds run by tradesmen and other professionals of
Spanish and Mexican descent. After the area became U.S. territory and the subsequent dis-
covery of gold deposits in the nearby Sierra foothills, however, these Mexican-owned ranchos
6Photo retrieved January 12, 2017 (Cristalen 2010).
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quickly fell into the rapidly increasing hands of ‘forty-niners’: newly arrived fortune-seeking
American settlers. Throughout the Gold Rush (1848 - 1855) the U.S. government backed
American claims to land titles (often convoluted and achieved by de-legitimizing or ignor-
ing older Spanish and Mexican deeds)7 and sanctioned ‘squatters’ rights’ to Mission land
(Macris et al. 2007: 21). Thus began the transition of the Mission from largely underdevel-
oped pasture to residential “streetcar suburb” throughout the late 1800s, as expansion of
San Francisco as a prosperous port city led to middle and working class settlement in the
area and growth of public transit infrastructure such as electric and cable car lines (Macris
et al. 2007: 29).
It was during the ‘Gilded Age’ period from 1864 to 1906 that the Mission began to ur-
banize. In order to develop, however, Mission residents first needed to organize. Due to a
city restriction on property taxes, any neighborhood development projects in San Francisco
were funded at the expense of residents. This lead to the formation of small neighborhood
groups called “improvement clubs” which would collect money to sponsor various infrastruc-
ture projects (Howell 2015: 806). Improvement clubs were common throughout the city, but
the Mission’s Sixteenth Street Improvement Club made history by being the first to ask the
city board of supervisors to set aside money in the official budget for the installation of a
sewer in 1891. This move was instrumental in guiding both the development of the Mission
and for the city as a whole, “mark[ing] the moment when improvement clubs would begin
to guide the municipality’s priorities for infrastructure planning” (Howell 2015: 839). This
victory was also indicative of the neighborhood’s quickly developing sense of independence
from and resistance to the interests of ‘downtown’ (Howell 2015; Macris et al. 2007), and a
demonstration of Mission residents’ considerable ability to organize under a united front.
The Sixteenth Street Improvement Club soon joined other clubs in the Mission to form
the Mission Improvement Union in 1896 (Howell 2015; Hooper 2006). At this point the
neighborhood was just about 100% white, most rancho families having sold their land or
lost it in court by the 1870s. Having developed as a frontier town, the white populated
Mission, like the rest of white San Francisco, did not exhibit the same ethnic divisions as
7Expenses from legal battles over land ownership also forced many rancho owners to slowly portion and
sell off smaller parcels (Macris et al. 2007).
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in other American cities. White men of Irish and German descent “were at least as likely
to hold public office as were men with English surnames” and there was relatively limited
conflict between Catholic and Protestant residents (Howell 2015: 716). Discrimination was
practiced, particularly towards San Franciscans of Chinese descent, but in the late 1800s in
the Mission white residents of various ethnic and socioeconomic backgrounds more or less
‘got along’. The spirit of Mission coalition, starting with groups like the Sixteenth Street and
Mission Improvement Clubs, would be instrumental in the development of the neighborhood
in years to come particularly after the 1906 earthquake.
2.3 “Making the Mission”: 1906 - 19738
On the morning of April 18th, 1906, San Francisco was hit with a 7.9 magnitude earthquake.9
What parts of the city that were not devastated by the earthquake were quickly consumed
by a fire lasting four days, causing the deaths of over 30,000 people and taking out over 80%
of the city’s infrastructure (Macris et al. 2007; Hooper 2006). The Mission, however, came
out relatively unscathed, the fire dying “at the doorstep” of the Mission Dolores (Howell
2015: 97). While the city collectively mourned, it also faced pressing issues of where and
how to rebuild: coalitions quickly formed to promote various reconstruction plans that “best
served their own respective interests, interests that revolved around property, commerce, and
cultural identity” (Ibid.: 102). One of the most popular plans promoted ‘downtown’ was
a design by famed architect and city planner Daniel Burnham. The Report on a Plan for
San Francisco featured massive parks, sectioned off traffic-free promenades and installation
of majestic neoclassical statues. A grand parkway and wide tree-lined boulevards cut di-
agonally across the peninsula, culminating in a gleaming civic center located on Van Ness
and Market streets. This plan, while aesthetically pleasing, would necessitate the razing of
thousands of existing units, and place the city’s physical and planning center on the western
bay-side, a move many more peripheral neighborhoods – including the Mission – strongly
8The title “Making the Mission” is borrowed from Ocean Howell’s comprehensive 2015 book.
9Sources vary on the exact magnitude, but most place it within 7.8 to 8.3 on the Richter scale. For
perspective, the force of a 8.0 earthquake is equivalent to 15 megatons of TNT, or 937.5 times the energy of
the atomic bomb dropped at Hiroshima (U.S. Geological Survey 2016).
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opposed. The Burnham plan was eventually defeated, ceding control over reconstruction to
the individual neighborhoods themselves (Howell 2015; Hooper 2006). This shift reinforced
an already strong sense of community and planning initiative in the Mission,10 which had
now organized under the Mission Promotion Association or MPA, a direct descendent of the
Mission Improvement Clubs founded a decade earlier (Howell 2015).
The Mission Promotion Association would become the most influential urban planning
force for both the Mission and the entire southern part of the city for 30 years, allying
closely with local unions to build banks and other community buildings to solidify the status
of the neighborhood as ‘a city within a city’ (Howell 2015; Macris et al. 2007). The Mission
fought strongly for distinction and independence, and prospered. Considerable work was
put into positioning the neighborhood as descending from an “older European tradition”
to “distinguish the Mission among retail districts but also to claim a civic legitimacy, ‘the
venerability of age,’ that could be leveraged in the contest for public largesse” (Howell 2015:
2294). The MPA began to cultivate a neighborhood image of a “romanticized past” of “old
padres” and Spanish explorers in newspapers, local political campaigns and tourism mate-
rials, buttressing these claims with a “Spanish colonial architectural language” of “stucco
cladding, scalloped parapets, and red-tiled roofs” (Ibid.: 463), a “memorialized Spanishness,
employed for the purpose of signaling white prosperity” (Ibid.: 2449). In step with this
celebration of a colonial past, however, was a systematic exclusion of immigrants perceived
as ‘non-white’, particularly individuals from Japan and China. Like local unions, the MPA
subscribed to an “Anti-Asiatic” ideology which viewed Chinese and Japanese immigrants
as threatening “white jobs” (Ibid.: 2287; Okihiro 2014).11 The Mission thus continued as a
white neighborhood throughout the early 1900s, paradoxically defining itself in terms of its
colonial Spanish heritage.
In the 1930s, however, Anglo Mission residents’ problematic championing of one type of
10Howell quotes a Missionite describing the atmosphere in the neighborhood as “clannish”, with residents
even reported to have their own Mission dialect and accent (2015: 760). Unfortunately, no official record of
the features of this Mission English exists in the present day.
11‘Anti-Asiatic’ sentiment was rampant in San Francisco and throughout the U.S. at this time, leading to
the infamous Chinese Exclusion Act in 1882 (the only immigration legislation explicitly targeting individuals
from a specific country) and the Immigration Act of 1924, among other quotidian acts of discrimination and
prejudice (Okihiro 2014).
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immigrant over another began to be challenged. Newcomers from Mexico and other parts of
Central America began to settle in the Mission in 1931. With Latino immigrants also came
a specific set of class and racial hierarchies and identities: as Howell (2015) points out, many
immigrants were considered and/or considered themselves as white, claiming a European
Spanish heritage. Mestizo, a term for those of “mixed Indian descent”, was associated with
non-whiteness (both phenotypically and socially) while those labeled under lighter-skinned
connoting ‘Spanish’ or ‘Latin’ were “non-racialized” (Ibid.: 2461).
This distinction – or rather, lack thereof – became particularly important after the Great
Depression, when New Deal federal agencies designed to boost the U.S. housing market
began to draw up maps of cities according to lending ‘risk’. This practice, now known
as ‘redlining’ was critical in deciding the future of neighborhoods and their residents: for
many cities, most notably Chicago, Philadelphia, Detroit and Atlanta, ‘hazard’ or high risk
was ascribed to neighborhoods with majority populations of racial and ethnic minorities.
The association of risk and racial and ethnic residents was blatant, and the impact on
communities devastating: residents were unable to get loans, properties fell in to disrepair
and investment disappeared from many neighborhoods (Satter 2009). The actions of agencies
such as Federal Housing Administration (FHA) and the Home Owner’s Loan Corporation
(HOLC) were instrumental in encouraging the advancement of families and neighborhoods
classified as ‘white’ in many cities (Squires 2011; Zenou and Boccard 2000). In San Francisco,
however, the HOLC deferred to local definitions of race and local attitudes to definitions of
“inharmonious or undesirable” races. Because of this, Latino populated areas were treated
differently than those with “Mexicans of mixed Indian extraction” and African American,
Chinese or Japanese neighborhoods (Howell 2015: 3132). San Francisco was also different
from Eastern cities such as St. Louis, in that the HOLC redlined on additional criteria.
If an area contained a high percentage of ‘mixed use’ units (e.g. a commercial building
on the ground floor with living spaces on higher floors) those were also redlined. Many
predominately wealthy white neighborhoods in the city were given D ratings (i.e. redlined)
for this reason.
If a neighborhood was redlined in San Francisco, it did not necessarily mean that residents
would not receive federal or private loans. If a neighborhood was redlined for ‘mixed use’
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buildings and was majority white, the fact that it was redlined did not have much impact,
but for other redlined neighborhoods with a majority African American population like
the Fillmore, loans were given but less frequently and with predatory rates (Howell 2015;
Lai 2012). What became a more influential, and eventually destructive, practice in San
Francisco was what Howell describes as “no-lining”, or the non-assignment of loan ratings
(Howell 2015: 3249). This was common in areas with a high concentration of mixed use and
groups deemed “undesirable”, such as Chinatown. If an area was blank on a map, it did not
receive loans from the HOLC or any private lenders, and was seen as an “unacceptable” risk
(Howell 2015: 3278).
While the western Mission was redlined (and still continued to receive loans, albeit at
less favorable rates than other neighborhoods), the Northern Mission was no-lined. Howell
explains that this is due to HOLC plans also having an “aspirational” component – with the
New Deal came the centralization of urban planning and increased oversight from state and
federal agencies in city development, meaning neighborhoods in San Francisco had less say
and sway in what resources were allocated for them (Howell 2015: 3285). Thus, a vision of
the Northern Mission as an industrial space, full of warehouses and factories, and the site of a
new network of freeways connecting downtown to other cities further down the peninsula, was
planned by the new San Francisco Department of Public Works, the San Francisco Planning
and Housing Association (SFPHA) and the Works Progress Administration (WPA). This
plan necessitated removal of hundreds of residential units in the Northern Mission, ensuring
no alternative investments in the area, such as a loan for a new home or home improvement,
would take place.
The decision to transform the Northern Mission into a transportation and industrial hub
also influenced areas to the West and South. Residents in these areas could get loans, but
for shorter time periods and at higher rates, and also had to decide whether or not to stay
when “more than half the neighborhood seemed to be slated for freeways and homogenous
industrial development” (Howell 2015: 3376). This led to many families, particularly white
families, to move away to the suburbs where better loan deals and bigger homes awaited.
With these families also went many powerful unions in the area, historically aligned with
neighborhood associations and rallying power.
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Throughout the late 1940s and 1950s, however, the Mission, while suffering slow infras-
tructural deterioration, fared better than other neighborhoods like the Fillmore and Chi-
natown in large part due to the continuing association of Latino residents as white. The
San Francisco Redevelopment Agency (SFRA), established in the early 1950s to “revital-
ize blighted neighborhoods and create low-income housing” (Lee 2014) categorically defined
African American neighborhoods in the city as ‘blighted’ and cleared thousands of residences,
leaving thousands more without homes and, often, without any compensation (Howell 2015;
Lai 2012). This did not happen to the Mission – instead, the neighborhood was targeted for
‘redevelopment’. Taking notice of the SFRA’s actions towards the Fillmore and Chinatown,
Mission residents drew upon existing networks and burgeoning social groups to organize.
Once again, the tradition of independence and autonomy in the Mission resisted and mod-
ified external plans: the Mission Merchant’s Association and Mission Neighborhood Center
joined together to work with the SFRA and guide redevelopment, believing that “urban
renewal ... provided the best tools to revitalize the neighborhood and to defend low-income
housing against real estate speculation” (Howell 2015: 6029).
As neighborhood groups continued an uneasy alliance with the SFRA in the early 1960s,
putting together plans for Bay Area Rapid Transit (BART) subway stations and affordable
housing, the racial and ethnic dynamic of the Mission began to shift. Due in part to the
strong Catholic community, existing family ties in the area and (perhaps most significantly)
the lower cost of living, the Mission became a popular neighborhood for newly arrived
immigrants from Mexico, El Salvador and Nicaragua. The Latino population grew from 11%
in 1950, to 23% in 1960, to 45% in 1970 (Howell 2015: 4490; Marti 2006), increases that were
accompanied with changes in perceptions of race and ethnicity in the neighborhood: Latinos
began to be recognized as a separate group. This recognition, however, did not have negative
consequences (as might be imagined with the discriminatory and violent treatment of Latino
populations in other Californian cities as nearby as Oakland or Los Angeles), rather, Mission
“unions, merchants, social service providers, and parish churches” actively “recognized and
accommodated” them (Howell 2015: 4120). Businesses posted “Se habla espan˜ol” signs in
windows, and local festivals designed to honor the Spanish Colonial past were renamed and
re-calibrated to cater to newer Latino (over ‘Latin’) residents (Ibid.: 4134).
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The new neighborhood coalitions that emerged in the 1960s and 70s were built on a
“solidarity rooted in a respect for the figure of the worker” (Ibid.: 4210; Macris et al. 2007),
with white and Latino residents working together to negotiate city and state agency plans.
Contrary to popular belief, much of the Mission’s white population did not participate in
‘white flight’. As Howell points out, many white Mission residents were Catholics strongly
connected to St. Peter’s, the local church, and were adverse to moving away from it and
the rest of the parish community (2015: 4237). The relative ‘harmony’ that existed in the
Mission during this period could be due to this “culture of the Archdiocese of San Francisco”
in which many new and old residents shared, or due to the neighborhood’s “evolving labor
tradition and its long-standing diversity among white ethnic groups” (Ibid.: 4253). Whatever
it was that did enable cohesion also enabled leverage that could be used when treating
with the SFRA. The Mission Neighborhood Center, the Mission Merchant Association and
other neighborhood councils and clubs were instrumental in placing “rehabilitation” over
“revitalization” as top priority in SFRA plans (Ibid.: 4768).
The SFRA, facing considerable criticism and public anger for their actions in the Fillmore,
were conscious to involve community organizations and avoid clearance as much as possible.
They met hundreds of times with Mission neighborhood groups, putting together a plan
that would limit the amount of ‘bulldozing’ in constructing the two BART stations slated
for Mission Street at 16th and 24th.12 While these collaborative plans were eventually
rejected twice by the board of supervisors at neighborhood insistence, it was not because
the plans were unsatisfactory but because community groups were not allotted unequivocal
veto power in carrying them out (Ibid.). It was in the best interest of the Mission Merchants
Association, the Mission Neighborhood Center and other groups to involve the SFRA, as
they believed this would be the only way to mitigate the impact of BART on property values
and outside speculation (Marti 2006), however they were concerned that their influence only
extended to advice. This concern was alleviated in 1967 with help from a federal program
called ‘Model Cities’, which enabled the formation and funding of the Mission Coalition
12Construction of the BART system was voted in by Bay Area citizens in November 1962 (Bay Area Rapid
Transit 2017). The majority of Mission residents voted in favor of BART, despite the high probability that
several Mission buildings would be razed in its construction. Mission support for the subway most likely
came from hopes that BART would forestall plans for a freeway (Howell 2015).
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Organization (MCO) that had significant planning power. From its founding to 1974, when
the Model Cities program was defunded by the Nixon administration, the MCO oversaw the
final plans and construction of the Mission BART stations, provided “housing rehabilitation
assistance” to hundreds of families, and bought, remodeled and sold several buildings with
subsidized mortgages to low income residents (Howell 2015: 294; Miller 2008).
The MCO was also instrumental in changing much of the Mission’s representational land-
scape, sponsoring murals, art galleries and community activities that “celebrated its indige-
nous and labor heritage” (Howell 2015: 5653). This shift in the “new visual economy” which
championed Cesar Chavez and “noble unionist[s]” over colonial “old padres” engaged in ‘civ-
ilizing’ the “noble savage”, was reflective of burgeoning activist groups in the neighborhood,
particularly youth groups, which had aligned with the United Farm Workers, the Black Pan-
thers and the broader Civil Rights movement. In the late 1960s, tensions between Latino
residents and state and city institutions had changed radically from the beginning of the
decade. Latinos began to be increasingly considered and treated as a ‘threat’ – schools pur-
sued a stricter assimilationist curriculum, institutions like the San Francisco Planning and
Urban Renewal organization began to circulate anti-immigrant literature and discrimina-
tory police conduct of “random stops, warrantless searches, bigoted language, and excessive
force” escalated in Latino neighborhoods (Ibid.: 10025). The MCO encouraged and funded
many pan-Latino youth groups, founded partly in response to mounting prejudice, interested
in “foster[ing] solidarity among oppressed third-world peoples” (Howell 2015: 19605; Miller
2008).
These groups increased in power and number in the early 1970s, as Latino youth became
increasingly frustrated with law enforcement and the institutionalized and personal prejudice
they faced at work and school. Anger with the police came to a head in early 1969, when
a warrant for seven Latino teenagers was issued in connection to the shooting of a police
officer (Howell 2015; Marti 2006). On May 1st, a group of Latino teens carrying a television
set were stopped by two white police officers. When questioned, the teenagers explained
they were moving the television for a friend, but the police were not satisfied – while it is
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still unclear what exactly took place,13 an altercation ensued and one of the officers was
shot with his partner’s gun (Heins 1972; Howell 2015). The seven were eventually acquitted
as both officers involved had a history of using “excessive force”, but the ‘Los Siete de la
Raza’ (The Seven of the Race, named for the seven teenagers accused) incident marked a
significant turning point in how many Mission residents viewed city and state institutions.
Throughout the 1960s, the MCO had been working in tandem with the SFRA and other
city planning organizations, but after ‘Los Siete’, many in the neighborhood felt betrayed,
as four of the seven accused were not present at the scene but connected to those that were
through membership in a MCO-affiliated youth organization (Heins 1972; Howell 2015). This
caused a significant rift in opinion regarding how best to plan for the neighborhood, with
older MCO members supporting negotiations with the city planning and redevelopment
agencies and the new ‘Los Siete’ contingent taking a staunch anti-capitalist stance that
renounced any city-sponsored redevelopment plan as a thinly-veiled attempt to “displace
brown people” (Howell 2015: 5852; Heins 1972). When the MCO was defunded in 1974, the
collaborative partnership with downtown again collapsed, giving residents limited choices in
how to control the management of their neighborhood. Instead of working with the city to
mitigate BART-driven property speculation, remaining organizations like ‘Los Siete’ instead
attempted to “cultivate a reputation as a neighborhood that was hostile to spectators”
(Howell 2015: 5866).
Despite this stance and years of work MCO and other neighborhood organizations had
engaged in to avoid or reduce BART-fueled speculation, Mission property values began to
go up in the mid-1970s. After seven decades of mitigating external pressures more or less
successfully, the neighborhood saw its autonomy and control begin to slowly erode not from
city and government interest, but dis interest and inaction. The era of market economy real
estate was beginning.
The story of the Mission in the greater first half of the 20th century is important to note in
order to understand the many and varied layers present in the Mission’s physical landscape,
and to also appreciate the development of the character and meaning of the neighborhood.
13The surviving officer claimed one of the teenagers grabbed his gun and shot his partner; the teenagers
claimed the surviving officer accidentally shot his partner (Heins 1972).
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As a place, the Mission continues to be personified by its activist residents of past and
present. As Howell concludes,
Throughout all of these disjunctures, however, one thing is clear ... the Mission
has both a strong sense of its own identity and a tendency to organize not just
because it is the ‘neighborhood of choice for ... activist groups’ but because it
has a century-long tradition of asserting the right of a neighborhood to plan for
itself. (Howell 2015: 10025)14
This legacy of activism, independence and involvement in shaping its own development and
image continues in the Mission today despite dramatic shifts in demographics and planning
authority. As will be seen, organized response to the biggest issue facing the neighbor-
hood, gentrification, has been frequent, vocal and relatively successful in curtailing some
of gentrification’s more negative impacts. As Howell points out, many other San Francisco
neighborhoods, such as the Dog Patch, Hayes Valley and Haight Ashbury, have been gen-
trified “without much of a fuss” (2015: 143), but the Mission has audibly fought back,
becoming in many ways the epicenter of the San Francisco housing debate and a microcosm
of issues of urban planning, class and race facing the entire country.
2.4 “A Changing Mission”: 1973 - Present15
By 1980, 1960s fears over BART-related speculation turned out to be warranted, with the
median property value in the Mission tripling since the stations’ opening in late 1973. The
real threat to neighborhood affordability was just beginning, however. A series of city and
state laws accommodating to landlords and private developers combined with two ‘Dot Com’
booms (first in the mid-1990s and again a decade later) would lead to the displacement of
thousands of residents and a home sale median of over $930,000 by 2013 (San Francisco
Chronicle 2014).
14Howell is quoting a 2000 New York Times article on Mission protests to gentrification (Nieves 2000).
15Title borrowed from the 2014 San Francisco Chronicle project documenting gentrification in the neigh-
borhood (San Francisco Chronicle 2014).
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From the mid-1970s to the present day, gentrification has run rampant, transforming the
neighborhood into a battleground of class, race and privilege. Before discussing the specifics
of what happened and is happening in the Mission, however, it is useful to revisit the term
‘gentrification’. First used to describe the movement of wealthy suburbanities16 to inner-
city London by sociologist Ruth Glass in 1964, ‘gentrification’ now refers to the process by
which capital is transferred to urban areas with a recent history of limited investment and
an average to low income population. This capital is both economic and cultural, taking
shape in extensive public and private property investment and dramatic shifts in bourgeois
attitudes towards the desirability of living in or visiting such areas (Glass 1964; Smith 1979).
Gentrification entails physical and ideological displacement of pre-gentrification residents, as
public or affordable housing is razed or rent-control protected residents are evicted to make
way for higher paying tenants. Cultural dynamics of neighborhoods change as businesses
and services catering to the needs and budgets of the established are replaced with those
that serve the interests of the privileged newcomer. In the context of the United States, in
which race and ethnicity have a systemic correlation with socioeconomic status, gentrification
predominately affects historically non-white neighborhoods and communities. It is in this
sense gentrification can be understood as a violent re-defining of the public space, a “new
urban colonialism” by which “a white Anglo appropriation of urban space and urban history”
is asserted (Atkinson and Bridge 2005: 2).
The construction of the 16th and 24th Street BART stations marked the beginning of the
transfer of capital to the Mission in 1973. This was soon followed by a series of city and
state laws that served to further drive unregulated capital into the neighborhood. In 1975,
the Ellis Act was passed and adopted across the state of California, permitting landlords to
“go out of business” and evict their current tenants (San Francisco Tenants Union 2017).
This allowed landlords to capitalize on increasing property values by facilitating legal “no-
fault” evictions, which in turn enabled rental unit conversion into condominiums or larger
single-family homes that could be sold at the market rate. The Ellis Act quickly became
a significant instigator of gentrification in Californian cities in two ways: 1) urban housing
stock became more readily available for purchase, directing capital to neighborhoods and
16I.e. ‘gentry’.
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raising surrounding property values (in turn encouraging more Ellis Act conversions), and 2)
due to Ellis Act restrictions prohibiting a “retired” property to be rented for at least five years
after tenant eviction, encouraged private ownership and subsequent depletion of rental stock.
For a 49-square mile peninsula this was a problem, particularly as development regulations
grew increasingly prohibitive (Kloc 2014) – with such high demand and limited availability,
rents rose astronomically across the city. According to a 1978 documentary produced by
KQED (the Bay Area’s public television station) titled “Pushed Out for Profit”, residents
in the Mission reported their rent being increased an average seven times over the course of
18 months. As “one of the few low-rent areas left in the city”, the Mission was reported as a
“target for speculators attracted by low property values and proximity to downtown”, with
buildings “sold to maximize profit without regard for their use” (Mission Local 2010).
City-wide uproar over soaring rent led to the adoption of a rent control ordinance in 1979,
which helped to slow Ellis sell-offs and property speculation, at least initially. In the Mission,
the 1980s brought an influx of migrants from El Salvador, Nicaragua and Guatemala fleeing
civil wars and guerrilla warfare (San Francisco Chronicle 2014; Carlsson 1997), populations
which “intensified” the neighborhood’s Latino identity (Carlsson 1997). In this period the
Mission was an important center for Latin American and other “third world” poets, artists
and writers responding to “Beat indulgence in stereotypical and romantic depictions of
Blacks, Asians and Latinos” with works of a “multiple sense of origin, rather than a nostalgic
‘old boys’ benefit” (Vincent 1981). This was also a prolific period for murals in the Mission,
artists building on the work of earlier groups such as the Model Cities Program funded
Mujeres Muralistas, filling garage doors in a back alley in between 24th and 25th with imaged
commentary of South American conflicts and newfound North American discrimination.
In the western Mission, “young gays” from the adjacent Castro neighborhood began to
move in and Valencia and upper 16th streets “developed a bohemian flavor”, as “cafes, art
houses, independent theaters and bookstores” proliferated (Macris et al. 2007: 92). Valencia
became known as a lesbian enclave and revered for its punk clubs (Swan 2014; Carlsson
1997). In the late 1970s and early 1980s the Latino population in the western Mission began
to decline, but remained steady or increasing in the Northern and Southern parts of the
neighborhood (Macris et al. 2007). Median housing prices continued to rise as well, but
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steadily and well below the rest of the city.
By the late 1980s, however, the rent had become prohibitive to many, including the city’s
artists. In 1988, development legislation was passed in an attempt to aid artists to stay in
San Francisco. Inspired by (illegal) measures taken by artists in the 1970s and 1980s, the
“live/work” ordinance allowed the conversion of disused industrial buildings into combined
residential studios or lofts (San Francisco Board of Supervisors 2006). Classified as com-
mercial spaces, “live/work” lofts did not need to fulfill the same requirements as residential
projects – such as compliance with the Americans with Disabilities Act or payment of fees to
support local schools and neighborhood infrastructure – and were meant to be an affordable
option and encouraged the conversion of run-down warehouses and factories in the South of
Market and Northern Mission area (Barshak 2013).17
For the first five years or so after its passing, the “live/work” ordinance was moderately
successful, resulting in the conversion of many South of Market and Northern Mission ware-
houses into productive studios. In the mid-1990s, however, the “live/work” ordinance would
become a primary instrument of gentrification. As the first ‘Dot-Com’ bubble inflated in
nearby Silicon Valley,18 the Bay Area was flooded with tens of thousands of highly paid
new employees: from 1990 to 2000, San Francisco alone gained approximately 80,000 new
residents and had built less than 10,000 new housing units (Wetzel 2000). As housing de-
mand began to pick up in response, developers began to abuse the “live/work” ordinance,
constructing new lofts and pricing them from $200,000 to $400,000, roughly 32% more than
the median price of non-“live/work” housing (San Francisco Board of Supervisors 2006). By
the 1997, 90% of “live/work” units were new developments, suggesting their construction
was motivated for profit over preservation (Barshak 2013). Due to its relatively low prop-
erty values and proximity to Highway 101 (allowing an easy commute to the South Bay and
Silicon Valley), the Mission became a quick favorite of newly arrived Dot-Com employees
and a prime target for developers.
The “live/work” construction surge in the Mission lasted from 1996 to 1999 and resulted
17The same area “no-lined” years before to clear out residences for a new transportation and industrial
hub (Howell 2015).
18‘Silicon Valley’ refers to a collection of cities such as Palo Alto and Mountain View in the Santa Clara
Valley area south of San Francisco known for their high concentration of technology companies.
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in over 600 new loft structures (Wetzel 2000). As private owned individual or single family
occupied homes, “live/work” lofts significantly depleted available renting stock.19 As many
lofts were also very large in size, their construction throughout the Mission further exacer-
bated housing scarcity, in turn fueling soaring property values. Perhaps unsurprisingly, the
mid-1990s in the Mission also saw an increase in Ellis Act evictions as landlords capitalized
on the Dot-Com driven real estate bounty. The frustration and anger of more established
Mission residents against the influx of new “urban immigrants” (Beitel 2013b) intensified in
1998, when the beloved ‘Lilli Ann’ mural by Jesus “Chuy” Campusano painted in 1986 was
literally whitewashed by a new owner, purportedly to repair the building for new tenants
(Gledhill 1998; Robert J. Cort v. St. Paul Fire and Marine Insurance Companies, Inc.
2002).20 By 1999, smaller neighborhood organizations were frequently approached by ven-
dors and residents concerned with the impact of new arrivals and curious about their own
rights to neighborhood space. Cases ranged from a local sidewalk flower shop asking for help
in identifying existing zoning laws that allowed them to continue business, to youth organi-
zations looking to protest new resident noise complaints over their weekly dance fundraisers
(Beitel 2013b; Wetzel 2000).
In early 2000, Robert J. Cort Trust, the same company responsible for the ‘Lilli Ann’
mural controversy, applied to the San Francisco Planning Commission to buy the Mission
Armory building (Beitel 2013b; Armory San Francisco 2008), a move that stirred community
protest as the purchase would evict several artists, photographers and film makers as well as
two functioning factories housed in the building. Several smaller Mission organizations such
as Mission Housing, Mission Neighborhood Centers, Mission Economic and Development
Association (MEDA) and the People Organized to Demand Environmental and Employ-
ment Rights (PODER) met at several forums discouraging Planning Commission approval,
eventually preventing the sale and conversion of the Armory into an office complex (Beitel
2013b; Armory San Francisco 2008). The other product of these meetings was the formation
of the Mission Anti-Displacement Coalition (MAC), the latest and current incarnation of
19Several “live/work” units were even converted into offices, providing no housing at all (Miller 2001).
20Mission residents claimed the wall was whitewashed for advertising space for the new tenants, University
Games, but in court documentation the Cort trust claims the white paint was sealant applied to fix “several
leaks” (Gledhill 1998; Robert J. Cort v. St. Paul Fire and Marine Insurance Companies, Inc. 2002).
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neighborhood “assertion to plan for itself” (Howell 2015: 10025). The MAC describes itself
as:
... [a] group of community organizations and individuals whose goal is to stop
the displacement of working peoples from the Mission District and San Francisco.
We believe that every peoples, not corporate developers and sell out politicians,
should be planning the future of our neighborhoods. We do this by advocating
for a set of urban reform demands created by the very people who live, work play
and pray in the community. (Mission Anti-Displacement Coalition 2008)
By late 2000, however, gentrification began to slow. The first Dot-Com bubble had burst,
vacating offices and many “live/work” lofts. Municipal elections in November supported
supervisors sympathetic with neighborhood coalitions and tenant groups formed in gentrifi-
cation’s wake, which led to a series of planning reforms in 2001 and 2002 such as moratoriums
on “live/work” lofts and residential projects with less than 25% of units designated for af-
fordable housing (Beitel 2013a). The MAC continued to work the Planning Department
through the early aughts rezoning the Mission and other eastern neighborhoods to empha-
size affordable housing development, however as MAC “became increasingly technocratic
and absorbed into the regulatory minutiae of land use controls”, it became increasingly dif-
ficult to “energize [their] base” (Beitel 2013a). With the Dot-Com fueled real estate craze
subsiding, the “the easing of an immediate sense of crisis” contributed to a “waning of
neighborhood mobilization” (Ibid.).
‘Sense’ of crisis or no, gentrification had not left the Mission. In the area around 24th
Street, affectionately referred to as the “Heart of the Mission”, which had been comparatively
unscathed compared to streets further west like Valencia or 16th, 2,400 Latino residents
moved or were moved away between 2000 and 2014 (San Francisco Chronicle 2014). The
2008 recession “barely dented” housing prices in the neighborhood, and as the second Silicon
Valley centered tech wave gained momentum in the mid-2000s, property demand grew with
it. The success of Santa Clara tech companies like Apple, Google and Facebook fostered
a dramatic influx of capital to the Bay Area in the form of highly paid employees and an
increased cultural cachet, while San Francisco based companies such as Twitter, Uber and
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Sales Force further encouraged city living with luxe downtown locations (Business Insider
2016).
In the face of such high demand, new rental housing development remains extraordinarily
slow21 and the scarcity problem continues, with only 9% of San Francisco’s housing stock
reported as “market rate” rentals (Business Insider 2016).22 The “share economy”, another
Silicon Valley export, has also applied pressure on San Francisco’s housing market: vaca-
tion rental companies such as Airbnb have come under considerable criticism for taking
up residential rental units (a 2015 report counted at least 5,459 short term rental listings,
3,264 of which were entire homes) and accused of flouting city law restricting the amount of
time a privately owned residence may be temporarily leased (Said 2015b). The city’s “most
popular” Airbnb location in 2015 was the Mission, with 789 listings (Ibid.).
Despite astronomical rents,23 however, a high demand continues among Silicon Valley
employees to live in the city (Business Insider 2016; San Francisco Chronicle 2014). This
demand led companies to offer free shuttle services to and from Santa Clara offices and
the city as an added employee benefit and an environmentally friendly initiative. Google
was the first to implement a San Francisco shuttle program in 2004, with Yahoo following
suit in 2005, Apple and eBay in 2007 and Facebook in 2009 (Dai and Weinzimmer 2014).
Currently shuttle services associated with Silicon Valley companies transport a minimum of
7,000 people per day to work and back, helping reduce traffic congestion and pollution (Dai
and Weinzimmer 2014).
These shuttles, dubbed “Google Buses”, have also become a topic of significant protest
and a symbol of gentrification particularly within the Mission, where they are viewed as
significant facilitators of disruptive neighborhood change. From 2011 to 2013, 69% of no-
fault evictions24 occurred within four blocks of shuttle stops (Anti-Eviction Mapping Project
21The CEO of S.F. Planning and Urban Research – the modern incarnation of SPUR – quoted the time it
would take for a developer to meet with a city planner to discuss starting an environmental impact report
at six to nine months (Business Insider 2016).
2246% of city housing was reported as rent controlled apartments (i.e. suggestive of units less likely to
become available) and 36% as owner occupied (Business Insider 2016).
23As of March 2017, median rent for a one bedroom apartment in San Francisco was $2,500 (Trulia 2017).
24“No-fault” denotes a landlord declining to renew a lease citing the “Ellis Act, owner move-in, demolition,
capital improvement, substantial rehabilitation, sale of unit converted to a condo [or] lead paint abatement”
(San Francisco Tenants Union 2017).
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Figure 2.4: Percent Hispanic or Latino Change 2000 - 201525
30
2014; Business Insider 2016) and surveys of city-dwelling tech employees found 40% of them
would move closer to work if buses stopped running (Dai and Weinzimmer 2014)26
From 2010 to 2012, the white population around the 24th street area jumped from 50
to 70% (San Francisco Chronicle 2014; U.S. Census Bureau 2017), and the median income
of white families rose to $102,577. Latino families’ median income, on the other hand, re-
mained steady at $63,641 (Ibid.), suggesting a significant link between demographic change
and wealth. At the end of 2016, the median property value was $1,100,000 (Trulia 2017).
Neighborhood groups like the MAC and others continue to fight against evictions, exclusion-
ary rent costs and increasing property demand (KTVU News 2015), but city development
ordinances continue to remain unable to simultaneously handle the recently arrived wealthy
and accommodate the working class.
Discussion and debate on gentrification in the Mission are prevalent aspects of sociopolit-
ical and physical climate. Demonstrations and protests occur at least once a month (KTVU
News 2015), and MAC and others, including district supervisors, have worked to put housing
and vacation rental moratoriums on the ballot (Green 2015; Said 2015a). While both the
Mission housing moratorium and vacation rental restriction propositions failed to pass, it
was with a narrow margin (57% to 43% and 55% to 45% respectively), and latest metrics
suggest rental prices have fallen back to 2015 levels and eviction rates have decreased for
the first time since 2010 (Brinklow 2017b,a).27 Protests blocking company shuttles starting
in late 2013 made international news headlines and successfully pressured the San Fran-
cisco Municipal Transportation Agency to charge charter operators for use of city bus stops
(Cabanatuan and Alexander 2014), while the mayor’s office has claimed monitoring of ille-
gal ‘year round’ vacation rentals a top priority (Said 2015b). Construction of new rentals
continues to significantly lag behind demand, however, and while stable, housing costs are
not predicted to decrease to levels affordable for middle and working class any time soon
25Data from the 2000 Decennial Census and 2015 American Community survey (U.S. Census Bureau
2017); map obtained and built using the acs, tigris and leaflet packages in R (Glenn 2016; Walker 2016;
Cheng et al. 2017).
26The founder of the Anti-Eviction Mapping Project comments this statistic shows shuttle stops are both
“symbolic and material in terms of their impact” (Business Insider 2016).
27There is limited consensus as yet why the market has ‘cooled’, however many speculate it is a response
to Silicon Valley employees gravitating towards company offices in more affordable locations such as Chicago
or Austin (Bay Area Council 2017).
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Figure 2.5: Percent White Change 2000 - 201528
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Figure 2.6: The Mission as Gentrification Poster Child30
(Brinklow 2017b).
In many ways, the Mission has become a microcosm of San Francisco’s development and
housing ills as well as the poster child for reform. As a place, it is often used as a ‘textbook’
gentrification case (the second hit of a simple Google search declares “San Francisco’s Mission
District virtually invented the term ‘gentrification’”), and frequently defined as existing “in
conflict”, two neighborhoods, divided, Latinos and Techies fighting a battle that will decide
the future ideological direction of San Francisco urban planning.29
On the other hand, the Mission is also positioned as ‘the’ hippest and coolest area of
the city, boasting multiple-award-winning restaurants, chic third wave coffee roasters and
bespoke boutiques specializing in chocolates, cheeses and bicycles. This Mission is linked to
gentrification too, in that wrapped up in celebratory descriptions of ‘cutting edge’ cuisine,
shops and services is the infusion of cultural capital. In depictions such as the New York
28Data from the 2000 Decennial Census and 2015 American Community survey (U.S. Census Bureau
2017); map obtained and built using the acs, tigris and leaflet packages in R (Glenn 2016; Walker 2016;
Cheng et al. 2017).
29There are many Latino individuals and families (usually homeowners) who profited immensely from the
Mission’s dramatically increased property values, as well as renters who were not displeased to be paid large
sums of money to leave their rent controlled units (San Francisco Chronicle 2014), however this is not a
dominant feature of the Mission’s mass mediated narrative.
30Screenshot of Google search taken March 24, 2017
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Figure 2.7: “Will I find amusement or will I feel apprehensive?”31
Times’s “36 Hours in X” travel feature on San Francisco of the neighborhood’s “still-feisty,
freaky, welcome-all-comers character” (Tsui 2015) and the San Francisco Chronicle’s neigh-
borhood guide breakdown of “generally speaking, the 24th Street area is the culturally rich
heart of the Mission, the stretch from Dolores Street through to Valencia Street is young
and upscale, the area around 16th and Valencia streets hops with nightlife and the industrial
area near Bryant Street has some hip, trendy restaurants” (Banner 2002) promote it as a
desirable place to visit and live in.32
Striking examples of the production and positioning of the Mission as trendy are also
observed in Airbnb’s neighborhood information guide, beginning:
31Screenshot of Airbnb page taken April 19, 2017 (Airbnb 2017).
32Note too the juxtaposition of “young and upscale” (white) areas with “culturally rich” (brown) ones, a
striking instance in which white culture is neutralized or presented as ‘acultural’ and brown culture exotified
and othered (Bonilla-Silva 2012; Kiesling 2001).
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Figure 2.8: “Stark contrasts present themselves”33
The Mission District’s multifarious corridors comprise an invitingly seedy melting
pot of cultures, cuisines, and cool kids. Dusty produce bins line the sidewalks
in front of colorful Latino markets, and the aroma of fresh roasted coffee beans
emanates from first-class cafes along this diverse neighborhood’s main streets.
Whether you’re looking for upscale restaurants, lowbrow dive bars, the best
taquerias, or simply delicious street food, the Mission delivers. (Airbnb 2017)
The guide continues with a series of photographs of the neighborhood, depicting different rec-
ognizable ‘types’ crossing the street or visiting sidewalk markets, commenting “[t]he Mission
District’s streets are more than names and numbers. They often serve as geographic indica-
tors when answering the question, ‘Will I find amusement or will I feel apprehensive?’”(Fig-
ure 2.6), and “[s]tark contrasts present themselves on every corner in the Mission” (Figure
2.7). It is important to note the problematic and racist underlying message suggested in
these contrasts, particularly the expression of “apprehensive” sentiment framing a photo of
phenotypically non-white individuals crossing a street.
Despite mention of “contrasts” and “marked difference”, meticulous care is taken to not
mention the ‘g word’, instead championing the “Latino influences at the heart of the Mission”
and describing how “the Mission owes its soul, and its name, to the Latino community that
calls the neighborhood home” (Ibid.). That the Latino population is a rapidly dwindling
minority receives no comment, however. Instead, “the Latino culture” is presented as a
33Screenshot of Airbnb page taken April 19, 2017 (Airbnb 2017).
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Figure 2.9: “the Latino culture has left an indelible imprint on the spirit of the
neighborhood”34
decorative component of the neighborhood, a unique feature to be experienced by a visitor.
While it is true that this material is intended for tourists visiting the neighborhood looking
for some kind of experience, other Mission experiences such as the first-rate cafes and “pricey
boutiques” on Valencia are not so explicitly racialized.35 The Mission’s Latino “tradition”
is used by Airbnb in this instance as a selling-point of its charm – an ironic contrast to
how neighborhood groups like MAC evoke Latino heritage and culture to challenge the
unregulated influx of capital greatly contributed to by companies like Airbnb.
From Airbnb’s production of the Mission as “invitingly seedy” to recent comments from
34Note mention of “Spanish language signage” as part of the Latino cultural imprint. (Airbnb 2017)
35An equivalent framing like “Experience the plethora of specialized eateries on Valencia like Dandelion
Chocolates, a ‘bar-to-bean’ chocolate factory, or Craftsman and Wolves, a self-described ‘contemporary
paˆtisserie’, and soak in the wealthy white culture” is not present.
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a district supervisor likening the displacement levels caused by gentrification to a FEMA
warranted natural disaster (Business Insider 2016), the work of place making to achieve
specific goals – either attracting wealthy people to vacation or buy property or to stir a
sense of urgency in fixing San Francisco’s housing issues – continues. What the Mission
means in the present moment, as in the past, is a negotiation, taking place simultaneously
across thousands of discourses and actions for thousands of intents and purposes.
The following chapters will turn to how these negotiations unfold in the physical and
conceptual landscape of the neighborhood, focusing closer on the ways in which people take
up place with displays to define the Mission and their (and others’) role within it.
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3LINGUISTIC LANDSCAPES
“Inspired by Balmy Alley and determined to build more autonomy, a group of us
got together, spoke to our neighbors, went to City Hall and Clarion Alley began its
journey as a place that wants to be free. A place where culture and dignity speak
louder than the rules of private property. Hay respecto en nuestra rebeldia, hay
lucha en nuestro corazo´n. Building a better future is a full time job.”
– Mural text signed ‘Rigo 23’, Clarion Alley Mural Project
On an early April morning, tenant rights advocates gathered in front of the San Francisco
Realtors Association building in Hayes Valley1 to protest the SFRA’s support of the Ellis
Act.2 Along with the standard protestor accoutrements of dayglo vests and megaphones,
they had brought a sturdy industrial ladder and four large pieces of black cardboard. In a
matter of minutes, they scaled the building’s modern steel and glass facade and affixed the
pieces, transforming the gleaming “SF Realtors” sign to read “SF EVICtors”. This efficient
and effective expression of the advocates’ criticism is a compelling example of how people
use the linguistic architecture of place to perform a variety of functions. On that morning,
the SF Realtors sign served as a simultaneous marker of identification, self-aggrandizement,
scathing critique and mockery. It was a tool and an agent, asserting a claim to place (‘this
is the SFRA building’), and a claim to meaning (‘this is what the SFRA is really about’).
Study of what displays do and how they do it is the central focus of Linguistic Landscapes
(LL). LL is a study of how displays assert things and a study of the consequences and impli-
cations of those assertions; a study of how landscapes of language produce social meanings
of place. This chapter will explore the LL of the Mission to show how its displays ‘make’
1A San Francisco neighborhood roughly one mile north of the Mission.
2The SFRA protest took place April 13th, 2017.
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Figure 3.1: “Changing the ‘SF Realtors’ sign to read ‘SF Evictors’”3
and re-make the neighborhood, examining the different ways people have (and continue to)
use language to build, manipulate, assert and – ultimately – express the Mission.
Throughout the neighborhood’s history public displays have played a significant role in
Mission place-making. From colonists’ act of ‘naming’ to take the area as Spanish territory,
to the conscious cultivation of a European legacy through stucco and red tile in the early 20th
century, to the spirited shift to a “new visual economy” of celebrated indigenous heritage
in 1970s murals (Howell 2015: 5653), people have continuously shaped the Mission through
inscribed communicative acts. The landscape is seen to serve as a medium of celebration,
aspiration, protest, critique, outrage and despair, as well as an arbiter of the status quo and
mediator of the mundane.
Of all the mechanisms used to produce the Mission, language – particularly language
choice – is the most important. Style, message, theme, size and shape all contribute, but
3Photo by Lola M. Chavez, retrieved April 13, 2017 (Mission Local 2017).
4Photo by Chris Carlsson, retrieved April 20, 2017 (Miller 2008).
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Figure 3.2: “Resist the Dot Con” billboard, c. 20004
throughout the neighborhood’s history and in the present moment, the multifaceted and mul-
tilayered use of Spanish says the most about how the Mission is made in display. Through
Spanish claims to legitimacy, authority and authenticity are articulated and embedded in the
neighborhood’s landscape, and while these claims vary in success and level of acknowledg-
ment, they all take part in characterizing the Mission as well as differentiating English and
Spanish as linguistic tools. What Spanish means in the Mission LL versus 15 blocks south
is very different, and this difference is a product of its cultivation in the Mission. Spanish
was and continues to be used to shape the Mission’s landscape, but, as will be shown in the
course of this chapter, it is that use and presence that gives the language meaning.
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3.1 Displays in Public Places
To study Linguistic Landscapes is to study this reflexive process by which displayed dis-
courses reflect and propagate meaning (Pennycook 2010a; Shohamy and Gorter 2009; Stroud
and Mpendukana 2009).5 As a field LL has grown significantly from its beginnings in quan-
titative approaches concerned with the counting of languages and signs6 in the attempt to
gauge linguistic vitality to a discipline in its own right, interested not only with the doc-
umentation of languages’ public presence, but the complex relationship between language,
place and people. This evolution has been a continuous calibration of focus and scope, both
in terms of what to study in the landscape and how to do it.
The term ‘linguistic landscape’ was first introduced in a social psychology paper as a
means with which to evaluate language attitudes and practice (Landry and Bourhis 1997).
For Landry and Bourhis, the LL was measured as perception of public signs, to see whether
individual conceptions of their surrounding linguistic landscape correlated with any patterns
of reported attitudes or use. In their survey of French-speaking high school students across
Canada, they did find a “carryover effect” that suggested a positive relationship between
perceptions of French in the LL and its use, “justify[ing] the analysis and treatment of the
linguistic landscape as a distinct variable contributing to the sociolinguistic character of
ethnolinguistic groups” (Ibid.: 45).
While the LL began as a way to evaluate perceptions of linguistic vitality and language
attitudes, the idea of public displays as sociolinguistic objects of study in and of themselves
was quickly taken up and developed further. The first definition of the LL as “the visibility
and salience of languages on public and commercial signs in a given territory or region”
(Ibid.: 23), comprising “language of public road signs, advertising billboards, street names,
place names, commercial shop signs, and public signs on government buildings” (Ibid.: 25)
was expanded upon, particularly building on Landry and Bourhis’s observation of the dif-
ferent “informational” and “symbolic” functions of public displays. Landry and Bourhis
5‘Linguistic Landscapces’ and ‘LL’ will be used to refer to the field; ‘linguistic landscape’ the object of
study.
6While the term ‘quantitative’ is predominately used to distinguish measurements from counts (counts
being ‘qualitative’), within the field of LL ‘quantitative’ refers to counts.
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discuss how signs “inform in-group and out-group members of the linguistic characteristics,
territorial limits, and language boundaries of the region” and indicate what languages can
used to “communicate and obtain services within public and private establishments located
in the pertinent territory” (Ibid.: 25). This function of ‘informing’ was juxtaposed with
signs’ potential to serve as “affectively charged” symbols, pointing out that “the presence or
absence of one’s own language on public signs has an effect on how one feels as a member
of a language group within a bilingual or multilingual setting” (Ibid.: 27).
While Landry and Bourhis’s original depiction of sign functions seems overly simplistic
in retrospect, the idea that public signs could communicate more than just the semantic
sum of their parts provided a critical foundation for future LL study. In 2003 Scollon and
Scollon revisited Linguistic Landscapes to expand this idea of signs as ‘multifunctional’;
drawing from Peircean-inspired notions of meaning, Scollon and Scollon positioned the LL
as an “indexable world” (Scollon and Scollon 2003: vii) different from other types of written
language, as “personal letters, diaries, books or newspapers do not require to be read at a
certain point in space in order to make sense” (Backhaus 2007: 9). Linguistic Landscapes
thus began to be seen as an inextricable combination of language, space and meaning.
From “informational” and “symbolic”, displays and their content also became “objectifying”,
recognized for their ability to express higher-ordered indexical meanings encoded in choice
of languages; scripts and other semiotics such as colors or images (Coupland 2012: 2; Cenoz
and Gorter 2006).
Initial documentation and analysis of LL dynamics involved quantitative-based methods,
counting the presence of various semiotic variables on signs to discuss LL components and
their relationships (Backhaus 2007; Cenoz and Gorter 2006). While such methods have been
critiqued for potential risk of overgeneralization in the assignment of quantifiable categories
(Barni and Bagna 2010; Blommaert and Maly 2014), recent scholarship has encouraged
the development of both quantitative and qualitative approaches, both separately and in
tandem, to explore landscape complexities (Amos 2016; Barni and Bagna 2015; Blackwood
2015; Lyons and Rodr´ıguez-Ordo´n˜ez 2015). The development and application of quantitative
and combinative methods will be discussed further in Chapter Five, but it is relevant to
acknowledge here the importance of counts in gauging and guiding the effects of language
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policy in the public place (Dunlevy 2012; Barni and Vedovelli 2012; Lanza and Woldemariam
2009; Dal Negro 2009) and monitoring the status and use of minority languages (Blackwood
2015; Gorter et al. 2011; Cenoz and Gorter 2006).
Linguistic Landscapes aims to understand the relationship between the ordering of public
space and different dimensions of public life, including, significantly, the impact on people
moving through or interacting within such ordered spaces (Banda and Jimaima 2015; Barni
and Bagna 2015; Malinowski 2009; Waksman and Shohamy 2016). Attention to the diverse
actors and agencies involved in interpreting or animating Linguistic Landscapes has brought
important considerations to the field regarding how such LL subjects can be accounted for,
and how their engagement and the extent of that engagement can be theorized. I will return
to this concern over engagement more thoroughly in Chapter Four. Here, however, I focus
on the other type of LL ‘actor’, sign producers.
3.2 Motives and Mechanisms
A central assumption of LL research is that the act of displaying a public sign is usually a
purposeful one. Commercial signs in particular have also been positioned as market-driven;
products meant to be consumed with sign producers spending conscious effort and time in
creating them (Coupland 2012; Spolsky and Cooper 1991). As Cenoz and Gorter (2009: 55)
put it, “a good sign for a business is plainly worth a lot of money”. The commercial sign
as a potential for generating more profit is also said to be influenced by consideration of
potential sign viewers’ perspective, with signs “bound to respect [their] sensibility, values,
propensities and tastes” (Ben-Rafael et al. 2010: xii). As we will see, this last assumption is
slightly problematic in that it suggests a ‘one size fits all’ for signs’ assumed audience, but it
is not an unreasonable idea that the designer or producer of a display, particularly a display
trying to sell something, would keep desired “sensibilities” in mind.7
As much of LL research focuses on urban public commercial places, signs that are trying
7The same assumption can be said to hold, albeit reversed, for signs of protest or critique, which in most
instances seem to be designed to attack, violate or offend target audience sensibility. There are also cases in
which different audiences are addressed in the same sign simultaneously (Lanza and Woldemariam 2009).
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to sell things are a frequently observed phenomenon. It is perhaps not surprising that the
concept of commodification, or the making of something or someone into a commodity (i.e.
something that may be consumed or exchanged) and the commodification of language are
frequently discussed as a way to analyze and understand the ideologies and semiotic processes
on display in a community (Leeman and Modan 2010; Jaworski 2015; Moriarty 2014, 2015;
Heller and Thurlow 2014).
Commodification transforms language into an economic resource, one that may be “pro-
duced, controlled, distributed, valued, and constrained” (Heller 2010: 108). As pointed
out in Heller (2010), the dimensions in which language is commodified take many different
forms and carry varied implications: language can be commodified as a “technical skill”,
positioned as a product with which individuals may access the global economy (Ibid.: 102);
as “added value” in tourism and advertising to target or exploit niche markets (Ibid.: 108;
Kelly-Holmes 2010, 2005), and as a good in the increasingly lucrative industry of language
teaching (Heller 2010:108). Commodifying language to ‘add value’ is of particular relevance
to studies of advertising, marketing, tourism and Linguistic Landscapes as it is through
commodification that language may act as ‘differentiator’ (Kelly-Holmes 2010) to attract
attention and – most importantly – sales.
As such, commodification is commonly seen in LLs as a way to transform various scales
and types of value to economic value. Leeman and Modan (2010), for instance, discuss
commodification in the LL as a mechanism of gentrification. In their study of Washington
D.C.’s Chinatown, they claim commodification of Chinese and other semiotics referencing
practices linked with ‘Chinese culture’ on signs in neighborhood manifest larger scale shifts
to a “symbolic economy”, in which “culture, products and services are bundled together and
marketed as ‘experiences’” to attract wealthy, privileged individuals (2010: 185). Language,
due to its “status as a readily identifiable index of ethnicity and cultural authenticity” is
positioned as “a selling vehicle par excellence” in the linguistic landscape (Ibid.: 191).
In their work, Leeman and Modan use the idea of commodification to investigate how
larger-scale political and social forces shape the LL. Commodification has also been dis-
cussed as something that happens to the LL, as in Malinowski (2010) which explores how
services such as Google Street View or a South Korean service called Daum Road View
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make the LL “ready for” commodification (2010: 201). The multifaceted ways English is
used as a commodity or “branding device” (Kallen and Nı´ Dhonnacha 2010: 34) has been
explored extensively in LL scholarship in areas around the world (Huebner 2006; Lanza and
Woldemariam 2009; Stroud and Mpendukana 2009; Thurlow and Jaworski 2010; Vanden-
broucke 2016) as has the commodification of other languages particularly in the case of
tourism (Coupland 2012; Coupland and Garrett 2010; Moriarty 2014, 2015). The process
of commodification within the LL has thus been explored in terms of what use of certain
languages in the LL ‘does’ for businesses as well as the larger social or ideological structures
commodification signifies or actively contributes to.
Commodification is not the only way language is used in the linguistic landscape, but it is
a particularly salient and useful way to see how people objectify language to achieve certain
effects (say, present something as ‘more authentic’) or perform specific functions. Charac-
terizing the different objects of signs – i.e. the different ways signs communicate meaning –
is a central concern of LL theory. An early and influential theorization of sign objects, the
“top-down” and “bottom-up” distinction proposed by Ben-Rafael and colleagues in 2006,
argues the LL is “order[ed]” by opposing flows from “top-down” (civic institutions) and
“bottom-up” (autonomous individual or corporate actors) (Ben-Rafael et al. 2006; Gorter
2006; Cenoz and Gorter 2006; Backhaus 2006 and other chapters in Linguistic Landscape:
A New Approach to Multilingualism). This approach of understanding how signs in the LL
work has been critiqued, however, for its simplification of the “human agency” involved in
LL production (Malinowski 2009). Kallen (2010) comments too that such a position assumes
“different types of signage are in opposition within the same system” (42), an assumption
of inherent competition that is problematic, as it presupposes the LL to be homogenous,
disregarding the fact that signs (as well as their creators or posters) have different and inde-
pendent origins, constraints, motives and levels of conscious planning (Kallen 2010, 2009).
Instead, Kallen advocates for viewing the LL in terms of frameworks “defined by the func-
tions of discourse entered into by interlocutors and by the language choices and forms of
expression available to these interlocutors”, comparable to Erving Goffman’s conception of
discourse frames (Kallen 2010: 43; Goffman 1974).
Within the LL, frames describe processes of context building through which a sign may
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signal its audience, purpose or author through a number of semiotic choices. Drawing from
Goffman’s (1974) formulation of frames as representations of how individuals understand
and contextualize experiences, its application in the LL argues the ‘experience’ of a sign is
derived from sign content as well as who has produced it and where it is located (Kallen
2010; Coupland and Garrett 2010; Jaworski and Yeung 2010; Coupland 2012; Lyons and
Rodr´ıguez-Ordo´n˜ez 2015). This view is different from “top-down” and “bottom-up” in that
it eschews hierarchy for a “confluence of systems” made up of different motives, origins and
points of view (Kallen 2010: 42; Coupland 2012).
Kallen (2010) provides the example of the use of official insignia, prescribed shapes and
placement (such as the state-produced, placed and regulated octagon of the categorical Stop
sign) that can work together to construct a “civic frame” of “activities of the state” (46-47).
A Stop sign is ‘experienced’ as a “civic frame” because of who has made it and where it is
placed: if I view a stolen Stop sign in a friend’s garage I will not experience the same sense
of meaning as at a busy intersection. “How” these semiotic choices are presented is also
central to their experience. Coupland’s (2012) study of Welsh linguistic landscapes shows
for instance how different frames of discourse can make the difference between nationalist
resistance and exotified tourist commodity, arguing that it is not just the presence of Welsh
but its positioning through different frames that achieves this effect. Frames thus provide a
way to understand how semiotic choices, author and position all come together to produce
meaning.
Frames are also a useful way to understand the often subtle differences between language
as object of commodification versus other types of representations (e.g. language objectifying
processes of territory, authenticity or celebration, Kallen 2010; Lyons and Rodriguez 2017).
By their very nature frames are never fixed or infallible – people interpret displays in different
ways (including ignoring them entirely), and while a producer of a sign may aim for a specific
connotation or effect, they may also fail. Keeping in mind that no level of engagement with
LL items is an ever-present possibility, however, empirical evidence would suggest that people
do pay attention to signs (Landry and Bourhis 1997; Dailey et al. 2005; Barker and Giles
2004). Aiestaran, Cenoz and Gorter (2010) for example discuss the significant differences
present in LL perception between individuals of different language backgrounds living in the
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same community; Lou (2010) discusses the intense community involvement regarding the
planning and design of signs in Washington, D.C.’s Chinatown (see also Lou 2016) and Amos
(2016) shows through interviews with neighborhood residents in Liverpool’s Chinatown that
individuals’ understanding of the demarcation of place correlates with the perceived presence
of Chinese signs.
The following discussion of the Mission’s linguistic landscape will draw primarily from this
literature, focusing on the mechanisms by which signs attempt to do things with language. I
will not discuss specific categories of frames, but use the concept of the LL operating through
different configurations of authorship, place and content to understand Mission signage. This
chapter will view displays as operating not only in multiple frames but in different scales of
frames extending beyond the level of the sign. While it will be necessary to scale back to the
sign as a unit for the purposes of quantitative analyses in Chapter Five, here I will treat the
‘borders’ of displays as slightly more fluid, positioning the way signs communicate particular
meanings as also in dialogue, or at least in reference to, the other semiotic configurations
that surround them (Kallen 2010).
3.3 Marketing the Mission
As discussed in Howell’s comprehensive history of the area, Mission residents throughout the
20th century have maintained a conscious diligence over perceived neighborhood character.
A large part of maintaining this character was executed using the landscape, neighborhood
organizations and individuals engaging in projects and exhibiting displays that represented
the history, present and future they wanted the Mission to have. After the 1906 earthquake
Mission residents seized self-autonomy through successful community organization, but cul-
tivated authority through specific semiotic choices that “memorialize[d] the neighborhood’s
Spanish heritage” (Howell 2015: 1805). From the aftermath of the earthquake to the New
Deal, the Mission piled on the Spanish colonial aesthetic with stucco and red tile – throwing
in the odd grand Andalusian architectural flourish – to instill a sense of Spanish-ness and
the presence of a venerable “older European tradition” (Ibid.: 2285).
Neighborhood efforts to develop “civic legitimacy” in this manner are still present today.
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Figure 3.3: Mission Dolores Basilica, opened 19188
While many of the smaller stucco and tile buildings have been replaced or remodeled, some of
the more ambitious projects have remained. One such notable project is the Mission Dolores
Basilica, built to replace the Gothic style basilica associated with the Mission Dolores Chapel
that had been damaged in 1906. The Basilica was finished in 1918, and is an excellent
example of the use of an “Andalusian architectural idiom”, even though, as Howell points
out, “the church had served a predominately Irish congregation for decades” (1872) (Figure
3.3). Another example from this period is Mission High School, completed in 1927 and still
in use today, located on 18th and Dolores streets across from Dolores Park (Figure 3.4).
The cultivation of authority and legitimacy through reference to a romanticized colonial
8Photo retrieved March 7, 2017 (Mission Tour 2015).
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Figure 3.4: Mission High School, opened 1927
past was mostly accomplished through architecture, but occasionally language was used to
achieve this as well. For example, a 1909 festival in the Mission organized to commemorate
Gaspar de Portola´’s ‘discovery’ of San Francisco Bay 140 years prior was aggressively ad-
vertised as the “Mission Fiesta” (Ibid.: 1852). The best surviving example of Spanish being
used to evoke the Mission’s colonial history is the El Capitan movie theater on Mission
between 19th and 20th streets.
Constructed in 1928, the El Capitan theater was one of the West Coast’s largest at the time
and a popular spot for vaudeville performances throughout the 1930s. Unfortunately, due to
its size El Capitan was expensive to maintain, especially with dwindling ticket sales caused
by competition from smaller theaters and the growing popularity of in-home television sets
(San Francisco Chronicle 1999). Most of the theater was torn down in 1961 and is currently
used as a parking lot, but the facade and marquee remain. The facade is another prominent
example of the Andalusian/European-Colonial-tribute style featured in Mission High and
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Mission Dolores Basilica, and is complemented thematically by the choice of a Spanish
name. “El Capitan” is a salient instance in which Spanish as an object is used to promote a
specific feeling for the theater and the place in which it is located. Spanish is commodified,
used to convert the currency of a romantic imperial past into ticket sales (and, on a larger
scale, a neighborhood identity of venerable heritage) and deployed to project an authenticity
to those claims.
These two processes, authentication and commodification, are central to the use of Spanish
in the Mission LL. The term authentication refers to how representations of the ‘authentic’
tied to culture and identity are constructed; as what ‘counts’ as ‘authentic’ is the outcome
of constantly negotiated social practices of varying congruence (Bucholtz 2003, Lyons and
Rodriguez 2017; 2015).9 In the case of El Capitan, Spanish was used to support a claim to
an authentic European legacy at the time of its construction in 1928 – whether or not it was
accepted as such is not as much of a concern here as is the way that claim was expressed.
As we will continue to see in the Mission LL, language choice is a convenient short-cut
to claim authenticity and is a common mechanism employed by signs. Co-present and in
constant dialogue with authentication in the LL are also processes of commodification. In
using language and other semiotics to ‘add value’, commodification actively links “cultural
production to particular times and places as a way to evidence authenticity” (Cavanaugh and
Shankar 2014: 52), transforming different forms of value (in the case of the Mission, primarily
social) into economic value (Kockelman 2006). As mentioned earlier, linguistic landscapes,
especially the LLs of primarily commercial areas are assumed at some level to be “market-
driven”, or geared to attract the most profitable attention as possible (Edelman and Gorter
2010; Cenoz and Gorter 2009). As such commodification in some form in commercial signs is
ever-present, as the social value of language and other semiotics are manipulated to attract
attention, interest and, hopefully, clientele (Leeman and Modan 2010). While authentication
and commodification are separate processes, within the LL they are very closely intertwined,
as use in commercial signs of language to evidence the authentic are also moves to manifest
9Use of the terms ‘authenticity’ and ‘authentication’ in this dissertation follow Bucholtz in referring to
‘authenticity’ as it relates to ideologies of what ‘authentically’ belongs to or represents a culture or identity
(Bucholtz 2003).
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Figure 3.5: El Capitan Theater, opened 192810
business.
To further explore the semiotic implications of commodifying language in the linguistic
landscape to ‘add value’ in the form of selling things, I incorporate Paul Kockelman’s concep-
tion of commodities from a semiotic ontological perspective. Kockelman’s “semiotic ontology
of the commodity” (2006: 76) is useful when thinking about the commodification of lan-
guage or other semiotics as, taking a Peircean perspective, it allows multiple interpretations
of what a commodified object may mean to those who view it (see Peirce 1955). Like Heller
(2010) and other discussions of commodification referenced above, Kockelman is concerned
with the process by which value is attributed to linguistic resources. In framing the analysis
as an ontology, however, Kockelman focuses interest on the relationships between semiotic
components, picking apart the impact of commodification on each aspect of Peircean sign
structure.
Reference to Charles Sanders Peirce’s semiotic theories is not uncommon in the study
of society and language (Silverstein 2003; Jakobson 1971; Agha 2007a; Johnstone et al.
10Photo retrieved March 7, 2017 (Google Street View 2017).
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2006; Nunberg 1993, among many others) – many crucial sociolinguistic concepts, such as
our current understanding and use of the idea of indexicality, have developed from Peirce’s
work. Central to Peircean semiotics is the idea that linguistic signs (and other signs) should
be understood in terms of the relationship(s) they establish. Rather than characterizing
a sign as a fixed unit of idea and sound (a` la Saussure’s signifie´ and signifiant), Peirce
proposes the sign as “something which stands to somebody for something in some respect or
capacity” (Peirce 1955: 99), understanding the sign (or process by which a sign stands for
something to someone) as tripartite. The components of the sign-action are the Object (the
’something’ that the sign represents); the Representamen (also called the sign or sign-vehicle,
the ’something’ represented in physical dimensions) and the Interpretant (the ’something’ as
represented to ’somebody’, or the ’something’ that is created in the mind of the ’somebody’)
(Ibid.: 99).
Kockelman argues that the process of commodification is a process by which the many
meanings a sign may be interpreted by viewers is “flattened” or transformed, into an amount
of value (2006: 89; see also Marx 1967). In this sense, commodification is in essence a quan-
tification of the object (the ‘thing’ thought to be the cause or rationale of a reaction a sign
induces in a perceiving subject by the subject, i.e. ‘pain’ from hearing the exclamation
“ouch!”). The dynamic relationship between a sign, its interpretants (the reaction induced
in the perceiving subject) and its object in which meaning is conditional is replaced in com-
modification by a system of collateral relations, in which semiotic relationships are dictated
by equivalencies of value. What commodification does is not change the meaning of some-
thing, per se, but how that meaning operates: using a token Spanish word on a sign as
a means to make a product more ‘authentically’ Spanish or Mexican does not change the
different things that word may mean to those who see it. The object, however, the thing
projected by those perceptions becomes a countable, quantifiable entity: potential profit or
loss. We can thus think of instances of commodification in the linguistic landscape as an
inherent quantifying process, by which projections of interpretations or engagements with
sign elements are converted to different amounts of value. This conceptualization preserves
the integrity of the interpretant, maintaining few assumptions regarding the interpretation
of or engagement with commodified signs (both in the LL and a more general sense) while
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Figure 3.6: La Palma “Mexica-tessen”, opened 195311
capturing the potential homogenizing effect of the commodification process.
Commodification and authentication have and continue to help shape the Mission land-
scape, albeit for different purposes. In the 1950s and 1960s, the influx of Latino residents
and growing recognition of Latinos as a separate ethnic and linguistic group engendered
“Se habla espan˜ol” signs in shop windows (Howell 2015: 4134), extending the commodifica-
tion of the sociocultural value of Spanish as a claim to an ‘authentic’ colonial legacy to a
bid to attract potential customers.12 Use of Spanish in shop names also began to increase
during this period, particularly among restaurant signs. 24th’s La Palma “Mexica-tessen”
opened in 1953 (La Palma 2013), two of the oldest and most famous taquerias, El Faro (‘the
lighthouse’) and La Cumbre (‘the summit’) have been open since the early 60s, and another
11Photo retrieved March 7, 2017 (Deseran 2014).
12It is also possible to think of this as using the potential effect of Spanish to sell other commodities (and
perhaps not the commodification of Spanish itself) – however, following Kockelman’s ontology, commodi-
fication centers on the object (a composite of reactions a sign induces in perceiving subjects) (Kockelman
2006). In this case, the object of a sign written in Spanish is made up of all potential reactions or outcomes
to that sign. Thoughts (e.g. ‘Oh good to know – they speak my language’ or ‘I wonder what that means’,
etc.), actions (e.g. someone goes into the store to buy something), inaction (e.g. someone passes by the
sign not reading it at all) – all outcomes project back to constitute the object of the sign. I argue that in
a commercial setting, attraction of business in reaction to a sign is a prevalent outcome, and as such part
of the sign’s object is quantified to an economic value (i.e. commodified). It is in this sense I use the term
‘commodified’ in referring to the use of language on commercial public signage.
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Figure 3.7: Taqueria La Cumbre, c. early 1960s13
Figure 3.8: Casa Sanchez, opened 192614
authenticity constructed with Spanish 50 years later drew on specific references to places
(Taqueria Vallerta, Usulutan Salvadorian and Mexican Restaurante, Taqueria Guadalajara)
or people (Casa Sanchez, Maurice Corner Liquor, Casa Lucas Market).
famous Mission ‘institution’, La Taqueria, opened in 1973.
The Spanish in restaurant names in this period are also instances of authentication and
commodification, but very different than the effect of El Capitan in 1928. Spanish is being
13Photo retrieved March 7, 2017 (Chilebrown 2015). The red paint and “Birthplace of the Mission Burrito”
were added mid-2015.
14Photo retrieved March 7, 2017 (Rivano Barros 2016). It is unclear if the sign Casa Sanchez or an
equivalent has been present since 1926, only that the business started at this spot at that time.
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used to make a claim of legitimacy, not to an imagined European past but a more per-
sonal shared background. Spanish signs such as these commodify to profit from an existing
linguistic community, and at the same time also claim place for that community in their
display.
As more Mexican and Central American owned businesses opened in the 1970s, 80s and
90s, Spanish on signs was a way to claim place for Spanish speakers. The Mission as
Latino, the Mission as Hispanic – these characterizations are built up by displays as much
as serve as motivation for Spanish use. Language on display in the neighborhood again was
a mechanism to claim place, but the way in which it did so is very different from earlier
attempts in the 1910s and 1920s. Instead of broad architectural references and single words,
the type of Spanish in these later signs was also not contained to just a place name, as in
El Capitan, but was used to advertise goods and services, was present on menus and sign
boards propped on the sidewalk. An excellent example of this is seen in the collection of
displays on and around the store front of Belmar ‘La Gallinita’ (‘the little hen’)15 butcher
shop on 24th and Harrison (Figures 3.9, 3.10 and 3.11). Not only is the name Spanish,
but descriptions and testimonials for types of tacos sold (ricos tacos, 100% sabor, Figure
3.10) and other advertisements and instructions (Comida para toda ocasion, entrada en la
esquina, Figure 3.11) are too. Semiotics other than Spanish are also employed, but instead
of general architectural influence, direct reference is made to specific cultural subjects, such
as the painting of a scene from the la Virgen de Guadelupe story (Figure 3.11).16
The contrast between Spanish as authenticator of La Gallinita or Casa Sanchez versus El
Capitan or Mission Fiesta is not that one is commodified and one not (both are working to
transform one kind of value into potential monetary value) but that the source, style and
placement – i.e. framing – is different. Both are making claim and constructing place and
using Spanish to do so, but in dramatically different ways.
In the present era, Spanish continues to be used to make and legitimize claims to place.
A more recent instance of this is Vida, a new condominium complex on Mission street
15Belmar Carnicera received the nickname ‘La Gallinita’ from a wooden chicken sign displayed at their
first location on 28th and Bryant, sadly lost in the move to 24th and Harrison in 1975 (Holbrook 2003).
16La Virgen as a symbol is strongly associated with constructions of Mexican identity, particularly Mexican
indigenous (i.e. independent from Spain) identity (Wolf 1958; Garvin et al. 2017).
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Figure 3.9: Belmar ‘La Gallinita’ Carniceria, opened 1975
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Figure 3.10: Close-up of sidewalk ‘A-frame’ style signboard
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Figure 3.11: “Comida Para Toda Ocasion”, opened 1975
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Figure 3.12: Vida Condominiums, opened 2015
completed in 2015.17 Once again Spanish is commodified to sell something, but in this case
the style has reverted back to the perfunctory authentication technique of the early 20th
century. The stylized Vida scrawled on the aggressively modern geographic contours of glass
(Figure 3.12) is a nod to what the developer website describes as “the local culture”, albeit
a cursory one. In an almost unbelievably precise and fitting parallel, the “Architecture Info”
continues to describe that “the fresh, contemporary design and caring craftsmanship are
inspired by modern Latin culture” (Vida 2016, emphasis added). The conspicuous drop of
the ‘o’, producing identical terminology as the “non-racialized” lighter-skinned connoting
epithet for Mexican and Central American Mission residents of European descent (Howell
2015: 2461), can be seen to be doing the same exact thing the term did 100 years before
– drawing on a distant, imagined and abstract aesthetic of latin colors and “rhythms” to
legitimize their presence, while in this case, blatantly erasing the group of people the style
17Prices start for a 494 square foot “junior one-bedroom” at $644,000 (Elsen 2016).
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Figure 3.13: “Architecture Info”18
of the building is supposed to celebrate.
The Vida building, with eight floors, “shared roof deck w/ BBQ” and $644,000 starting
price (Elsen 2016), is a towering monument to the causes and effects of gentrification. Despite
the fact that the developer worked closely with Mission community organizations (donating
over $1 million to assist local “mom-and-pop” businesses and to redevelop the theater next
door) and agreed to develop 40 affordable housing units a few blocks away (Smiley 2014b);
as a display and as an overall presence on Mission street, Vida represents the gentrification-
fueled ‘New Mission’.19 In negotiating what this ‘New Mission’ means through place making
Vida also participates in authentication and commodification strategies that use Spanish,
but in doing so has returned to the vague and de-racialized linguistic and architectural
vocabulary of the 1910s and 20s. Despite Vida’s claims of “literally weaving the urban fabric
of the Mission into the building itself” (Vida 2016), that frame of community belonging –
of community being – is snapped back to a decontextualized romanticism. In gentrification,
18Screenshot taken March 8, 2017 (Vida 2016). Note the factual (this is the name of the theater) yet in
this context metaphorically ominous “New Mission” marquee.
1990% of Vida’s 114 units were reported as purchased by employees of the tech industry when it first
opened in 2015 (Elsen 2015).
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Spanish continues to be part of what the Mission means and how the Mission is made, but
as token flourish, not concurrent thread.
In discussing these different waves of how the Mission has been positioned through dis-
plays throughout the last century, it is important to note that those processes are ongoing
and co-occurring. A neighborhood is a simultaneous expression of all that is present: El
Capitan; Cafe Sanchez; La Gallinita; Vida – all still stand in the Mission and produce the
Mission in their particularized ways. As seen in the case of Vida, ways of displaying do not
fossilize nor, as it happens, go unchallenged. In 2014, a campaign undertaken by the neigh-
borhood organization Calle 24 to turn the 24th street area into a Latino Cultural District
was successfully adopted, and in late 2016 new additions were made to 24th street signs
from Mission to Potrero that put that claim into place.
Once again Spanish is used to ‘market’ the Mission, but in this instance, like the sur-
rounding shop fronts on 24th Calle 24 is fighting to protect, the use of Spanish is grounded
in a specific history and reference. Spanish use here responds to gentrification by actively
claiming and demarcating place as Latino place, but also works to market it as a place to
visit and shop. In a 2016 interview, Calle 24 president Erick Arguello described the new
signs as a “response to displacement in the area” but also something that “[let] people know
they are in a special use district similar to Japantown, North Beach and Chinatown” (Capp
Street News 2016).20 In early April of 2017, Calle 24 worked with San Francisco’s Office of
Economic and Workforce Development to put on a series of events to “lure the Bay Area’s
Latino population to the neighborhood” to help support Mission businesses (Cha´vez 2017).
In a 2017 interview discussing additional plans for “distinguish[ing] the area as a cultural
zone” such as a Mayan influenced entrance archway or strings of metal papel picado draped
across the street,21 Aguello commented that the work of Calle 24 was to “create and stabilize
its identity” (Wenus 2017).
This conscious effort to “create and stabilize” the Mission through advertisement as a Cul-
tural District started in the landscape, and promises to continue there in entrance archways
20North Beach refers to San Francisco’s ‘Little Italy’ neighborhood, a popular and profitable tourist
destination.
21‘Pecked paper’, a common decoration for Mexican celebrations and holidays consisting of thin, tissue-like
paper into which designs have been cut.
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Figure 3.14: “Calle 24: Latino Cultural District”22
and ‘Welcome’ signs. As some of the more recent large-scale bids for Mission belonging, the
Calle 24 project and Vida development illustrate that Spanish continues to be commodified
to attract business, and, in a broader sense, that in the landscape’s ‘creation and stabiliza-
tion’ language remains an important currency to cultivate a sense of the authentic and claim
to place.23
22Photo retrieved March 2, 2017 (Capp Street News 2016).
23It is important to note here too the work English and other languages do in the Mission – Spanish is
not the only ‘special’ code to build place. I have focused on it here due to the neighborhood’s long history
of using Spanish to assert ‘belonging’ and due to the availability and salience of the different ways it is used
in the landscape. When the reflexivity of place-making is considered, however, the use of English is just as
significant as the use of Spanish – in fact, the ultimate place-making coup is the very thought of English as
‘unmarked’ or ‘unremarkable’; English as America’s linguistic substrate actively marks and makes territory,
mediating a monolingual ‘norm’ of what U.S. landscapes are ‘supposed’ to look like.
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3.4 Semiotics of Gentrification
A survey of the Mission’s linguistic landscape past and present shows how language choice is
a frequent and salient way displays achieve specific effects. Other display elements, such as
accompanying images, colors, sizes, shapes and construction, also play a significant role in
what signs ‘do’. In the displays discussed in the previous section, for example, other semiotic
choices such as La Gallinita’s Virgen painting or El Capitan’s Spanish Colonial flourishes
work together with their Spanish names to achieve their respective framings. In this section
I will turn to the other semiotic mechanisms present in the Mission by which signs produce
meaning, particularly focusing on stylistic differences between establishments opened before
and after the first gentrification peak in the mid to late 1990s.
In the Mission of the late 1990s and early 2000s gentrification had not only brought
new residents and higher property values, but was beginning to usher in a new aesthetic.
New businesses cultivating and catering to wealthier tastes –consisting primarily of “the
most insidious of Trojan horses: food and booze” (Smiley 2014a) – began to pepper the
landscape with ambiguous names and taciturn store fronts, producing dramatic contrasts
to the information-rich printed awnings, sign-crowded windows and densely-packed A-frame
sidewalk signs of Valencia and Mission. A review of Foreign Cinema, one of the first adopters
of this type of business aesthetic, describes how at its opening in 1999 “the building facade
on Mission Street had no signage to indicate a restaurant existed inside ... [s]trange perhaps,
but that was the intent – to create a chic underground image” (San Francisco Restaurants
2008). This employment of “chic” reticence is also seen further West by Italian restaurant
Delfina on 18th and Guerrero Street which debuted late 1998.
The semiotics – or rather, lack there of – in Foreign Cinema and Delfina signage are
early examples of a style of display that is now ubiquitous in the western Valencia area and
rapidly spreading through Mission and 24th. Unadorned windows, blank walls and single
word signs abound not only in restaurants but coffee shops, cafes, clothing boutiques, bars,
and specialty stores (Figure 3.17). The fact that this type of framing tends to correlate with
types of establishments that cater mostly to wealthier whiter populations and that most, if
not all, of these places opened after 1995, strongly suggests these displays are a part
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Figure 3.15: Foreign Cinema, opened 199924
Figure 3.16: Delfina, opened 199825
24Photo retrieved March 2, 2017 (San Francisco Restaurants 2008).
25Photo retrieved March 2, 2017 (Neustrom 2007).
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of gentrification. In the very least, in the time of the Mission’s most severe gentrification
from the mid-1990s to present they have produced a landscape distinct from that built
up by older establishments. The difference between ‘pre-’ and ‘post-’ gentrification semiotic
strategy is nicely illustrated in a comparison of Taqueria Guadalajara on 24th street (opened
early 1990s) and Lolo´, a 2014 addition to Valencia which describes itself as “bring[ing]
to San Francisco the flavors of Jalisco, the western Pacific Mexican district encompassing
Guadalajara” (Lolo´ 2014) (Figures 3.18 and 3.19).
The difference between the framing of these two establishments is not language (technically
‘Lolo´’ is a woman’s name – the nickname of the owner and Executive Chef’s wife Lorena – but
I argue the acute accent diacritic presents it as ‘Spanish’), nor cuisine, nor even region: both
market themselves as serving Jaliscan cuisine and employ Spanish to do so. The difference is
made through other semiotic choices such as the amount and size of signage on the storefront,
the presence or absence of text on windows, the font used and the inclusion or exclusion
of other imagery. Taqueria Guadalajara’s bright orange awning wraps around its corner
location, repeating its name in capital Playbill font letters.26 On its windows are painted
featured dishes such as quesadillas and tacos as well as an emblem of the Guadalajara
Catedral. Lolo´, on the other hand, is confined to a slim fabric banner in handwritten
lowercase cursive, windows unadorned and no menu in sight.
Lolo´’s particularly austere style of framing has also been observed in gentrified urban
neighborhoods in Brooklyn, New York (Trinch and Snajdr 2016). In their study, Trinch and
Snajdr note differences between what they call “Old School signs” and “distinction-making
signs”, claiming pre-gentrification era “Old School” signs are configured to “index multiple
inclusions in the neighborhood economy” and “suggest a capitalism without distinction”
whereas “distinction-making signs signal an exclusivity that for some readers also represents
exclusion” (2016: 64). They identify salient “Old School” features as:
... ancillary; large typefaces; store names that refer to location, surnames, type of
business and/or products or services; reiterations; non-standard written English
forms; languages other than English in Roman transliteration and/or non-Roman
26‘Playbill’ is the official term for this Old West associated letter style (Urban Fonts 2017)
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Figure 3.17: Selection of signs from Valencia, 18th and 24th27
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Figure 3.18: Taqueria Guadalajara28
Figure 3.19: Lolo´, opened 201429
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scripts; complementary symbols or pictures, [and] sincere references to religion,
ethnicity, national origin, race and class (Ibid.: 70)
and “distinction-making” as:
... one word or a short phrase written in a reduced font-size; polysemic or cryptic
names; languages other than English that index sophistication and worldliness;
(sometimes erudite) historical and literary references [and] all lowercase letters
(Ibid.: 75)
While differing somewhat from patterns found in Brooklyn signage, framing techniques
observed in the Mission such as those employed by Taqueria Guadalajara and Lolo´ fit these
characterizations quite well – Taqueria Guadalajara does reference a specific location in its
name and reiterates it in a large font and Lolo´’s monomorphemic sobriquet is written in
lowercase.
I hesitate to label these signs “Old School” and “distinction-making”, however, in that, at
least in the Mission, it places too much emphasis on one potential indexical outcome. While it
is true that “Old School”-like signs may “index multiple inclusions” and “distinction-making”
displays can potentially “index sophistication and worldiness” when using other languages,
to explicitly assign these categories obscures other meanings Mission signs may generate
for passersby. The reluctance to apply Trinch and Snajdr’s categories is partly due to
differences in neighborhood signage (e.g. in their paper, “Old School” signs contain phrases
like “All nationalities welcome!” or consist of restaurants actively advertising the availability
of Kosher or Halal food [Ibid.: 78], something that is not prevalent on Mission signs), but
chiefly derives from the desire to preserve the possibility that categorized connotations are
not always conveyed. In the Mission, for instance, it is possible that the displays of Taqueria
Guadalajara mean “inclusion” to some, but the same reaction is a possible response to Lolo´;
27From top to bottom, left to right: ‘Abbot’s Cellar’ bar (Valencia); ‘Haus’ coffee shop (24th); ‘Four Barrel’
coffee shop (Valencia); ‘Craftsman & Wolves’ bakery (Valencia); ‘Lolo´’ restaurant (Valencia); ‘Blu Dot’
furniture (Valencia); ‘Therapy’ clothing and furniture (Valencia); ‘Dandelion Chocolate’ shop (Valencia);
‘Limo´n’ restaurant (Valencia); ‘Farina’ restaurant (18th). Select photos retrieved March 2, 2017 (Classic
Gentleman 2012; Sherwin 2010; Lolo´ 2014; Wang 2013; San Francisco Travel 2016; Dandelion Chocolate
2012; San Francisco Chronicle 2009).
28Photo retrieved March 2, 2017 (Broke-Ass Stuart 2015).
29Photo retrieved March 2, 2017 (Lolo´ 2014).
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on the other hand Taqueria Guadalara’s use of Spanish could also convey “sophistication
and worldiness”, depending on the viewer. Trinch and Snajdr’s argument that “distinction-
making signs [can] signal an exclusivity that for some readers also represents exclusion”
(Ibid.: 64), however, is an important one, and their description of the different ways signs
are configured is useful in that it has seemingly honed in on a collection of if not universal,
at least neighborhood-independent features of gentrification-linked signs.
Other instances of ‘minimalist’ gentrification-linked displays in the Mission go as far as
leaving out linguistic content entirely. This is seen in signage associated with Ritual Coffee
Roasters on Valencia at 21st, and tacolicious, a restaurant located on Valencia between 18th
and 19th. Ritual, a self-described “pioneer in [the] delicious shift in coffee” (Ritual Coffee
2012), does have its name lightly etched on its glass windows, however the main sign is a
small red banner with Ritual’s stylized hammer and sickle-esque logo.30 An identical display
strategy – although this time forgoing even the etched glass – is observed by tacolicious two
blocks north. Opened in late 2011, tacolicious describes itself as:
... by no means a traditional taqueria – you won’t find burritos here. What
started out in the summer of 2009 as a little taco stand at the Thursday Ferry
Plaza Farmers Market with a fittingly frivolous name, has become a sit-down,
cocktail-driven restaurant, 120 tequilas strong. Tacos anchor a menu that extends
to dishes such as beet salad with grapefruit and pumpkin seeds, tuna tostadas,
grilled squid served Veracruz-style, albondigas, shrimp a la diabla, and toasted
coconut flan. (tacolicious 2017)
With a regular taco clocking in two and half times the average price of surrounding
Mission taquerias, it definitely does not fit in with more “traditional” establishments. While
its prices, pumpkin seed studded menu and recent announcement that its tacolicious™ brand
salsa is for sale at Williams-Sonoma31 all align this establishment with gentrification
30In a 2008 interview with the New York Times, the owner “demur[red] at the suggestion that her cafe
espouses Marxist principles. Ms. Hassi said her choice of logos was purely aesthetic. And the fact that some
of the coffee mugs are red, as well as some of the walls? Again, strictly a design decision, she said ... ‘I’m a
capitalist, I’ll admit that’” (Hafner 2008).
31A high-end California based chain specializing in “gourmet foods and professional-quality cookware”
(Williams-Sonoma Inc. 2017).
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Figure 3.20: Ritual Coffee Roasters, opened 200532
Figure 3.21: tacolicious, opened 201133
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Figure 3.22: Javalencia Cafe´, opened 2000
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processes of catering and cultivating an influx of economic and bourgeois cultural capital to
the neighborhood, it is the storefront that manifests these differences in its choice of semiotic
arrangement. It produces itself as an untraditional taqueria not only in its prices and menu
items, but through a lack of semiotics commonly found in other taquerias found a few blocks
down the street. The same sense of difference is achieved through the wordless arrangement
of Ritual’s displays when compared to other older coffee shops on the street (Figure 3.22).
What is this silence doing? The observed pre-/post- gentrification division in Mission
sign mechanics is best understood through Thurlow and Jaworski’s (2010) characterization
of “space and silence”, which they describe as “two semiotic resources that work almost
symbiotically to realize the kind of social exclusion upon which contemporary notions of
class inequality are predicated” (Thurlow and Jaworski 2010: 192). In their discussion of
advertisements for “super elite” tourist destinations, Thurlow and Jaworski note frequent
implicit and explicit references to isolation and quiet. While their silence is more atmospheric
(i.e. depictions of empty swimming pools, servers or servants that “never make themselves
noticable”, Ibid.: 208), the underlying idea of silence as a “power-filled communicative
resource” illuminates why and how ‘quieter’ displays of gentrified/gentrifying places occur:
... the wealthy and privileged have always sought to isolate themselves from the
masses, to remove themselves from the throng. Confusingly, however, we often
also speak of (in literal and metaphorical terms) of oppressed groups being ‘si-
lenced’ or ‘voiceless’ ... by contrast, in the case of luxury travel it is the privileged
who are seeking out – or being encouraged to seek out – silence. Importantly,
however, it may not be silence per se which is sought but rather being able to
choose silence as a means of establishing social space, securing exclusivity and
performing distinction. The privilege of exclusivity – its frisson – lies in being
able to decide if and when one wants to be excluded or to have others excluded.
Or, at least, believing that one is able to make this choice. (Thurlow and Jaworski
2010: 210 - 211)
What post-gentrification ‘minimalist’ signs are doing in the Mission is choosing silence
32Photo retrieved April 1, 2017 (The Coffee Wiki 2014).
33Photo retrieved April 1, 2017 (Ivad 2015).
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to build place; and in so doing using privileged semiotics. Considering the entire process
of gentrification is all about privilege, the observation that gentrification-associated signs
participate in selective exclusivity is not particularly surprising, perhaps, but is an important
detail in how gentrification happens in a community. Who can afford to move, who can
afford to stay, who can afford to not sell out – these larger scale socioeconomic differentials
in choice are seen to reverberate through the landscape; projected by the new vocabulary of
place-making.
The gentrified linguistic landscape manifests the fractal recursivity of privilege (Irvine
and Gal 2000) and in doing so is complicit in its promotion. The Mission made through
these “quiet” signs enacts a “semiotic resource by which anyone may style themselves or [be]
stylized as elite” (Thurlow and Jaworski 2010: 211) – i.e. through brevity they participate
in a “performance of distinction” that shapes and is shaped by elitism and privilege. It is
not only that “sophistication and worldliness” are potentially communicated through these
choices (Trinch and Snajdr 2016); it is that exclusivity is cultivated by them.
Silent, apart from its street number and a small orange sign with an outline of a taco,
tacolicious demarcates a space of exclusivity. If you do not know what this place is you will
not find out by looking at its display – the display is not configured that way. Instead, it
chooses, or rather, has the choice to be silent, actively enacting a division between those
‘in the know’ and ‘out of the loop’. And while there are always varying levels of knowledge
running through a landscape that are not produced by signs – what is the best place for
a date, what restaurant gave someone’s aunt food poisoning, what nail salon has famous
clientele, for example – the silent semiotics of gentrification are different in that such a
significant part of the meaning of the display is inaccessible unless you know it already.
Through this inaccessibility, these types of displays also produce privilege by requiring it to
comprehend them. The semiotics of gentrification are not side effects, but active participants
in driving up the amount of money and knowledge required to live and participate in the
area.
This dynamic reaches its inevitable conclusion in establishment signs and displays that
actively ‘hide’ the business they adorn. There are not one but two high-end critically ac-
claimed restaurants in the Mission that do this – lying ‘invisible’ except to the already
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Figure 3.23: ‘Invisible’ Semiotics of Gentrification
initiated. The first example, Mission Chinese Food, an “explosive take on traditional Chi-
nese food using a combination of Western and Eastern techniques” (Bauer 2014) started in
2010 as a partnership between chef Danny Bowien and an existing Chinese restaurant called
Lung Shan. The “pop-up” quickly outpaced its host in popularity, so much so that Lung
Shan suggested Bowien take over the space and resources (including existing restaurant em-
ployees and chefs) (Fresh Air 2016). In 2011, Mission Chinese Food was ranked second in
Bon Appe´tit magazine’s Best New Restaurants in America list and in 2013 Danny Bowien
was named as the “Rising Star” chef of the year by the illustrious James Beard Foundation
(Bon Appe´tit 2011; Fresh Air 2016).
Despite the accolades and prestige – or perhaps because of them – the Mission street
location of Mission Chinese Food maintains the same pre-pop up Lung Shan signage (Figure
3.23). The awning, complete with the original (and no longer in service) telephone number,
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Figure 3.24: ‘Invisible’ Semiotics of Gentrification
does not just construct exclusivity through silence but subterfuge, the epitome of privileged
semiotic choice. Mission Chinese is so exclusive it doesn’t even need to tell you it is there;
and that lack of telling, the conscious invisibility of its place-making, works to maintain that
sense of exclusivity. As Trinch and Snajdr point out, exclusivity is also exclu-sion. The
place built up by the Lung Shan facade is a divisive one, its meaning split between those
who have access or exposure to privileged information and those who do not.
A similar, albeit less explicitly opaque example is Mr.Pollo, also located on Mission. When
the restaurant was on the verge of closing in early 2010, chef Manny Torres Gimeniz offered
to take over and kept the business going, the first few years maintaining the “name and
decor” but “gradually shifted the menu to a genre that could be described as Venezuelan-
Colombian-European” (Lipp 2011).The restaurant still goes by the name Mr. Pollo, but is
considered a “hidden” restaurant because, as one San Francisco food blog describes, “from
the outside, Mr. Pollo looks like a decrepit storefront in need of a facelift ... its secret is
that the Mission Street restaurant has gotten a renovation, but only on the inside” (Nobel
2017). The invisible “secret” of the acclaimed small-plates and “four-course, daily-changing
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‘Mission cuisine’ style prix-fixe” (Brickman 2011) menus hidden by the “decrepit storefront
in need of a facelift” manifests again the privileged choices through exclusivity. While intent
is never a foremost concern (we are interested in the consequences of and ways signs do
things, not necessarily what they are ‘intended’ to do), it is particularly interesting to note
in Mr. Pollo’s case that the “decrepit” sign was replaced while under new ownership in 2011
(Cha´vez 2011). Invisibility is not an accident; but even if it was, the outcome remains the
same: Mission Chinese Food and Mr. Pollo produce exclusivity through cultivated semiotic
exclusion and in doing so perform as well as produce privilege. In place-making, the semiotics
of gentrification speak louder than words, so to speak, because they do not need them.
3.4.1 Contesting Gentrification
Gentrification is carried out in and by the landscape, but it is also contested there too via
murals, spray-painted stencils, fliers, posters and inscriptions of varying degrees of ‘illicit-
ness’. In commenting on gentrification, these displays construct gentrification as much as
the commercial signs discussed previously, but do so by drawing attention to its effects on
people in the neighborhood. As Jaworski and Thurlow comment, it “is important to bear
in mind that semiotic landscapes are not shaped solely through the commercial exploits of
space but also by artists’ interventions in and representations of public spaces” (Jaworski
and Thurlow 2010: 26).
From the first Model Cities Program sponsored mural projects in the 1970s, the Mission
has supported, celebrated and preserved art in its landscape. Public art, particularly murals,
are also a big part of the Mission’s ‘externally’ cultivated identity as a place. Along with
Hispanic restaurants, cultural celebrations like Dia de los Muertos or Carnaval and gentri-
fication, murals are what the Mission is ‘known’ for. Mission murals are one of the first
features discussed in blurbs about the area; guidebooks of San Francisco will recommend
them; even a simple Google Image search of the neighborhood visually defines the Mission
District through these public displays.
While large murals are featured on the sides of buildings throughout the neighborhood,
there are two specific places in which they are focused: Balmy Alley in between 24th
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Figure 3.25: Visual Enregisterment of the Mission34
34Photo retrieved April 1, 2017 (Google Search 2017).
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Figure 3.26: “Narratives of Displacement”
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Figure 3.27: “Defend SF”
and 25th streets and Clarion Alley between Valencia and Mission. Groups of muralists began
working in Balmy Alley in the early 1970s under the support of Model Cities funding and
later through the organization Precita Eyes Muralists Association and Center founded in
1977 (Precita Eyes Muralists 2012). Inspired by the work of Precita Eyes, the Clarion Alley
Art Project (CAMP) was founded in 1992 to “support and produce socially engaged and
aesthetically innovative public art as a grassroots community-based, artist-run organization
based in San Francisco” (Clarion Alley Mural Project 2012). Both Precita Eyes and CAMP
continue to sponsor new projects and lead tours for visitors, together supporting the creation
of over 1,000 murals throughout the district (Precita Eyes Muralists 2012; Clarion Alley
Mural Project 2012). Gentrification surfaces as a common theme in murals, particularly
in Clarion Alley. Notable examples of critique of gentrification are a recent rendering of
the Anti-Eviction Project map of Ellis Evictions (Figure 3.26) and a San Francisco Giants
themed robot conquering a bespectacled “Techzilla” (Figure 3.27).
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While the murals of Balmy and Clarion Alley are engaging in many different and interest-
ing semiotic configurations that have much to say about the Mission and about gentrification,
I will not discuss them here. Despite the stated goal of these projects to create a “place that
wants to be free” (Clarion Alley Mural Project 2012), viewed in terms of place-making, these
displays are relatively confined – while they actively produce the meaning of the spaces in
which they occur, those spaces are specified for this kind of thing to happen. The semiotic
productions they engage in to contest gentrification and to critique what is happening in
the neighborhood consist of two blocks sanctioned for that purpose. Instead, I will turn to
instances of “artistic interventions” and “representations” (Jaworski and Thurlow 2010: 26)
that are peppered throughout the Mission landscape to show how the manipulation of place,
particularly through labeling, constructs gentrification and the Mission as a whole.
A common sight on Mission sidewalks about every block or so are stenciled images spray
painted onto the concrete; these images take many different forms and styles, occasionally
are only located in one spot or repeated several times down a block. These semi-permanent
stencils are also often used to talk about gentrification. The first example is the most direct
instance of this, a red small suitcase with the phrase “tenants here forced out” found in front
of a residential structure on 18th in between Dolores and Guerrero streets (Figure 2.28).
This display is very different from the critiques of gentrification in places like Clarion
Alley in that it uses the specific place in which the event it is critiquing happened.35 A
similar technique of labeling is also seen in a stencil on Valencia near 15th (Figure 3.29),
less than a block away from tacolicious, which attaches a Google-colored price tag to its
square of concrete. On Valencia and 20th the ‘New Mission’ is inscribed in Disney-fied
letters, accompanied by an ominous gun-sight styled “YOU ARE NEXT” (Figure 3.30).
These stencils critique and protest what is happening in the Mission and do it by explicitly
using place as resource. Their positioning (the suitcase in front of an evicted apartment; the
precise square food measurement on the concrete) is a both a mechanism to get their message
across as well as explicitly manifests the negative impacts of gentrification in ways that might
35The Anti-Eviction mapping project does indicate an ‘owner move in’ here (Anti-Eviction Mapping
Project 2016).
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Figure 3.28: “TENANTS HERE FORCED OUT”
Figure 3.29: “Cost per sq ft; MISSION DISTRICT: $1,012”
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Figure 3.30: “The New Mission: Haute yet Edgy”
not be visible in the shining empty windows of places like Ritual coffee.36 These signs are
layered atop the landscape physically with spray paint but are also layered in terms of what
they do in the production of place. These discrete, intermittent deposits of protest work
like a florescent highlighter or white-out; editing, highlighting and correcting presentations
of place as they move through the sidewalks. Discussions of graffiti or street art in the LL
have positioned these productions as “statements of place, belonging, group membership
and style” (Pennycook 2010b: 148). The potential for graffiti to make a statement of both
belonging and place is quite apparent in these ‘edits’ to Valencia and 18th, which actively
demarcate through use of space places of gentrification.
These last examples of displays in the Mission landscape also underscore the notion of
the LL not as “ a mere canvas or context” but an “imagined and invented” (Ibid.) entity
brought to life by the linguistic and semiotic activity of the individuals within it. As we
have seen through the course of this chapter, contributions to this entity may vary in scope,
scale, inclusivity and intention – as might the mechanisms deployed to achieve them – but
all of these choices and productions make the Mission into place.
36This technique of using places of gentrification to protest was also common in the late 1990s, with the
word “colonizer” appearing on newly constructed ‘live/work’ structures (Wetzel 2000).
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4‘FILTERED’ LANDSCAPES
“In the way these vatos behave you begin to wonder if they exist in the same city
you are or in a parallel quantum reality you are making up”
– Tweet quoted by Guillermo Go´mez-Pen˜a,
Notes From Technotopia: On The Cruelty Of Indifference
When you upload a photo on Instagram, you have a decision to make. Will you go with
the classic Instagram square crop or keep as is? Having chosen, the application confronts
you with another barrage of options: how would you like your image to be filtered?
Figure 4.1: Posting on Instagram
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Figure 4.2: “Valencia” on Valencia1
An Instagram ‘filter’ describes one of 23 “effects” provided by the application to edit
an image. A descendant of analog photographic filters – pieces of glass or other material
attached to a camera to manipulate light as it passes through the lens – each Instagram
filter is comprises a secret recipe of “curve profiles, blending modes [and] color hues” which
can be applied to a photo to achieve a distinct aesthetic (Systrom 2012). Each whimsically
named filter can also be further adjusted in ‘magnitude’ with a 0 - 100 point sliding scale;
or one can manually “edit” a picture using 12 different options such as ‘highlight’, ‘fade’,
‘contrast’ or ‘saturation’.
You can select not to use any of these ‘your photo but better’ tools, but every time you
do use the application you still have to make some kind of choice of how you will frame
(or filter, or adjust, or color) your image. From a theoretical perspective, the act of taking
1The “Valencia” filter is in fact named after Valencia street in the Mission – its developer designed it
while working in coffee shop there. Three of Instagram’s filters are named after places or neighborhoods in
San Francisco: “Valencia”, “Dogpatch” and “Clarendon” (Demelo 2015).
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Figure 4.3: Phase Three Mandatory Recontextualization
a photograph and sharing it on social media is inherently entextual and recontextual –
i.e. “rendering discourse extractable ... making a stretch of linguistic production into a
unit – a text – that can be lifted out of its interactional setting” to be re-presented in a
different one (Bauman and Briggs 1990: 73) – but the special thing about Instagram is that
these processes are made so explicit: the application has a formalized, mandatory built-in
mechanism that guides you through it. With 24 filters and 13 edit categories – not counting
the additional possible scalar adjustments encapsulated in each of these options – there are
over 2.5 million ways to recontextualize on Instagram just using their pre-set choices alone,
before even progressing to the ‘caption’ and ‘geo-tag’ phase (Figure 4.3).
We know that there is no “view from nowhere” (Nagel 1986) in the presentation of infor-
mation, but Instagram provides a powerful example of the sheer number of choices people
can make in their displays, and serves as a relevant reminder of how complicated the concept
of ‘representation’ is in studying shared images online. An Instagram post not only consti-
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tutes a series of choices in terms of image appearance, captioning and tagging, but also the
choices (conscious or unconscious) wrapped up in the image itself as an entextualization of
space. Photos are ‘of’ space in that they are derived from space: in capturing space pictures
render it ‘extractable’ and circu-latable, transforming it into something that can occupy
new spaces in new ways. Photographs are separate from space not as representations, but as
new productions. As Thurlow and Jaworski describe in their work on tourist photos posted
online, “space, as something conceived, perceived, and lived, is clearly realized in the ways
we represent it: how we write about it, talk about it, photograph it, advertise it, and design
it” (Thurlow and Jaworski 2011: 226).
This chapter will look at how people ‘realize’ the Mission through posting it, filtering
it and tagging it; exploring not only what Instagram posts tagged as occurring within the
neighborhood have to say about it, but how those subjective and selective discourses work
individually and en mass to construct the meaning of it as a place.
4.1 Instagram as Displayed Discourse
Founded in 2010, the social media platform Instagram describes itself as “the home for
visual storytelling for everyone from celebrities, newsrooms and brands, to teens, musicians
and anyone with a creative passion” (Instagram 2017a). As suggested by its camera logo,
name,2 and core functionality as a photo-sharing platform, Instagram is all about pictures.
Over two-thirds of the ‘look’ of the Instagram app when first opened is taken up by images.
Depending on the size of the screen, these displays are visible one to two at a time, and
consist of an image, the icon and name of the posting user and, if provided, the location of
where the picture or video was (supposedly) taken and a text caption (Figure 4.4).
Similar to Twitter, users can follow others to view the content they post, which appears
in reverse chronological order on the main app screen. To see more posts, users scroll down
a sequence of images, “experienc[ing] moments in friends’ lives through pictures as they
happen” (Instagram 2017b). Made up of pictures, the ‘landscape’ of Instagram can be
2Co-founder Kevin Systrom states the name derives from a combination of ‘instant’ and ‘telegram’, chosen
because “it also sounded camera-y’ (Systrom 2011).
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Figure 4.4: Sample Instagram Post
thought of not only as a mosaic of moments, but recontextualized chunks of the places in
which those moments occurred. The post in Figure 4.4, for example, has captured both
a moment in the poster’s life of being in Clarion Alley and a moment of Clarion Alley as
a place. What is significant about this display, however, is that it is not a representation
of where the moment happened, but how it happened to the person experiencing it. The
moment of the ‘Evict Google’ mural displayed in this post is not a direct reflection of place,
but a depiction of the poster ‘running into’ it, a representation of physical space filtered
through subjective engagement.
The ‘filtered landscape’ on Instagram of subjective representations of experiences of place
is similar to linguistic landscapes in that it is composed mainly of public displays that are
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‘freely accessible’ to members (i.e. account holders) of the platform.3 Instagram is also a
‘place’ in itself, a space to ‘go’, ‘be’ or ‘observe’ – in fact, social media platforms and online
spaces in a more general sense have been discussed in terms of ‘Virtual’ or ‘Online’ Semiotic
or Linguistic Landscapes (Nı´ Dhonnacha et al. 2015; Jones 2010; Ivkovic and Lotherington
2009) and studied extensively as independent interactional domains (Dovchin et al. 2015;
Zappavigna 2014; Herring 2012; Gouws et al. 2011. Here, however, I look at Instagram in
regards to its relationship with physical place, focusing on images that users have tagged or
labeled as occurring within the Mission to investigate how people mediate the meaning of
the ‘location’ of their photos through captions. Like the previous chapter, this is an analysis
of how semiotic and linguistic choices frame and shape the Mission.
To explore the dynamics of the Mission’s ‘filtered’ landscape, I discuss examples of indi-
vidual instances to demonstrate how place is enacted and engendered through their display
on Instagram, and then turn to a corpus of 16,756 posts to investigate how these displays
construct and produce the neighborhood on a larger, mass-mediated scale.
4.2 Finding an Audience
A central problem of the study of displays is ascertaining how ‘effective’ they are – while
we may assume most signs are created to be seen, read and minded, to what extent do they
succeed in communicating their object?
Within Linguistic Landscapes, attention to the diverse actors and agencies involved in in-
terpreting or animating displays has brought important considerations to the field regarding
how such LL subjects can be accounted for, and how their engagement and the degree of
that engagement can be theorized. Consideration of viewer engagement with signs has been
incorporated with ethnographic techniques like extensive interviews and in-depth observa-
tion of communities (Lou 2016; Papen 2012) and more explicit elicitations of LL interaction
such as “narrated walking” (Banda and Jimaima 2015; Stroud and Jegels 2014). Such in-
vestigations into viewer uptake and reaction have highlighted the complex relationships that
3An Instagram account is public by default, unless the user changes it to private. If an account is public,
its posts can be viewed by anyone. (Instagram 2017b).
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exist between individuals and their semiotic environments, showing how
... consumers of semiotic material ... selectively use memory, historical knowl-
edge, natural features in the environment, spatial architecture and cultural mate-
rialities ... to bring to life diverse meanings relating to the spaces they navigate.
(Banda and Jimaima 2015: 650)
Drawing from spoken interviews ascertained through “narrated walks” throughout a rural
community in Zambia, Banda and Jimaima show how individuals “remediate” the landscape
around them through oral language to “repurpose” it; “realigning semiotic material such as
trees, hills, bush paths, physical objects (e.g. rocks, concrete blocks) and faded signs for
multiple purposes” (Ibid.: 643). In doing so, they draw attention to the dialogic and fluid
nature of ‘signs’ in a landscape and the role of those who view them in giving them meaning.
This perspective is a departure from earlier LL analyses which focus on the meanings
signs ‘index’ by shifting the burden of meaning on what the viewers ‘do’ with displays. They
remind us that the index is only one part of how signs in the LL (and signs in a more general
sense) can be understood to work. If we are to consider signs in terms of Charles Sanders
Peirce’s formulation, as use of the idea of the index would suggest, signs are thought of
in terms of the relationships they establish. Peirce proposes the sign as “something which
stands to somebody for something in some respect or capacity” (Peirce 1955: 99), advocating
the sign (or the process by which a sign stands for something to someone) as tripartite. The
components of this sign-action are the Object (the ‘something’ the sign represents); the
Representamen (referred to also as the ‘sign’ or ‘sign-vehicle’, the ‘something’ represented
in physical dimensions) and the Interpretant (the ‘something’ as represented to ‘somebody’
or the ‘something’ that is created in the mind of the ‘somebody’).
Returning to Paul Kockelman’s discussion of signs in Peircean theory, the Object is a
“correspondence-preserving projection” (Kockelman 2006), i.e. something that is made up
of all the different possible Interpretants or reactions to the Representamen. Putting this in
the perspective of the linguistic landscape, a physical sign nailed to the side of a building
or painted on a window can be thought of as the Representamen, whose meaning (Object)
consists of reactions (Interpretants) of those who encounter it. For example, the object of an
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‘Everything must go!’ sign (i.e. what the sign ‘means’) is a projection of people’s reactions
(Interpretants) to that sign: someone thinking the store is closing; another commenting this
is a sale opportunity not to miss; or someone taking a photo of the sign and posting it on
Instagram with the caption ‘#gentrification in action’. All of these Interpretant projections
link the ‘Everything must go!’ sign (Representamen) to its meaning of ‘sale’, ‘store closing’,
‘effect of gentrification’, etc.
As one-third of the process by which signs signify, the Interpretant aspect (i.e. the induced
reaction of perceiving subjects) of the Linguistic Landscape and, importantly, place in gen-
eral must be considered in any analysis of place. Similar to Banda and Jimaima, I examine
the ways people engage with the Mission’s landscape to understand how it is ‘realigned’ for
different effects; but instead of looking at how ‘repurposing’ within a landscape produces
meaning, I will show how recontextualizing creates another landscape entirely.
4.3 Insta-grammar
Before exploring the complex relationship between place and place as represented on Insta-
gram, it is important to review the platform’s particularized linguistic and semiotic mecha-
nisms. Instagram, like social media in general, is both an interactive medium and context
within itself; simultaneously a means or place of communicating as well as a particularized
interactive construct in which specific communicative norms, registers and ideologies are at
work (Sykes et al. 2008; Zappavigna 2011; boyd and Ellison 2007). A post on Instagram
is fundamentally different than a post on Twitter or Facebook in terms of audience and
appearance, but, most importantly, in terms of the functions of that post that are rooted
within the culture of the individual platforms themselves.
This mimicking of the contextual constraints of physical space is just one parallel between
the analog and the digital, of course, but its consideration is significant when discussing the
higher ordered indexical meanings of social media posts or activities. Take the use of hash-
tags on Twitter versus hashtags on Instagram, for example. On both platforms hashtags
serve as indexes in three senses: 1) as indexes in a more colloquial sense (clicking on a hash-
tag will lead you to a list of posts tagged with the same word); 2) in a metapragmatic sense
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and 3) functioning as higher-ordered indexes (Silverstein 2003). Hashtags on Twitter and
Instagram (and Facebook, for that matter, though less common) have an explicit metaprag-
matic function in describing or explaining (as well as bringing about) the context in which
they are operating, be it to hashtag as a ways of signaling a topic under discussion or as a
means of signaling irony (Zoladz 2014) and a corresponding implicit function in which its
use assigns properties to the semiotic “code” of the hashtag itself, working to predict and
regiment its meaning.
This metapragmatic function, like that of any indexical, is suspended in a feedback loop
with ideological structures of value in which the metapragmatic function is (re-)assigned
and (re-)negotiated: in the context of social media, what a hashtag “does” and “means” on
Twitter theoretically changes each time one is used, as it does on Instagram, resulting in
varying norms and values for hashtags dependent on the platforms themselves as well as for
the different individuals or groups of individuals operating within them. The by-product
of this is seen in the third sense in which we may consider hashtags on social media: as
operating within higher-orders of indexical meaning. As indexicals, hashtags predict and
regiment their use and that use in turn is imbued with cultural value: #yolo, for example,
(denoting the acronym for “you only live once”) is observed not only as a way of describing
or explaining one’s post (“going skydiving today!!! #yolo”) or signaling an ironic shift
(“decided to go full fat with the morning latte #yolo”) but as belonging to a particular
register of a social type (i.e. “figure of personhood” a` la Agha 2007; 2011; see also Squires
2010 ). “#yolo” belongs to the imagined Millennial arsenal, flanked by “#selfie”, “#tbt”,
“#win” and others thought to make up the apathetic narcissist social media vernacular
(Lyons in prep.).
Platforms can be argued to have their own corresponding registers as well. Instagram’s
platform-specific hashtags “#instagood” or “#instadaily” are hashtags that index in the first
sense photos to be entered or considered to be featured in other higher-profile Instagram
accounts as “photos of the day” or Instagram photos of note; in the second sense a popular
tag explaining the post as a categorical or conventional Instagram post; the third an adept
Instagram “regular” figure of personhood or “someone trying to get more followers” and/or
the “wannabe Instagram star” figure, ad infinitum. Software specific features can also be
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seen to shape platform registers: Instagram’s lack of character limit can be argued to have
led, or at least facilitated, the practice of hashtag rich post codas, an example of which can
be found in Figure 4.8 – a practice that is not only not possible on Twitter, but somewhat
contextually out of place.
The indexical mechanics of hashtags, social media registers and figures of personhood are
in and of themselves not particularly interesting or surprising, perhaps, but their acknowl-
edgment is key in our discussion of the digital life of physical space. A picture of the Mission
is a recontextualization of a particular kind like any photograph, and the act of posting
such a recontextualization on Instagram must be considered within the contextualization
practices of the platform itself – much like a photo of a street sign hanging in an art gallery
is considered differently than that published in an academic journal.
It is in this sense we may think of recontextualizations of place on Instagram as both
occupying and ordering both place and Instagram simultaneously: a post of a geotagged
picture at once 1) captures a moment in place; 2) “indexically invokes” (Silverstein 2003:
202) platform-specific meanings and values; 3) implicitly assigns properties to the activity
of posting on the platform and 4) implicitly assigns properties to the place itself.
4.4 From Street to Screen
What does this look like in practice? As the two Instagram posts provided in Figure 4.5 and
4.6 show, properties assigned via recontextualizations of place on Instagram vary in form
and degree of commentary. Both of these posts feature a picture of a spray-painted message
near a private driveway, Figure 4.5 taken in early March 2016 and Figure 4.6 a year later
by a different user in April 2017. Both bring a selective piece of the Mission into the digital
sphere, but entextualize and recontextualize it in different ways. The first has zoomed in to
just the text, decided to use Instagram’s signature square crop format, and has applied an
X-Pro II filter.4 It does not have a prose caption, but instead uses the hashtags ‘#onlyinsf’,
‘#mission’, ‘#weird’, ‘#weirdsf’ and ‘#sanfrancisco’. In addition to the geotag,
4Instagram does not tell you what filter is used for posted photos, but it is likely this is X-Pro II due to
the shadowed borders and slight greenish tint.
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Figure 4.5: “#onlyinsf” c. April 2016
Figure 4.6: “S*** Happens” c. April 2017
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the hashtags ‘#sanfrancisco’ and ‘#onlyinsf’ mark this image as being part of ‘San Francisco’
and, with ‘#onlyinsf’, something ‘characteristic’ of San Francisco. These tags not only
characterize the image and in doing so create a specific meaning for this chunk of the Mission,
but – due to how hashtags work on Instagram – make this image part of what ‘#onlyinsf’
and ‘#weirdsf’ can mean. The second photo of the same driveway, on the other hand,
also geotags it, but does not crop nor use a filter nor use hashtags, instead opting for the
prose caption “S*** Happens...”. This image is not only significant because it highlights
the subjective enactment of place on Instagram (this is the same spot, albeit a year later,
but with a completely different framing); but also serves as a reminder of the selective
nature of a filtered landscape: every inch of the physical neighborhood will not be equally
‘represented’.5 Some spots or chunks will inevitably be more ‘present’ than others, filtered
out by the choices users make in their picture taking and Instagram posting. These snapshots
and their accompanying commentary are therefore not to be understood as representative
either of the material place or of its interpretation necessarily (i.e. to be taken verbatim as
something an observer thinks) but distinct projections, composing a landscape independent
of any physical coordinates.
As such, the filtered landscape also varies in scale. There are photographs of the Mission
landscape as it might be thought of by an LL researcher, for example (such as the many
pictures of murals in Balmy and Clarion Alley) but also photos of people, food, products
– even images of memes or drawings that are not technically ‘photos’ of the neighborhood,
but positioned as happening there nonetheless. A nice example of this is provided in Figure
4.7, a picture of a restaurant ticket tagged as occurring within Taqueria Farolito on Mission
and 24th.
While this filtered landscape must be considered as distinct from a theoretical view point,
it does not necessarily follow that individuals do not move freely from the physical to the
digital or that a impermeable barrier exists between the two. Such fluidity is illustrated in
the Instagram post shown in Figure 4.8, in which the boundary between material and virtual
space is seen to be very permeable indeed.
5This post is also a great example of the specific dynamics of Instagram as an ‘interactive’ space with
the bot-generated spam comment “Can ancestory.com trace back to 1905?”.
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Figure 4.7: “I’m hungry!”
Figure 4.8: “#mysanfrancisco”
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Like the examples provided in Figure 4.5 and 4.6, this post enacts a piece of the Mission
District with a short prose and hashtag commentary.6 In this example, however, another
Instagram user is seen to comment: “Lol, I think we just walked past each other bro”,
to which the poster responds sarcastically “thanks for saying hi bro” with the ‘face with
rolling eyes’ emoji and ‘face with tears of joy’ emoji (conventionally understood as strong
laughter). The commenter responds: “naw man, I was too busy snapping, didn’t see you
(face with tears of joy)”. In this example we see a curious event: two individuals occupying
the same physical space in great proximity yet interacting in the generated conception of
the place that exists online as both were “too busy” engaging with this digital landscape
to notice each other.7 It is in moments like this that the tangibility of such aspects are
highlighted – ‘filtered’ or even ‘digital’ do not make these landscapes any less real. Here we
have an example in which the digital appears to be more tangible than the organic, at least
for these two individuals. The tag “#mysanfrancisco” encapsulates this relationship quite
elegantly. ‘San Francisco’ as a place is here simultaneously material and virtual, objective
and subjective: a distinct entity that can nevertheless be claimed and personalized.
While analysis of discrete posts provides important insights on how individuals can be
observed to engage with and recontextualize the Mission, it is also useful to look at a larger
corpus of Instagram posts to investigate these processes on a more encompassing scale. In
so doing, salient trends in the recontextualization work people are doing in the filtered
landscape can be identified and considered in conceptualizing how the Mission as a place is
produced through display.
4.4.1 ‘Mapping’ the Filtered Landscape
To identify salient trends in the Mission’s filtered landscape, 20,509 Instagram posts were
collected via Twitter’s Search Application Programming Interface using the twitteR package
(Gentry 2015) for R during a eight-month period between August 2016 and March 2017.
6The hashtags #vsco and #vscocam refer to a photography application developed by the Visual Supply
Company for smart phones. The VSCO app allows users to take, edit and share photos in a “minimal
interface and a wealth of inspired photo-altering tools” (“App Store Editor’s Notes”).
7A circumstance increasingly more common – at times dangerously so – with augmented reality games
or applications such as Pokemon Go.
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The term “Application Programming Interface” or API refers in this instance to a tool
used by a website to provide and mediate access to website data. The Twitter Search API,
part of the REST API, provides ‘methods for developers to interact with Twitter search
and trends data’, in particular ‘queries against the indices of recent or popular Tweets’,
serving a similar function as the “Search” feature on the Twitter mobile application or
Twitter.com (“The Search API”). Tweets matching the criteria of a developer request going
back seven days from the time of the request are provided along with metadata such as
exact time of posting and the source of the post. An important aspect to note of data
obtained from the Search API is that it is ‘focused on relevance and not completeness’ –
meaning not all available Tweets are provided in the response to a call (“The Search API”).
As such, any data collected cannot be described as comprehensively representative. This
however, is a consideration that must be taken with mined social media in general as a whole
(Danneman and Heimann 2014). An additional limitation to the representativeness of the
data presented is that Instagram posts collected were only those cross-posted on Twitter,
due to unfortunate limitations of Instagram’s API. Posts collected here were thus obtained
with a call to Twitter’s API for tweets geotagged within a 1 km radius of the center of
the Mission (exact coordinates 37.76°N 122.42°W) and then filtered for those tweets with
“instagram.com” as a source (Figure 4.9).
To identify and characterize salient features present in the filtered Mission, posts were
explored with frequency and sentiment analysis and topic modeling. Before applying these
techniques, however, the corpus needed to be processed by identifying and ‘translating’
emojis into prose equivalents,8 and cleaned to get rid of corpus-specific insignificant encodings
(i.e. “&amp;” for the symbol “&”; the phrase “Just posted”) and repetitive ‘spam’ content
automatically generated by bots. This phase of processing resulted in a corpus of 16,756
posts. I then used the tidytext package in R (Silge and Robinson 2016) to transform the
corpus text into a tidy text format for additional processing;10 eliminating white space,
8When posts are first downloaded in R they have a special encoding. I created an ‘emoji dictionary’
with prose descriptions matched to corresponding R encoding, inspired by Peterka-Bonetta’s own emoji
dictionary (Peterka-Bonetta 2015). As that list did not have all of the current Unicode 9.0 emojis (including
different skin color permutations) I created my own that did.
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Figure 4.9: Map of Instagram Posts Collected9
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punctuation (except for # and @, symbols important to Instagram) and numbers, and turned
all terms to lowercase (to eliminate “Park” and “park” being counted as two different terms).
Finally, ‘stop’ or ‘function’ words (e.g. ‘the’, ‘me’, ‘very’, etc.) were eliminated from the
corpus using a combination of the tidytext package’s built in stop word list and the stop
word list provided by the tm package in R (Feinerer and Hornik 2015).
The final product, a tidy text data frame, consists of one word per row with additional
metadata from the post it came from such as coordinates, time of creation and username.
Adapting from Silge and Robinson’s book (2017), I calculated the frequency of each word,
reduced the result to only those words that had occurred at least 50 times, and generated a
map of the most frequent terms used in posts by location (Figure 4.10).
The first observation of note is that in terms of frequency, both in terms of the posts overall
and the posts containing words that had occurred at least 50 times in the overall corpus,
posts are focused in the north and northeast part of the neighborhood. Posts containing the
most frequent words, apart from the coordinate assigned for the Mission in general,11 are
especially concentrated near Valencia street (posts discussing Dolores Park, Clarion Alley,
Four Barrel coffee, Tartine Bakery). The posts that are assigned to and discuss specific places
west of Valencia are Alamo Drafthouse (a renovated movie theater next to the Vida building),
Foreign Cinema, Tartine Manufactory (a new restaurant opened by Tartine Bakery), Cha
Cha Cha (a tapas bar) and the 16th and 24th street BART stations. The rest of the Mission,
however, is relatively ‘quiet’, especially 24th street.
These patterns are interesting in that much of the Mission’s filtered landscape is concen-
trated around and about areas and businesses linked quite closely with gentrification – all
9Map obtained with the ggmap package in R (Kahle and Wickham 2013).
10The phrase ‘tidy text’ refers to restructuring a document (here, text content of posts) into a table
consisting of one token (here one word) per row, making it easier to manipulate and perform different
analyses (cleaning the data, counting the frequency of words, looking at how the frequency of words has
happened over time, performing sentiment analysis, etc.) (Silge and Robinson 2017, 2016).
11The dense concentration of most of the terms in between Valencia and Mission is due to Instagram
assigning a general coordinate when people tag a photo as happening in the ‘Mission District’. This means
that posts tagged with this coordinate are not ‘guaranteed’ to have happened at that exact point. However,
this is not problematic for this study as 1) no ‘guarantee’ is ever present for social media data (i.e. people
can tag ‘tartine bakery’ and be in Champaign, IL) and 2) it is the act and positioning of these photos as
occurring in the Mission that is of interest in the study of a filtered landscape, not necessarily exactly where
the person physically was when posting it.
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Figure 4.10: Top Frequent (n > 50) Terms
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Figure 4.11: Top Frequent (n > 15) Terms on 24th
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establishments opened after 1998 and frequented by and configured as ‘for’ a newer-arrived
higher-income clientele. Even when the frequency is decreased to 15 (Figure 4.11), the only
terms present on 24th reference Philz Coffee, Humphry Slocombe Ice Cream and Balmy
Alley, which again, apart from Balmy Alley (which could also be thought of as linked to
gentrification due to the subject matter of many of the murals there) are businesses that
cater to expensive tastes: Philz “buying only the highest quality green beans to ensure a per-
fect taste experience” and Humphry Slocombe’s ice creams ‘Elvis (the Fat Years)’, ‘Tahitian
V*n!ll@’, ‘Hibiscus Beet Sorbet’, ‘McEvoy Olive Oil’ and ‘Here’s Your Damn Strawberry’
running $4.50 a scoop and $9.90 a pint.
Emojis can also be used to look at patterns in how people recontextualize the Mission,
particularly those that are associated with specific topics. Figure 4.12 provides a map of
all the occurrences of the ‘face savoring delicious food’ emoji (also called the ‘yum’ emoji);
the ‘knife and fork’ emoji; the ‘cooking’ emoji (the fried egg in a pan) and the ‘coffee
emoji’. These also appear to align to the same patterns found in the overall frequent terms
– food emojis clustered near Tartine (18th and Guerrero), Philz Cofffee on 24th, Tartine
Manufactory and dispersed along Valencia. The most frequent emoji found in the Mission
was the ‘sparkle’ emoji (Figure 4.13), which also seems to share a similar pattern, focused
on specific pockets on 24th near Philz and Humphery Slocombe and further East to Tartine
Manufactory.
In addition to looking at the most frequent terms and some of the emoji distributions
present in the Mission’s filtered landscape, I also gauged dominant patterns of post senti-
ment using sentiment analysis. Sentiment analysis, also known as opinion mining, describes
the study of “people’s opinions, sentiments, appraisals, attitudes and emotions towards en-
tities such as products, services, organizations, individuals, issues, events, topics, and their
attributes expressed in a written text” (Liu 2015: 7; Nasukawa and Yi 2003). Dictionaries
of words annotated for different forms of sentiment are used to classify matching terms in
a corpus, enabling the researcher an overall sentiment assessment of a text. For this study,
the bing corpus of positive and negative words were used (Liu et al. 2016) with the tidytext
package in R (Silge and Robertson 2016).
Sentiment analysis of the Instagram corpus suggests positive-leaning posts to be more
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Figure 4.12: Map of Food Associated Emojis
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Figure 4.13: Map of ‘Sparkle’ Emoji Occuences
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prevalent than negative ones. A graph representing the top positive and negative terms
(occurring at least 25 times) present in the Mission Instagram corpus is shown in Figure
4.14.
The Mission Instagram corpus appears to have a positive bias, with 58 terms occurring
more than 25 times contributing positive sentiment compared to 16 negative terms. Posi-
tive terms framing posts are seen to relate to emotions (‘love’ / ‘happy’, ‘loving’, ‘excited’),
descriptions (‘beautiful’, ‘amazing’, ‘perfect’, ‘super’, ‘awesome’, ‘delicious’, ‘lovely’, ‘won-
derful’, ‘cool’) and specific activities (‘celebrate’, ‘enjoying’) while negative terms framing
posts relate to states (‘lazy’, ‘miss’, ‘lost’), descriptions (‘hard’, ‘bad’) or pejoratives (‘shit’).
In fact, the Mission corpus is most likely more positive than the sentiment analysis is able
to capture – ‘bomb’, ‘dope’ and ‘crazy’ are more often used in the positive sense; ‘fried’
categorically refers to food; ‘trick’ to Trick Dog, an upscale cocktail and small plates bar in
a converted warehouse; ‘lazy’ to Lazy Bear, an upscale ‘New American’ restaurant; ‘lemon’
to food; ‘break’ as in ‘taking a break’ (relaxing); and ‘lost’ to The Lost Church, a small
community theater.
The positive sentiment bias present in Mission Instagram posts is also observed in its most
frequent terms. A word cloud of the top 100 of these frequent terms is shown in Figure 4.15.
In addition to frequent mentions of place either by name or hashtag (‘#sanfrancisco’, ‘#sf’,
#missiondistrict’) terms suggestive of positive framing such as ‘beautiful’, ‘amazing’, ‘great’
or emojis suggestive of positive framing like ‘heavy black heart’ (the red heart emoji), ‘black
sun with rays’ (the sun emoji), ‘sparkles’, and ‘face with tears of joy’ are also present. Parts
of the physical linguistic landscape also appear to be featured (‘#streetart’, ’#graffiti’).
While a look at overall term sentiment and frequencies provides some insight on the nature
of the Mission’s filtered landscape, I am interested in identifying specific discourse themes or
topics that users post about. One way of categorizing these broader topics is by identifying
inherent structures or relationships present in the distribution of terms across the corpus
using topic modeling.
Topic modeling, is a probabilistic modeling technique commonly used in computational
and corpus linguistics to identify structures within a large set of documents (Blei and Lafferty
2009; Gru¨n and Hornik 2011; Wood 2014; Graham and Ackland 2016). Topic models use
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Figure 4.14: Top Terms contributing to Positive and Negative Sentiment
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Figure 4.15: Top 100 Words
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Topic 1 Topic 2 Topic 3 Topic 4 Topic 5 Topic 6 Topic 7 Topic 8 Topic 9 Topic 10 Topic 11
happy home day amazing bar facewithtearsofjoy love night francisco tartine food
birthday live beautiful chapel time armory heavyblackhea tonight san manufactory week
party black favorite ready taqueria alamo city saturday mission bakery dog
fire rose check friend friday drafthouse building tomorrow district stop cheese
friends music days special taco club guys bay #igerssf @sfmanufactory school
weekend sweet putt water sushi life people monday yeah cream wineglass
holiday real urban awesome baby video time playing cookie bread trick
family days heath flour theater fun techo books streets ice perfect
paypopper sf lovely @thechapelsf lunch kink trip free dr facesavouringdeliciousfood tour
celebrating basil ceramics shot ramen posted hard amnesia beer pizza forkandknife
pop pretty meet sunday vegan cool bluehea @deliriumbarsf mini rite cocktail
block light thursday sun burrito woman space celebrate #sunday bi night
clinkingbeermugs gonna rainy half roxie chapel guy join fuck breakfast menu
balloon joshua walking bottlewithpoppingcork mexican band lolinda friday roof creamery drink
halloween arce team chef nice skull greenhea #almightymondaze white softicecream bad
Table 4.1: Top 15 Terms per Topics 1 - 11
Topic 12 Topic 13 Topic 14 Topic 15 Topic 16 Topic 17 Topic 18 Topic 19 Topic 20 Topic 21 Topic 22
dinner colone san #sanfrancisco smilingfacewithheashapedeyes park mission alley kitchen time coffee
photo sparkles mission #sf studios dolores street clarion #foodporn elbo morning
bear coltwo francisco #mission finally sf art #sf restaurant chocolate cafe
lazy colthree district #missiondistrict sunday blacksunwithrays valencia #streetart super fun hotbeverage
foreign twoheas #igerssf #california yesterday #dolorespark 24th #art story mission barrel
cinema okhandsign fran #dolorespark pacific palmtree station #graffiti brunch christmas #coffee
ladies personraisinghandsincelebration reading #bayarea studio afternoon st #clarionalley chicken theatre tea
#repost personwithfoldedhands #sfo #themission southern bridgeatnight 16th #mural #food house shop
miss colfour break #usa pretty sunny cha mural thai hot ritual
painted signofthehorns bright #sanfran fur summer gray link craftsman church acrylic
care dancer mix #travel favorite basilica technology purplehea eat tree series
highvoltagesign informationdeskperson finally #norcal smilingfacewithsmilingeyes weekend comics view fresh found beach
housebuilding victoryhand tiny #music brewing gorgeous ba aistpalette lunch set canvas
animal thumbsupsign arizmendi #lamission post womanwithbunnyears streets balmy #foodie lost house
control flexedbiceps message #missiondolores factory #sundayfunday waiting bio top yoga sunwithface
Table 4.2: Top 15 Terms per Topics 12 - 22
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Topic Interpretation Broader Theme
Topic 1 Special occasions; celebration (mention of holidays and ‘party popper’ emoji) Special Occasion
Topic 2 Unsure – political? (Joshua Acre ran for District 9 supervisor in 2016)
Topic 3 Leisure during the day (putt-putt golf; visiting ceramics studio) Leisurely Activities
Topic 4 ‘Going out on the town’ (restaurants ‘flour + water’; Special Occasion
The Chapel nightclub; ‘popping cork’ and ‘chef’ emojis)
Topic 5 Lunch; casual activities (taqueria; lunch; Roxie movie theater) Food
Topic 6 Social activities or fun activities (going to Alamo Drafthouse Leisurely Activities
movie theater with friends; taking the Armory Kink.com tour)
Topic 7 Leisurely dining (enjoying the rooftop bar at El Techo Lolinda Fine Dining
Argentinian Steakhouse)
Topic 8 Promotions for shows by DJs
Topic 9 Photography (#igersf; places of photos) Hobbies
Topic 10 ‘Snack’ foods (Tartine Bakery and Manufactory; Bi-Rite Creamery; ice cream) Food
Topic 11 Gourmet food (The Cheese School; Trick Dog; Fine Dining
food and wine related emojis)
Topic 12 Expensive restaurant night out (Lazy Bear; Foreign Cinema; ‘lightening bolt’ emoji)12 Fine Dining
Topic 13 Person Emojis
Topic 14 Leisure; photography (reading outside; getting a coffee and fancy pastry
at Arizmendi bakery)
Topic 15 Neighborhood focused (tourists; murals; pictures of streets) Leisurely/Tourist
Activities
Topic 16 Leisure; tours at Southern Pacific Brewery and Gastropub Fine Dining
Topic 17 Outdoors; Dolores Park Leisurely Activities
Topic 18 BART stations as indicators for something happening in the Mission
Topic 19 Murals; street art
Topic 20 ‘Hip’ food; photographs of food (#foodporn; Craftsman and Wolves) Fine Dining
Topic 21 Events; special occasion activities (Yoga; Christmas; The Lost Church Special Occasion
community theater)
Topic 22 Specialty coffee (Four Barrel; Ritual Coffee Roasters) Fine Dining
Table 4.3: Topic Summaries
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an iterative algorithm to assign and group terms in a corpus to a pre-determined number of
topics set by the researcher. In the first pass, terms in documents (or for this study, words in
individual posts) are assigned a topic (represented by a number) at random. This provides
a proportion of terms assigned to a topic in this tweet as well as the proportion of how many
times this same term has been assigned the same topic across the corpus. These proportions
are then used to calculate the probability for the term’s topic assignment for the next pass of
the algorithm. This process is repeated a large number of times (specified by the researcher)
until each term is assigned a particular topic and each document is assigned a topic based
on the topic probabilities of the terms contained within it (Awati 2015; Blei 2012).
I ran a 22 topic Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) algorithm with Gibbs sampling using
the topicmodels package in R (Gru¨n and Hornik 2011). The number of topics was chosen
using the LDA tuning package (Nikita 2016a).13 Tables with the top 15 terms assigned to
each topic are provided in Table 4.1 and 4.2. As there are many topics and top terms in
each topic that are not immediately clear, Table 4.3 provides an interpretive summary.
Interpretations were inferred from identified top terms and by looking back into the corpus
to see what posts had been identified as belonging to assigned topics. The results of the
topic model suggest much of the filtered landscape’s underlying structure has to do with food
and having a good time. Topics relating to food or about a specific restaurant appear to
dominate the filtered landscape, and all of the restaurants mentioned here by name – Tartine
Manufactory, flour + water, Foreign Cinema, Lazy Bear, the Cheese School (a catering
company that also teaches classes on the appreciation of cheese), Trick Dog, Lolinda’s El
Techo (the steakhouse’s rooftop bar) and Southern Pacific Brewery and Gastropub – all are
newer and more expensive. That they have a presence on Instagram is not shocking, but
the lack of any other type of restaurant topic or in the very least, a top term apart from the
generic ‘taqueria’ and ‘mexican’, is surprising.
12For an as yet unknown reason, occasionally photos of the famous San Francisco “Painted Ladies” houses
on Alamo Square become tagged as occurring at the 24th BART station.
13It is important to find a ‘Goldilocks Zone’ of the number of topics you choose – too small a number of
topics will not be representative of the documents and too many topics will not be informative. The LDA
tuning package (Nikita 2016b) calculates an estimate for an optimal number of topics using four metrics
measuring minimum similarity between different topics and maximum similarity within topics (measured
with cosine distance) (Cao et al. 2009) and minimal “divergence value” in Topic-Word and Document-Matrix
matrix LDA outputs (Arun et al. 2010).
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Figure 4.16: Tartine Bakery14
The discrepancies of display between the filtered Mission and the physical Mission are
underlined quite clearly turning back to the physical landscape. Like the other newer, more
expensive restaurants and cafes discussed in the last chapter, these establishments also sport
a more demure facade (Figures 4.16, 4.17 and 4.18); but in the Instagram data, however,
displays about, in or of them dominate the landscape, occurring as some of the most frequent
things discussed or displayed ‘about’ The Mission. In fact, in this instance the physical and
digital landscapes are completely opposite: prevalent displays staked out on Mission and
24th are completely silent, filtered out for shop fronts that are barely discernible unless you
have the privilege of knowing where to look.
In addition to a complete reversal of visual prominence from one LL to another,15 the
filtered, recontexualized realm of Instagram is a distinctly positively framed space, discussing
primarily enjoyable states or activities. Analysis of most frequent terms and inherent topics
show no substantial mention of gentrification or any related topics such as displacement,
no-fault evictions, inequality or increasing rent costs. In the entire corpus of 16,756 posts
14Photo retrieved 4 April 2017 (Tartine Bakery 2006).
15It is true that if you knew Tartine was located at 18th and Guerrero you might feel it as prominent – I
use prominence here in the sense of arresting the attention from sheer size and frequency.
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Figure 4.17: Trick Dog16
Figure 4.18: Flour + Water17
16Photo retrieved 4 April 2017 (Google Street View 2017).
17Photo retrieved 4 April 2017 (Lucchesi 2012).
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Figure 4.19: One of three instances of “#gentrification”: comments on the ‘New Mission’
collected for over eight months, the term ‘gentrification’ appeared only three times; ‘eviction’
two, and other related terms such as ‘Ellis Act’ or ‘displacement’ not at all.18 Like the
dynamic between displays in physical and filtered recontexualized place, the absence of
gentrification discourse is all about silence and the power of choice. Trick Dog and Lazy
Bear can have nondescript names and storefronts as a privilege; while to others silence is
a liability. To the displaced, to those facing no-fault evictions and no affordable housing,
silence resonates as violent oppression. The significance of this is best articulated via an
understanding of the “semiotics of silence” (Kallen 2002; Jaworski 1993), in which the power
of absence to speaks as much, if not more at times than presence to quiet the disenfranchised.
For the Mission, gentrification is filtered out of the picture, its inequitable processes obscured
from view.
This speaks to, on the one hand, the inherent nature of social media as a positivity-biased
space, with a tendency to only discuss or share pleasant or enviable experiences, and on
18As shown in Figure 4.19, a comment on the ‘New Mission’ theater attached to the Vida condominiums,
some commentary on gentrification can be found, but even within photos of Clarion Alley and Balmy Alley
it is all about the ‘art’, not necessarily the ‘message’ per se.
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the other, the discrepancy between projected digital places and their physical ‘correlates’.
In this sense, Instagram as filter or sieve, separating the unpleasant from the agreeable via
the process of taking a picture, tagging and (optionally) commenting on it can be thought
of as the “simplest of interpreting agents” (Kockelman 2013: 37). As a sieve, the process
of posting on Instagram has to “take on (and not just take in) features of the substances
[it] sieve[s], if only as ‘inverses’ of them ... in some sense, all sieves are inverses or even
shadows of the substances they sort” (Ibid.: 36). Study of the filtered recontextualized
place constituted by geotagged social media thus not only informs our understanding of
what makes it through the filter (that is, what are the overarching features of acceptable
posts or topics) but the systemic or ideological components of the sieve itself. In the case
of the Mission, we observe a preference towards discussing art, special occasions, the place
captured in the photo, food and leisurely activities, and a systemic exclusion of any kind of
reference or acknowledgement of the uncomfortable reality of inequitable displacement.
4.5 Producing Place
The significance of these findings is found in returning to the metapragmatic power of social
media post content to simultaneously occupy and order. It is through the subjective and
selective displays that the Mission is re-produced, re-contextualized and re-established vir-
tually, and as shown in the example in Figure 4.8, the term virtual can be quite misleading.
Social Networks are, after all, social networks, consisting of interpersonal relationships and
interaction. The term used by Instagram to describe relationships between one user and
another (i.e. who is seeing whose posts), ‘following’, speaks directly to the social significance
and dynamics of the Instagram environment. Networks of follower-following encapsulate
the idea of semiotic chains of transmission, through which relationships between signs and
meanings are produced, shared and consumed (Agha 2007). The act of posting is a link me-
diating content and meaning, and the act of geotagging a link mediating place and meaning:
the filtered landscape and the networks through which it moves constitute semiotic chains
in which discourses of what the Mission means and what the Mission is are circulated. That
gentrification is absent from the mass-mediated conception of the neighborhood is of great
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theoretical and social significance, simultaneously upholding the idea that the circulation of
meanings or reflexive activity “articulate” subjective cultural value (Silverstein 2003; Agha
2003), and demonstrating the potential dangers of this process whereby prevalent inequities
and injustices are obscured.
Such insights on the large-scale characteristics and consequences of the Mission’s filtered
landscape demonstrate too the value of combining qualitative assessment and computational
analysis. As social media continues to increasingly mediate individuals’ social and semiotic
experiences, the necessity of using it to track these very processes becomes equally impor-
tant. Tools such as text mining, sentiment analysis and topic modeling reveal the hidden
underlying structures of the digital place, enabling unprecedented access and insight on its
social production.
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5MODELING THE MISSION
“All models are wrong but some are useful.”
– George Box, Robustness in the Strategy
of Scientific Model Building
How is the Mission made through displays? The previous two chapters have, for the most
part, addressed this question with attention to individual instances to understand how semi-
otic manipulation ‘works’ in place making. This perspective is important in understanding
the Mission because it involves nuance, simultaneity and circumstances of personal history;
it makes space for thinking of displays in fluid and dynamic states, and for indeterminacy.
These are important ideas in understanding how place is built up through language precisely
because they allow for variance in perspective, uptake and effect.
As shown in the previous chapter, however, quantitative approaches also provide great
insight in tracking social processes of place making. As behavioral data becomes more ac-
cessible and techniques and tools to study it become increasingly sophisticated, there are
exciting opportunities to investigate sociolinguistic questions on a scale and to a degree un-
precedented in the history of the field. This chapter will engage these methods from the
perspective of linguistic and filtered landscapes to show how a dual quantitative-qualitative
approach greatly enriches our understanding of the social dynamics of place. To do so, I
present an in-depth discussion of what these methods entail, their limitations and advan-
tages and examples of how these techniques can be applied to both physical and digital
landscapes. In so doing I acknowledge fully that the assumptions of algorithms must be
balanced with those of interpretation, here advocating the use of statistics not for validation
or irrevocable ‘proof’ but as a potential complement to qualitative assessments. I argue
counts and statistical models serve as additional dimensions in understanding the linguistic
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production of place in their ability to highlight subtle patterns in research sites, as well
as their potential to uncover further means to motivate (and complicate) conclusions and
theoretical arguments.
5.1 Ontologies of Observing
Concerns over method have always, and continue to be, central to the field of Linguistic
Landscapes. From its beginnings as a formalized field to present, two issues, while evolv-
ing in scope and theoretical positioning, have remained: whether or not to count and if
yes, what? While a noticeable shift has occurred in the production and encouragement of
more in-depth ethnographically oriented LL work (Banda and Jimaima 2015; Blommaert
and Maly 2014; Jaworski and Thurlow 2010; Stroud and Mpendukana 2009; Shohamy and
Waksman 2009; Malinowski 2009), a number of papers have surfaced recently supporting the
application of quantitative methods tempered by qualitative approaches. Barni and Bagna
(2015), while presenting some of the drawbacks and challenges for quantitative techniques,
argue for the potential of “balance” between the two and for viewing these approaches as
“lying on a continuum” rather than diametrically opposed (14). Blackwood (2015) and
Amos (2016) present similar arguments for the mindful “amalgamation” (Amos 2016: 131)
or “symbiosis” (Blackwood 2015: 49) of counts and contextualization, demonstrating the
feasibility and value of such combinative approaches in tracking overall distributional and
diachronic patterns.
Although it has been well established that presence does not necessarily entail use in other
domains (Lou 2016; Blackwood 2015; Tufi 2013; Barni and Bagna 2009), lack of descriptive
statistics makes it difficult if not impossible to substantiate claims regarding dominance of
one type of display over another or compare changes in and across survey areas over time
(Amos 2016; Blackwood 2015; Backhaus 2007). Synchronic comparison of different research
sites or different site areas is also aided by the inclusion of counts, allowing an informative
overview that can be enriched by analysis of individual instances. Adept application of this
technique is well represented in the seminal collection of LL studies that make up Linguis-
tic Landscapes: A New Approach to Multilingualism (Gorter 2006; Ben-Rafael et al. 2006;
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Huebner 2006; Backhaus 2006; Cenoz and Gorter 2006) and in more recent examples includ-
ing Amos’s exhaustive tallying of the LL of Liverpool’s Chinatown and Vandenbroucke’s
comparative study of English in socio-economically stratified markets in Amsterdam and
Brussels (Amos 2016; Vandenbroucke 2016). In pairing quantitative notation with quali-
tative observation, these studies highlight the complex relationships between the presence
of a language in an LL, its presentation and the varied perceptions these positionings may
generate. Such work illustrates the potential advantages of incorporating some level of quan-
tification while maintaining qualitative particularization, and provides additional support for
the “continuum” view of mixed methodologies (Barni and Bagna 2015: 14).
Whether positioned as a kind of continuum or symbiosis, or two sides of an LL analytic
coin, the optimal degree of interplay between quantitative and qualitative or the decision
to use one over the other cannot and should not be pre-determined. Quantitative methods
in LL, like any set of methods in any field, must be motivated by the research questions
and goals of the study. The choice of whether or not to count, therefore, depends very
much on what that counting is intended to show. This line of reasoning also extends to the
other oft-mentioned point of concern in quantifying the LL, what should be counted. As
highlighted by Blackwood (2015), most LL studies tend to use the sign as a unit of analysis,
employing varied forms of Backhaus’ (2006, 2007) definition of some kind of text within
a discernible frame. However, as Blackwood points out, it may be problematic to assign
the same ‘weight’ to a bumper sticker and a billboard in a quantitative analysis (see also
Huebner 2009). Additionally, this particular set of definitions and dimensions may not be
optimal for or applicable to all cases: if I am interested or come across a landscape with
minimal or limited text or am only interested in tracking a particular feature the sign as unit
might not be as informative. The development and assignment of categories to LL features
may also vary depending on the site and what is relevant for the study.
While it is possible to account for different magnitudes of tokens with the regression anal-
yses presented in this chapter, the underlying question of ‘what to count’ remains important,
particularly for studies relying on tallies and percentages. Rather than suggest this a point
of concern, however, (as is hinted in Blackwood 2015, Barni and Bagna 2015 and Huebner
2009, among others) I would argue it may be approached in a similar manner as the question
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of whether or not to count in the first place. External validity, or the assumption that the
results of a study will hold in other cases, does indeed require an agreed upon set of variables
and observational practices, and in the ideal case, empirical establishment of causality. In
the case of Linguistic Landscapes, however, it is extremely difficult, if not impossible, to de-
termine or assume causal relationships between most phenomena studied. Nor is it perhaps
advisable or even desired, considering “the various competing pressures, and the extent to
which experience of what people see (and do not see) is so individualized” (Blackwood 2015:
41). What is possible, ever more so with the further proliferation of like-minded quantitative
endeavors, is the gradual accumulation of consensus on important or significant LL metrics
to be incorporated in an inferential study. At present such metrics vary somewhat in con-
sistency and conformity, but will continue to be shaped and informed as studies exploring
the use of quantitative methods develop.
The metrics adopted for the data here draw chiefly from those employed in Amos (2016).
Of the eight classifications Amos uses for his data, I adapt four: Language, Communica-
tive Function, Materiality and Context Frame (called ‘Background’ here). Language was
classified according to “code preference”, i.e. what language was positioned as most dom-
inant via relevance of information conveyed, size or positioning (Scollon and Scollon 2003)
and consist of eight levels: Monolingual English, Mostly English with Some Spanish, Equal
Translation, Mostly Spanish with Some English, Monolingual Spanish, Thai, Chinese and
Tagalog. The Communicative Function metric describes the “pragmatic role of the text”
(Amos 2016: 133), consisting of features such as ‘Establishment Name’ or ‘Advertisement’.
Materiality describes the materials with which the sign is composed (professionally printed,
hand-written, etc.) and Background describes the “type of place in which the item is dis-
played” (Ibid.). Additional metrics included in this analysis are Location (what street a sign
was located on), coordinates (expressed in longitude and latitude), available information on
Yelp.com (a popular crowd-sourced review website for businesses) regarding the average cost
of the establishment associated with a sign and an additional category denoting whether or
not an establishment had closed since the time of data collection.
The choice of these categories is by no means exhaustive, however these criteria do to
varying extents incorporate and build on important LL theoretical developments of the past
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decade. The categories of Communicative Function and Background reflect the increasing
concern with the diverse kinds of meanings, contexts and placements signs may generate
for those who view them, for example (Coupland 2012; Kallen 2010; Huebner 2009) and
Materiality the interest to consider other mutlimodal semiotics present in the landscape (Peck
and Stroud 2015; Banda and Jimaima 2015; Jaworski and Thurlow 2010). In quantitative
analyses, however, the desire to preserve the specific and particular must be balanced by
pursuit of the generalizable – as such the ideas encapsulated by these examples drawn from
qualitative literature are inevitably simplified in the adaptation from description to label.
5.2 Description vs. Inference
To date, the majority of quantitative Linguistic Landscape studies have been descriptive
in scope, relying on comparisons of percentages or counts in formulating claims regarding
the distributional dynamics of research sites. While this approach is useful in learning the
overall trends in a distribution, percentages can mask some of the more subtle relationships
between variables and, depending on the data, may not be the most informative option
available. A step further in LL quantitative analysis is a shift to inferential statistics, or
the application of mathematical models to data sets to obtain predictions or inferences.
Incorporating inference to the study of LLs not only allows a more detailed understanding
of sign and feature distributions, but allows observations of one population to be extended
to others. Hypotheses tested provide specific predictions that may be validated in other
contexts, opening up opportunities to establish general trends in how linguistic landscapes
are organized.
Qualitative approaches can and do address these types of questions, but inferential statis-
tics add further dimensions in which these questions may be explored and further dimensions
in which LL insights may be applied. It is certainly not suggested this is the only ‘valid’
way to approach linguistic landscapes, rather that incorporating inferential statistics opens
additional avenues of research on the ways in which people populate space with discourse.
For example, inferential statistics allow the findings of this dissertation on the distribution
of Spanish and English to be applied and tested in other gentrified Hispanic neighborhoods
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in the US (or other multilingual gentrified neighborhoods in other parts of the world) to see
if gentrification has a similar impact in those communities. In a broader sense, inferential
statistics allow predictions to be made about how a landscape changes when its population
changes, which can serve as valuable information in proactively identifying areas at risk of
developing inequitable housing markets.1
For this study, I employ two types of models of potential use for LL research, a general-
ized linear regression model (GLM) and a generalized additive model (GAM), to investigate
the relationships between sign characteristics, establishment characteristics, adjacent social
media discourse and location.While the application of these models is new to Linguistic
Landscapes, they are quite common in other fields of Linguistics. GLMs are a mainstay in
variationist sociolinguistics (Paolillo 2002) and GAMs have been used to model experimental
drift (Baayen et al. 2017); prosodic perception (Roy et al. 2017) and geographic dialectology
(Wieling et al. 2014). Application here of these models is primarily exploratory – I use them
to isolate salient correlations between physical space and the terrestrial and digital discourse
that constructs the social meaning of place. Before detailing the application of these mod-
els, however, I will discuss their underlying mechanics and logic, potential limitations and
drawbacks of use. In so doing I aim to illustrate the benefits of incorporating inferential
over descriptive methods and how these models might be understood and used in relation
to various types of LL data.
5.2.1 Linear and Generalized Linear Regression
The most common example in Linguistics and related fields of inferential statistics is a
regression model,2 an equation that explains the relationship between two or more variables
as a slope. The basic premise of such models is that values associated with or representing
the response variable (Yj) can be used to estimate the ‘effect’ (β1...βk) of values representing
1While it does not engage Linguistic Landscape data, Appel et al. (2014) use a comparable methodology
which uses structural, socioeconomic and demographic information to identify areas at risk of property
vacancy (an object of great concern for cities as vacant properties tend to have a negative impact on
communities, increasing risk for neighborhood fires and criminal activity).
2Also referred to as an ‘Analysis of Variance’ or ANOVA. An ANOVA is a regression model whose output
concerns the comparison of two groups.
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predictor variable(s) (x1j...xkj) when the data is fitted to a regression line.
3
Yj = β0 + β1x1j + β2x2j + ...+ βkxkj + j (5.1)
The popularity and power of the regression model lies within its simplicity and versatility.
The basic linear regression shown in equation (5.1) is limited to describing continuous data
with a linear relationship and cannot be used on non-linear distributions or distributions
containing outliers or inter-related predictor variables. However, the linear regression can
be easily transformed in various ways to accommodate different types of data and different
types of distributions. This is particularly relevant for the case of LL studies, whose response
variables tend to be categorical in nature. In order to use a regression model on a distribution
of categorical data, the linear regression is transformed by taking the log of each variable of
the equation.
Yj = ln
( p
1− p
)
= β0 + β1x1j + β2x2j + ...+ βkxkj (5.2)
The linear regression is therefore transformed into a logistic function which models a range
from 0 to 1. This range is useful for modeling categorical data as it serves as a representation
of a probability, specifically the probability that a category is present. The logistic regression
model behaves exactly as a linear regression in that it uses response variable values (Yj) to
estimate the relative impact (β1...βk) exerted by predictor variable values (x1j...xkj) but
instead of using a continuous outcome to calculate the influence of xkj on Yj, it uses a
probability ranging from 0 to 1 (( p
1−p)). As this model is providing a probability as its
output, when applying it a reference category must be established – 4 while the choice
of this reference category is not particularly important for the performance of the model
(most statistical programs will pick a reference category at random or alphabetically) it is
important to note what the reference category is when interpreting model results.
3j here represents an individual observation.  is an error term, in essence representing those things in
the model that cannot be captured by the other parts of the equation (model ‘noise’).
4As in order to make sense of the distribution of category occurrences the model needs something to
compare this distribution to.
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Applying a logistic regression model (also known as a ‘logit’ model)5 to a categorical
distribution can take two forms: binomial and multinomial. Both forms follow the same logic
and assumptions as presented in the transformed linear regression represented by equation
(5.2), and the choice of which one to use depends on how many categories there are under
investigation and how many observations are present within each category. A binomial logit
model works by comparing two outcomes of a category (e.g. Y1 present vs. Y1 absent) and
a multinomial logit model compares multiple outcomes all at once (presence of Y1 vs. Y2
vs. Yk). If a study has more than two categories, multinomial regression might present
itself as the best option as it does not simplify the distribution to a binary difference (i.e.
a distribution of French, Spanish and English is not reduced to French vs. Other), however
if there are too many categories or negligible amounts of observations within categories a
multinomial logit may become less informative as there might not be enough information
for the model to estimate β for all predictor variables. Depending on the research question,
cases of more complex and/or sparse configurations of categorical data may be simplified
with running a series of binomial regressions which manipulate the intercept category to
look at each categorical outcome individually, or studied with application of more complex
statistical models such as a Generalized Additive Model (GAM).
The results of a logistic regression model, depending on the statistical program, usually
consist of an output of estimated coefficients (β), standard errors and associated p values.
The most relevant aspects of a logit model output for interpretation of the data are the
estimated coefficients, which can be transformed into odds ratios by exponentiating them
for a more intuitive representation of relationships between variables,6 and p values. Esti-
mated coefficients and odds ratios provide information regarding the degree and direction of
relationships between variables and p describes the probability that a specific result would
occur if the null hypothesis (i.e. ‘no relationships exist between variables’) is true. While
5The terms ‘logistic regression’ and ‘logit’ can and are frequently used interchangeably, but technically
a ‘logistic regression’ refers to the transformed function and ‘logit’ to the function that results in that
transformation (i.e. the inverse of the logistic function). Depending on the program used to compute the
model, ‘logistic’ and ‘logit’ commands can give a different representation of model results (much like running
a linear regression command vs. ANOVA).
6Odds ratios enable descriptions such as ‘this outcome is four times more likely than that outcome’
instead of ‘the probability of this outcome is 0.2 and the probability of this other outcome is 0.385’.
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a low p value is frequently pointed to as evidence of the occurrence of a phenomenon, the
purpose of the p value is not to suggest that a finding is ‘true’, but to serve as an additional
metric to evaluate a model in comparison with future models. The very idea of ‘significance’
at p < 0.05, was first introduced in 1926 to provide “a rough numerical guide of the strength
of evidence against the null hypothesis”, with 0.05 as a suggested cutoff to indicate “merely
that one should repeat the experiment” (Goodman 2008:135; see also Fisher 1958). This
point is of crucial importance in motivating and interpreting inferential models, particularly
in the case of the field of Linguistic Landscapes. Inferential statistics should not be viewed
as a way to prove something about a landscape, but an enhanced way of describing and
characterizing LL features. The benefit of these techniques over descriptive statistics is not
that a configuration of variables can be deemed significant, but that certain aspects can be
highlighted and noted for future surveys and that relationships between variables may be
more precisely characterized.
Appropriate application of regression models to LL depends on the characteristics and
distribution of data. A linear model, for example, would be best suited to look at the
relationship between different sign characteristics and a continuous response,7 such as the
distance from a point of interest or the number of times people were seen looking at the
sign; while a logit model would be needed to model categorical outcomes. As data sets
grow in size and complexity, however, the scope of linear and generalized linear models
becomes limited. A central goal of quantitative analyses of LL is to incorporate as many
relevant variables as possible, even if some variables are not present on all signs surveyed
or only present in select areas. This issue might be addressed by running multiple models
on different aspects of an LL distribution, but this is not a very accurate representation of
a research site as a whole. While linear regressions may be transformed in various ways
to ‘fit’ non-linear patterns and more complex data sets, there are unique characteristics of
spatial data that remain unaddressed. Location of an item, in particular, must be denoted
one dimensionally to be included in a regression model, a simplification that threatens to
erase potential interactions present on a two dimensional place or forces the researcher to
resort to convoluted representations of coordinates. Fortunately, significant developments in
7Predictor variables can be continuous or categorical for any type of regression.
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the availability of complex models capable of tackling spatial data have been made possible
by the proliferation of open-source statistical packages on free programming environments
such as R, offering unprecedented access to robust and powerful analytical tools. This is the
case of the next inferential technique discussed, the generalized additive model or GAM.
5.2.2 Generalized Additive Models
Relatively unaccessible until quite recently due to the prohibitive amount of computational
power needed to run it, the generalized additive model incorporates slopes and splines of
predictive variables to represent relationships between non-linearly distributed data. Instead
of using transformations with log or higher ordered polynomials to produce different curves
that may approximate the shape of a relationship between variables, generalized additive
models ‘add’ up series of slopes that directly represent these relationships as they occur
in the data (Wood 2006). Like linear and transformed linear models, GAMs enable the
contribution of each predictor variable to be made clear but have the added benefit of
not assuming anything a priori about the nature of the relationship of the predictor and
response (Larsen 2015). In other words, GAMs do not impose a structure on the relationships
observed between variables; which is a stark contrast to techniques like logistic regression,
which require active manipulation of data in order for it to fit the assumptions that enable
the model to work.
g(E(Y )) = α + s1(x1j, x2j) + s2(x3j) + ...+ sk(xkj) + β0 + β1x1j + ...+ βkxkj (5.3)
A generalized model is able to avoid making these assumptions by combining non-parametric
functions (functions that replicate the exact relationship between variables) and parametric
functions (functions that assume variables follow a certain pattern or distribution, such
as the assumption in a binomial logit that distribution of data is binary, i.e. ‘TRUE’ or
‘FALSE’, 1 or 0) in computing its output. Non-parametric functions in a GAM are referred
to as smooths (represented in equation (5.3) as s1(x1j, x2j) + s2(x3j) + ... + sk(xkj)) and
are functions directly derived from the observed configuration of predictor variables. The
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inclusion of non-parametric terms considerably widens the options of what data can be
modeled, as distributions that do not fit within classic parametric parameters (e.g. Bernoulli,
Poisson, Binomial, Logistic, etc.) can be accounted for with a series of smooths. Smooth
terms can also be added on to parametric functions (the familiar β0 + β1x1j + ... + βkxkj)
to ascertain the collective influence of both parametric and non-parametric variables on
an outcome. Of particular relevance to LL analyses is that GAM smooths can account for
coordinates expressed in degrees of latitude and longitude (Wieling et al. 2014; Wieling et al.
2011), providing unprecedented granularity in looking at how minute and gradual changes
in space relate to other LL elements.
GAMs can be applied to continuous and categorical response data. Categorical responses
are treated similarly as in GLMs, with resulting coefficient values representing probabilities of
binomial or multinomial comparisons. GAMs are also inherently more complex than GLMs
and require careful evaluation to ensure model results accurately represent the data, such
as checking for concurvity (whether or not a “smooth term is approximated by one or more
of the other smooth terms in the model” which is a particular concern for spatial and tem-
poral data (Wood 2006)) and evaluating how well model smooths represent non-parametric
variables.8 Despite the caution needed to ensure these models are applied appropriately,
the interpretation of GAM results is fairly straightforward and similar to a GLM output,
consisting of estimated coefficients, standard errors and corresponding p values for each level
of each term. Odds ratios may also be obtained by exponentiating coefficients, allowing a
closer look at the comparative dynamics of a distribution.
The most compelling reason to use GAMs over GLMs in LL analysis, however, is their
ability to incorporate two-dimensional spatial data. The inclusion of specific coordinates
in LL statistical models enables more variation present in a research site to be captured,
leading to more robust representations in both quantitative and qualitative senses. Subtle
differences contained along a street or within a market can be accounted for and incorporated
8The slope used in a smooth is generated by a number of nodes assigned across a distribution. The
default number of nodes ranges from 20 to 30 in most statistical programs, but this number may be too
small or too large depending on the distribution. If the number of nodes is too small, the distribution is
not accurately represented in the model, and if the number of nodes is too large the model runs the risk of
overfitting, and is unsuccessful in capturing more general trends in the data.
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into the larger ‘picture’ quantitative studies provide. The inclusions of such details are not
unprecedented in LL studies, of course (Barni and Bagna 2010; Barni and Bagna 2009), but
the opportunity to use these details in conjunction with other LL metadata in such a way
is new and promising in advancing a “synergetic” mixed methodology.
5.2.3 “All models are wrong but some are useful”
This being said, I would like to return to a point addressed in the general discussion of LL
methodology, that choices regarding whether or not or how to count very much depend on
the research question and research goals. The application of inferential statistics is useful in
that it provides additional information about the makeup of an observed distribution and
provides more detailed means to compare observations across distributions and time periods,
but is by no means put forward as the only way to track or categorize LL processes. GLMs
and GAMs, while perhaps more encompassing in scope than percentage comparisons, are
not able to fully capture the nuance of all the things displayed semiotics are doing on the
ground: how their meaning shifts, or how they engage or are animated by a daily barrage
of perception, comment, contest or apathy (Jaworski 2015; Waksman and Shohamy 2016).
An oft-cited aphorism of famed statistician George Box, “all models are wrong but some are
useful”, is well repeated and remembered when applying these techniques. No p value will
ever fully explain a linguistic landscape, but it may be useful when revisiting that landscape
10 years down the line.
5.3 Modeling Mission Landscapes
The first comprehensive documentation of the Mission’s LL was completed in December
2014. Four primarily commercial streets, Valencia Street, 18th Street, Mission Street and
24th Street, were selected as research sites for the magnitude and variety of signs present
and for the colloquial importance of these streets in the history, day-to-day life and debates
surrounding the neighborhood. A token or ‘sign’ was defined as text in a “discernible” fram-
ing (Backhaus 2007; Backhaus 2006) and only tokens that were noticeable from the sidewalk
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Category Levels
Language English; Spanish; Mostly English, Some Spanish; Mostly Spanish, Some English;
Equal Translation and Other (Chinese, Thai and Tagalog)
Coordinates 32.747°- 37.765°; -122.425°- -122.405°
Location Valencia Street; 18th Street; Mission Street; 24th Street
Communicative Role Advertisement; Establishment Description; Establishment Name;
Graffiti; Information; Instructions; Leaflet; Slogan; Street Sign; Trademark
Materiality Flier; Hand Written; Home Printed; Permanent; Professionally Printed
Background Auto Mechanic; Bakery; Bar; Beauty or Hair Salon; Business; Cafe; Clothing;
Commentary; External; Flier; Gallery or Museum; Grocery Store; Liquor Store;
Gym or Fitness Studio; Hardware; Hotel; Institution; Jewelry Store; Laundromat;
Menu; Movie Theater; Nightclub; Notary and Financial Services; Residential;
Restaurant; Shop; Specialty Foods; Super Market; Travel Agency
Yelp $$$$; $$$; $$; $; N/A
Closed True; False
Table 5.1: Mission LL Factors and Levels
outside a structure were counted. Photos and video of 1,032 tokens were initially coded
for Language, Location, Communicative Function, Materiality and Background (Amos’s
‘Context Frame’; Amos 2016) and then revisited in 2016 with the help of Google Maps’s
Street View service and the crowd-sourced review platform Yelp. Comparisons between data
recorded for the LL study and street-level images on Google Maps were made to assign pre-
cise latitude and longitude coordinates to signs, observe whether or not a business tied to
a sign had closed since the time of data collection and to note any available metadata from
Yelp on the estimated cost associated with signs’ corresponding establishments. Inclusion
of the latter two categories was an attempt to incorporate additional potential indicators of
gentrification into LL models. The full list of categories and category levels is provided in
Table 5.1 – with the exception of sign coordinates, all characteristics noted are categorical
in nature.
5.3.1 Logistic Regression Results
The first round of inferential analysis applied to the Mission LL is a multinomial logit that
models the impact of Location on Language.9 Multinomial logistic regression was selected
over binomial so that the observed distribution of the five-leveled response variable would
9Performed using the nnet package for R (Venables and Ripley 2002).
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Location Language β(SE) 95% CI for Odds Ratio Pr(> |z|)
Lower Odds Ratio Upper
24th Street Spanish 1.34(0.63) 1.1 3.8 13.0 0.012
24th Street Mostly Spanish, 1.34(0.92) 1.28 7.8 47.4 0.024
Some English
Table 5.2: Summary of Significant Multinomial Logistic Regression Results
not be simplified to two outcomes. The number of terms and categories involved in this
model are relatively small and the amount of data points for each category relatively well-
populated, therefore it is likely the model will not be too complex for the data. As this
investigation into the LL is framed by the issue of gentrification, English and Valencia Street
are chosen as reference categories so as to situate interpretations of comparisons around the
most gentrified street (Valencia) and the most common language in the Mission (English).
Results highlighted as significant by the model are shown in Table 5.2.
Results suggest that occurrences of signs characterized as written in categorical Spanish
and in Spanish with some English are more likely to occur on 24th Street than English signs
present on Valencia Street. This finding in itself can be considered useful or interesting,
due to current efforts by Calle 24 and others to turn 24th into a Latino Cultural District.
The suggestion that there appears to be a considerable difference between the display of
Spanish here compared to Valencia provides a specific metric with which to re-evaluate as
gentrification and push back against gentrification continue.
The insight this model provides, that the presence of permutations of Spanish on 24th
is significantly different from English on Valencia, is particularly exciting when we look at
the actual distribution of counts of languages on signs across locations shown in Figure 5.1.
From this representation of percentages, this relationship is not immediately apparent – a
difference between Spanish on 24th and English on Valencia is noticeable, but the same
observation could be made for Spanish on Mission vs. English on Valencia. An inferential
model is able to identify these differences of interest with more precision than percentages,
especially when the odds ratio is taken into consideration. In the case of this model, for
example, it is not just that a difference between Spanish on 24th and English on Valencia is
found, it is that Spanish is found to be 3.8 times more likely on 24th and mostly Spanish
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Figure 5.1: Language Distribution Across Location Categories
Figure 5.2: Language Distribution Across Individual Signs
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Figure 5.3: Yelp Distribution Across Individual Signs
with some English signs 7.8 times more likely. In so doing the logit model provides an
increased level of scrutiny and specificity when describing the distributional patterns of an
LL.
5.3.2 Generalized Additive Model Results
While the multinomial logit serves to highlight relationships within the distribution of cate-
gorical assignments in an LL, it is not the best or closest representation available of what is
actually unfolding on the ground. The problem of identifying a sign’s location by a category
such as ‘Street’ is a big one, as the variation of how those signs occur within that street is
lost. This can be seen quite clearly in the case of the signs of the Mission depicted in Figure
5.2, a representation of the distribution of the Language category across individual signs.
The signs on Valencia Street and 18th (the concentrations of of pink in the upper left) do
not appear to change much moving along streets, but the signs on Mission and 24th do seem
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Category Level β(SE) Odds Ratio Pr(> |z|)
Yelp $$ 1.358(0.31) 3.9 1.21e-05
Yelp $$$ 3.031(1.159) 20.7 0.00891
Communicative Role Establishment Description -0.95(-0.47) 0.37 0.02609
Communicative Role Information -1.35(0.46) 0.268 0.00321
Materiality Professionally Printed 1.68(0.856) 5.4 0.04903
s(Lat., Long.) – – – 0.00015
Table 5.3: Summary of Significant GAM Results on English Presence
to suggest some intra-street variation. Moving South to North up Mission, there appears to
be small pockets of Spanish dominance near the intersection of 24th and Mission and 18th
and Mission. Similar instances of close-proximity variation are also seen in the distribution
of other categories, such as concentrations of signs that are reported with different levels of
cost on Yelp (Figure 5.3).
To incorporate this variation in a quantitative analysis I employ a generalized additive
model which accounts for sign coordinates with a two-dimensional smooth function. As
GAMs are more robust models than GLMs in terms of how many categories they may include
and how much data they required in each category, the non-parametric smooth function can
be run with five other additional parametric categories of interest (Communicative Role,
Materiality, Background, Yelp $ Designation and whether not a business or organization
associated with a sign is still there). To continue the focus on the distribution of English vs.
Spanish, a multinomial generalized additive model with Language as the response variable
and English as the reference was performed.10 In building this model, the Location category
was left out as the smooth term already served to approximate a sign’s position and the
number of nodes was increased to 40 to better fit the distribution of the data.
The results of the model for English (Table 5.3) as a response suggest that signs’ coor-
dinates are important for the presence of English. Additional aspects highlighted by the
GAM include positive correlations between English-only signs and mid-range to expensive
businesses and ‘professionally printed’ signs. Relationships of distance are pointed to as well,
with negative correlations found between the presence of English and signs that describe or
inform.
10Using the mgcv package in R (Wood 2011; Wood 2006).
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Category Level β(SE) Odds Ratio Pr(> |z|)
Yelp $$ -1.273(0.38) 0.279 0.00109
Materiality Permanent -3.197(1.24) 0.04 0.01024
Materiality Professionally Printed -2.501(0.89) 0.2.29 0.00544
s(Lat., Long.) – – – 0.00129
Table 5.4: Summary of Significant GAM Results on Spanish Presence
The distribution of Spanish is also suggested by the model to have a close relationship with
location, but seems to behave almost in opposition with English sign patterns (Table 5.4).
Spanish language signs exhibit negative correlations in all of the levels identified, being less
likely to be found among or related to mid-range businesses, and permanent or professionally
printed signs. Interestingly, smooth terms in models for Mostly English with Some Spanish;
Equal Translation and Mostly English with some Spanish, were not identified as having a
significant relationship with their predictor. Results of the GAM model suggest that within
the present corpus of Mission LL data, signs with some combination of languages do not
appear to have a generalizable pattern in their placement.
The results of these models become particularly illustrative and useful then they are
visualized with graphs. Figures 5.4 and 5.5 show pairs of two plots generated by GAM
results which show how probabilities of Language presence on signs change over stretches of
latitude and longitude. These representations allow a perspective on relationships between
displays and space unprecedented in LL studies, providing a means of characterizing and
recording complex and nuanced changes that can occur in the span of a few yards.
These findings for the Mission are particularly interesting in that they do not provide
evidence of gradual, steady change from one direction to the other in the neighborhood.
For English moving South to North (latitude) probabilities remain fairly high and steady
until a small ‘blip’ around 24th Street at 37.74, and then gradually decrease moving through
the Mission in-between 24th and Valencia, taking off again when hitting the commercial
stretch of Valencia. Moving west to east, English starts high, runs across the Mission and
24th intersection at -122.420 and even though continuing East into 24th, the probability of
encountering an English sign continues to climb. When it is possible to zoom in on these
changes, generalizations made by percentages or models like the logistic regression discussed
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Figure 5.4: Changes in Probability for English Presence by Coordinate
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Figure 5.5: Changes in Probability for Spanish Presence by Coordinate
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above that use Location or site as one static category begin to seem increasingly inadequate.
The map of probabilities of Spanish presence by latitude, for instance, refutes regression
model results that suggest little to no Spanish occurs further north near Valencia. This rep-
resentation also provides a characterization of a series of sharp dips of Spanish probabilities
that each last for around the same distance as a city block. These characterizations also
make clear the degree of categorical difference between English and Spanish signs – these
maps are near polar opposites of each other, despite the fact that other permutations of
language were also included in the GAM model.
The degree of detail provided by GAMs on the distributions they are applied to is thus
not only exciting as a further enrichment to our understanding of the overall dynamics of
linguistic landscapes or even as more advanced ways of tracking LL features for comparison
or reduplication. The application of new metrics and the continued development of elegant
and informative ways of visualizing and articulating what is going on in a landscape is of
great benefit and use to the further interpretation of the field across disciplines and across
the broader communities in which LL work is completed.
5.3.3 Modeling the Insta-scape
GAMs may also be applied to identify additional salient patterns in the Mission’s filtered
landscape. This is particularly useful when contending with the results of the 22-topic
topic model (Figure 5.6). With so many different topics clustered so close together, it is
difficult to make any generalizations on their geographic distribution. GAMs also allow the
relationship between other topics and other aspects of post components and metadata (such
as time of posting or the presence of emojis). Here, I present the results of a GAM that
looked at the relationship between emoji presence, coordinate and Topic. Similar to the
Linguistic Landscape model, the emoji GAM utilized a two dimensional smoothing function
to account for coordinates with k (the number of nodes) at 60 due to the larger corpus.
The GAM results suggest that emoji presence has a significant relationship with coordinate;
Topic 14 (the leisure, reading, drinking coffee topic) and Topic 22 (also related to coffee,
more specific to coffee shops like Ritual). Additional models were run on all topics to look
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Figure 5.6: Distribution of Topics
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Category Level β(SE) Odds Ratio Pr(> |z|)
Topic 14 0.30(0.10) 1.35 0.004
Topic 22 0.39(0.12) 1.48 0.001
s(Lat., Long.) – – – <2e-16
Table 5.5: Summary of Significant GAM Results on Emoji Presence
Category Level β(SE) Odds Ratio Pr(> |z|)
Topic 22 0.95(0.44) 1.48 0.03
s(Lat., Long.) – – – 3.17e-05
Table 5.6: Summary of Significant GAM Results on ‘Sparkles’ Presence
at the relationship between Topic presence and coordinate, however no Topics were flagged
as significant. This is interesting, as due to the different subject matter of the topics, one
might expect them to have significant differences in distribution, however this is not sug-
gested to be the case.11 It is also possible to investigate within posts that have emojis to
see if any topics are salient in predicting their use. A GAM investigating the presence of
the most common Mission emoji, ‘sparkles’, found that only Topic 22 and coordinates were
significant in predicting its presence, however.
While it is important to keep the filtered and physical landscapes conceptually separate,
it is also interesting to look at how patterns in one might relate to the other. As separate
entities that ‘occupy’ the same coordinates, are there moments in the landscape in which
they cluster together? To investigate this, posts tagged as occurring within 60 feet of a
linguistic landscape coordinate were collected per each LL item using the fuzzyjoin package
in R (Robinson 2016). As there are several more tweets than LL items, the most frequent
topic present per each LL item was calculated and ‘attached’ to its LL correlate. GAMs were
then performed looking at post topics in addition to the other predictor variables discussed
in Section 5.3.2. Topic 10 (the Tartine / ‘snack’ related topic) was isolated as being less
likely to be linked with English and strongly associated with English with some Spanish
signage. The Spanish GAM suggests Topic 5 (the ‘casual lunch’ topic) to have a positive
11I suspect this is partly due to the sheer amount of posts collected in such a small area. It is probable
that this is a case of ‘over-saturation’, a possible solution to which would be breaking up the corpus into
smaller chunks of three to four month periods.
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Language Category Level β(SE) Odds Ratio Pr(> |z|)
English Topic 10 -0.01(-0.01) 0.25 0.02
Spanish Topic 5 2.01(0.84) 7.53 0.017
English Spanish Topic 2 3.73(1.62) 41.8 0.02
English Spanish Topic 10 4.34(1.68) 77 0.009
English Spanish Topic 11 4.917(1.85) 136 0.008
English Spanish Topic 13 4.11(2.07) 60.9 0.0047
English Spanish Topic 19 4.94(1.70) 140.3 0.003
Table 5.7: Summary of Significant GAM Results on Physical & Filtered Landscape
Comparisons
relationship with Spanish signage, which is echoed in the topic content itself with its top
terms ‘taqueria’ and ‘mexican’. Mostly English with some Spanish show the most frequent
and strongest association with topics, especially 10; 11 (‘gourmet food’, The Cheese School);
13 (person emojis), and 19 (murals, street art) (Table 5.7).
The ability to evaluate potential underlying relationships between the topics assigned to
things people discuss on Instagram and the linguistic landscape of their physical environment
is useful in that, considering these landscapes from a productive perspective, it provides
insight on how digital and physical representations collide or collude in their display of
the neighborhood. That the only topic with a relationship with Spanish signage relates to
food, for example, is interesting and also congruent with the topic model’s broader findings
on the limited representation of Hispanic businesses, events and concerns in the Instagram
data.12 The fact that English signs are less likely to occur with posts related to the Tartine
topic also illuminates the contrasts between places digital and physical, as the new (sign
sparse) Tartine Manufactory is physically located within a more residential eastern part of
the neighborhood near east 18th where more Spanish storefronts are present in the physical
LL. The findings concerning mostly English with some Spanish are interesting too as they
underscore both the limitations and perspective of this kind of research: the closest signs to
the central Mission Instagram ‘epicenter’ (roughly 37.760115°, -122.420377°) are in mostly
English with some Spanish (Figures 5.7, 5.8); which explains why so many Topics have
12That is, that Instagram filters out prevalent aspects of the landscape that engage with aspects of Latino
culture other than food, such as local pre-gentrification general stores, neighborhood organizations and local
newspaper.
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Figure 5.7: “El Mercadito: Buy Local, Support Locals”
a significant relationship with mostly English and some Spanish signs, particularly Topic
13 (the ‘emoji’ topic). From the perspective of LL research questions, however, this is
not necessarily a ‘problem’ as filtered landscapes are not meant to be understood as direct
representations of what is ‘happening’ at a specific location (i.e. ‘there is a store called El
Mercadito here’) but productive discourses present around that space that shape its meaning.
This is salient in the Mission’s case, as the model suggests that when relationships do exist
between signs and topics, it appears that topics are doing the opposite of what signs on the
‘ground’ might suggest – i.e. generate displays all about one Manufactory ‘sign’ in an area
with less English signs and more general and diversified food and activity references in those
with more Spanish.
GAMs of the relationships between productions of place observed on Instagram and in
display thus highlight further the discrepancy between the two, as well as serve to point out
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Figure 5.8: “Mission Thrift: Ropa Usada”
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those moments in which they align that might be difficult for the researcher to ascertain
manually comparing corpora. The relationship between Spanish signage and Topic 5 is a
particularly good example of this, as it shows that businesses and establishments other than
Tartine or Lazy Bear are present on Instagram, but, not as representations as ‘brands’ but
for the products (in this case, food) they sell. This discrepancy of representation is captured
through the GAM suggesting that Spanish signed spaces have a presence in our Instagram
sample, but it is a generic and generalized one. This is especially when compared to Tartine
(Topic 10), which has a very specific presence even despite the presence of English signs.
As a tool to study these productive discourses of both land and screen, GAMs provide a
robust way to account for and document their complexity on a larger scale and as well as to
a more detailed degree – with estimates, we are able to note and track changes in landscapes
with greater accuracy and accountability, as well as find relationships potentially missed in
more qualtitatively-focused reflections. As the application of these models show, however,
qualitative considerations are crucial in interpreting model results and understanding how
they inform our perspective of ways in which the Mission is shaped through display. With
the growing presence and availability of more advanced statistical and analytical tools like
GAMs and topic modeling, the focus of quantitative analyses can be configured to the specific
research questions and goals of qualitative concern, providing more perspectives and insight
on the processes by which place is produced.
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6CONCLUDING REMARKS
“La bottega? Non si sbaglia, guardi bene: eccola la`. Numero quindici, a mano
manca, quattro gradini, facciata bianca, cinque parrucche nella vetrina, sopra un
cartello ‘Pomata Fina’, mostra in azzurro alla moderna, v’e` per insegna una lanterna
– la` senza fallo mi trovera`!”
– Cesare Sterbini as voiced by Figaro
in Rossini’s Il barbiere di Siviglia
In the first scene of Rossini’s Il barbiere di Siviglia, Figaro, the barber, has to explain to
his boss how to find his shop. He explains in an agitated tempo, “look, you can’t miss it:
there, number 15, on the left-hand side, white building with four steps with five wigs in the
window and an advertisement for pomade. My sign’s a lantern – look, if you follow these
instructions, without fail you’ll find me”. In characteristic Rossinian flourish, he repeats this
list of adjectives for another few measures, to which the boss responds “cool, I get it” and
the act continues.
As shown throughout the course of this study, however, ‘finding’ place involves much more
than a list of descriptive features. What the Mission ‘means’ as a neighborhood at any given
time or place is a continuous and often incongruous negotiation between various people,
establishments and institutions. In this production of place the landscape is not a static
indicator but an integral tool by which people shape the neighborhood. Through specific
displayed linguistic and semiotic choices, the Mission is built up physically and socially,
constituting and circulating a cacophony of ontologies and ideologies of who and what the
neighborhood is for.
Language is central to the expression and enactment of these ideologies of belonging. The
Mission has been a consciously bilingual neighborhood (albeit to vastly different extents
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and purposes) for a long time, and as gentrification begins to make more of a mark on the
neighborhood landscape it does not seem that this will change. From the Andalusian El
Capitan to the ‘Calle 24’ demarcated Latino Cultural District, language on display in the
Mission is seen to work as a powerful tool of place making and maintenance.
Intended or not, linguistic and semiotic choices in the landscape also enact exclusion
through the silent and invisible aesthetics of inequity. As a site of gentrification, privilege is
seen to play out not only in who can choose to live there, but how claims to and presence
in place are articulated. These paradoxical discrepancies in presence are also seen, albeit in
the opposite direction, in the Mission’s filtered landscape on Instagram; a sieved production
of ‘sweetness and light’ that uses silence to quiet exclusion instead of exude exclusivity.
This discussion of displayed discourses in, about and around the Mission has demonstrated
how people use linguistic and semiotic resources to make place. Returning to a point put
forward in the Introduction, observations and analyses completed in this dissertation have
aimed to show the meaning of the Mission as a place is not just an idea but ideas, differing
points of view and arguments made manifest in the different forms and dimensions of the
neighborhood landscape.
6.1 Limitations, Contributions and Future Directions
A significant point of concern, particularly regarding the Instagram data, is representation.
The posts discussed here are potentially limited by the fact that they are Instagram posts
that have been shared on Twitter, not posts directly sourced from Instagram. This po-
tentially reduces considerably the amount of public posts that could be studied as posters
must have both an Instagram and Twitter account, as well as, due to ‘cultural’ differences
of Twitter as a platform, further limits what types of posts can be accounted for. Unfortu-
nately, it does not seem that Instagram’s API policies will change to allow text mining for
academic research, and other potential sources such as post corpora collected by indepen-
dent data analytics companies remain prohibitively expensive and not best suited for such
a small scale (compared to projects these data are usually used for) research project on one
neighborhood. I stand by my argument, however, that this is not too grave a concern, for
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1) the purpose of the analysis is to talk about what productions do, not necessarily what all
possible productions are, and 2) cross-posting is not that laborious a task that it would deter
that many individuals from posting on Twitter (you simply toggle a switch before pressing
‘Post’).
Another challenge was ascertaining the best way to structure and analyze the data. I
decided to look at all of the Instagram posts at once to get an overall ‘feel’ for what was
happening in the filtered landscape, but in retrospect I fear that caused an ‘over-saturation’
of topics, making it difficult for less salient but potentially significant and informative distri-
butional patterns to be made out. A solution for this is to break up the corpus into different
periods of time, an added benefit of which would be to look at variation across time as well
as space. In terms of coding the data, I made the decision to count skin tone and emoji as
separate so as not to lose overall frequency of more explicitly informative features, but this
had the side effect of correlating these terms and potentially influencing the topic model
in an un-naturalistic way. Fortunately, this is also easily remedied by going back into the
corpus and combining skin tones and associated emojis back together.
From an LL perspective, limitations remain in the assignment of sign characteristics.
The variables included here allow a descriptive representation of the landscape, but that
description has a potential bias as being assigned by me as a researcher.1 An additional
concern is measuring salience in a more empirical fashion, i.e. accounting for features that
make a sign more prevalent. A possible solution to this would be the use of crowd sourced
annotation platforms such as Amazon Turk; perhaps presenting tiled images of a landscape,
asking participants to rank or select parts of the landscape they find most prevalent and from
those assignments give each sign a ‘prevalence score’ to be used in additional quantitative
analyses. This would also solve the issue of inter-rater reliability somewhat in producing a
more extensive evaluation of a sign’s immediate visual impact.
1An additional issue here was attention paid to detailed recording of municipal signs, which at the time
of data collection were assumed to be represented in the sample but on later inspection only made up a
small percentage of the LL corpus. It is possible that in areas surveyed municipal signs are relatively scarce,
but future work should be done to verify this or to engage with the area’s municipal signs more thoroughly.
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In its novel application of tools such as topic modeling and GAMs,2 this research con-
tributes significantly to the field of Linguistic Landscapes and sociolinguistics by demon-
strating how their application can enable considerable insight for sociolinguistically driven
questions. The positioning of geotagged media as constituting an entirely separate landscape
that actively produces conceptions of place, as well as the engagement of ways to character-
ize both digital and physical landscapes to the degree and scale shown here are considerable
innovations from both a theoretical and methodological perspective, not only opening up
a new avenue of study for LL research but demonstrating how tools and approaches from
other fields can be combined in new complementary ways for sociolinguistics. It in this sense
I consider the most impactful aspect of this dissertation to be its methods of analysis, as
they provide a demonstration of how inter-disciplinary approaches can adapted to inquiries
and theories that as of yet have only been qualitatively motivated.
I plan to continue this methodological approach in future work, utilizing large corpora of
social media and LL data, and combined qualitative and quantitative analytical techniques
to investigate how individuals use language to structure place. Showing how the meaning of
place is actively cultivated by linguistic and semiotic activity also serves as a demonstration
and testament to the inherent fallibility of meaning in general. This is significant, especially
at a time when decisions, ideologies and beliefs about selves and others are increasingly
tied to origin or current residence. It is important for research to point out the forces that
make place mean what it does, and call attention to their selective, subjective and arbitrary
nature.
2An emoji dictionary for social media data in R was also developed as part of this dissertation.
This dictionary and all of the R code and data used for the analyses presented here are available at
https://lyons7.github.io/.
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